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REVIEW OF THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION
TO ASSESS VETERANS' EDUCATION POLICY
AND THE RESPONSE OF THE DVA

Wednesday, August 2, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND

EMPLOYMENT,
COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to mike, at 9 a.m., in room334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Tim Penny (chairman of

the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Penny, Patterson, Long and Smith ofNew Jersey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TIMOTHY J. PENNY
Mr. PENNY. The subcommittee will come to order.I want to welcome everyone here this morning. The subcommit-

tee is meeting today to review the report of the Commission toAssess Veterans' Education Policy and the initial response fromthe Department.
The Commission was established by Public Law 99-576 in 1986and charged with the responsibility of submitting a report on itsfindings, views and recommendations with respect to the need fordistinctions between certificate-granting courses and degree-grant-ing courses; the measurement of courses for the purposes of pay-ment of educational assistance benefits; the vocational value ofcourses offered through home study; the role of innovative andnon-traditional programs of education and the manner in whichsuch programs should be treated for purposes of educational assist-ance benefits by the Department of Veterans Affairs; and othermatters relating to the administration of DVA educational assist-ance programs as the Commission considered appropriate or neces-

eaWe Commission consisted of representatives of various entitieswhich provide education and training and of veterans service orga-nizations. The representatives were selected on the basis of their
knowledge and experience in education and training policy, andthe implementation of such policy with respect to programs admin-istered by the DVA.

I want to commend Mrs. Janet Steiger, Chairman of the Commis-sion, the members of the Commission, and the DVA on their re-ports. I also want to congratulate Mrs. Steiger, who is currently
(1)
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Chairman of the Postal Rate Commission, on her nomination to
serve as Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission. I understand
her nomination hearing went very well.

Before we hear from our first witness, I want to recognize the
ranking minority member, Chris Smith of New Jersey, for any
statement he wants to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH

Mr. SMITH OF NEw JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very
pleased to have the opportunity to review the report submitted to
Congress by the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy
and thank you for your initiative in setting up this hearing this
morning.

The Commission, I believe, has done a commendable job of identi-
fying problem areas within the VA's various educational programs
and has offered some excellent suggestions to help improve the pro-
grams. The Commission suggests several changes in VA education
policy. The recommendations are designed to improve implementa-
tion of the programs, simplify the system under which benefits are
adjudicated and administered, and help the veteran attain his or
her educational goal in an efficient, effective manner.

Many of the recommendations, I believe, are appropriate and re-
sponsive to the needs of today's student population. Due to the fact
that many students pursue educational degrees in non-traditional
ways, and also ha-e responsibilities and commitments other than
their education, w need to provide enough flexibility in the pro-
grams to accommodate those needs. In its report, the Commission
submits suggestions to help achieve this goal.

Mr. Chairman, at about 9:20 this morning, I will have to leave in
order to testify before a Public Works subcommittee in order to
push a bill that I have introduced to prohibit the dual hauling on
trucks of garbage and food. But at the conclusion of that testimony,
I will return and join you in the questioning.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Chris.
I also want to indicate that I plan to wrap the hearing up by

10:30, if at all possible. So I ask all witnesses to limit their oral
statements to 5 minutes. Your entire statements, as always, will be
included in the printed record.

Additionally, I ask unanimous consent that written questions
may be submitted to witnesses following the hearing. Questions
and responses will also be included the hearing record.

I want to call forward our first panel. They are the Honorable
Janet Steiger, Chairman of the Commission to Assess Veterans'
Education Policy, accompanied by Ms. Babette Polzer, Executive
Director of the Commission; Mr. Grady Horton, Deputy Chief Bene-
fits Director, Department of Veterans Affairs, accompanied by Ms.

Mary Leyland, Deputy Director, Vocational Rehabilitation and
Education Service; and Ms. Lynn Denzin, president of the National
Association of Veterans Program Mministrators.

I'm glad you're here today, and we will begin with Mrs. Steiger.
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STATEMENTS OF HON. JANET D. STEIGER, CHAIRMAN, COMMIS-
SION TO ASSESS VETERANS' EDUCATION POLICY, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY BABETTE POLZER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; GRADY W.
HORTON, DEPUTY CHIEF BENEFITS DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY MARY LEYLAND,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND EDU-
CATION SERVICE; AND LYNN DENZIN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF VETERANS PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS

STATEMENT OF JANET D. STEIGER
Mrs. Smosa. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. We have a briefprecis of our statement and would ask that the full statement beentered into the record.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and distinguished

guests, as Chairman of the Commission to Assess Veterans' Educa-tion Policy, I am delighted to be with you this morning. I do wantto express my deepest gratitude to all who participated in the Com-
mission's activities and contributed to making our mission a suc-cess.

The Department of Veterans Affairs deserves a great deal ofcredit. The support and cooperation we have enjoyed ha-e beenoutstanding. Many dedicated VA professionals assisted us in ourinitiatives and their help was invaluable. We are particularly in-
debted to Celia Dollarhide, Dennis Wyant, Mary Leyland, who ishere with us this morning, and the entire staff of the VA's VR&EService. Likewise, the members and staff of this subcommittee, par-ticularly Jill Cochran, were extremely helpful. A special thanks

ne Schaeffer, both in her VA capacity and during her fel-lowship here, for her k.ontributions to our efforts.
At this point I want to call attention to a number of specificissues. I will not go over each of our recommendations. Nonethe-

less, I am prepared to discuss any issues that are of interest to the
subcommittee.

In our first report we set forth a number of principles guiding
our deliberations. Among those was that standardization should besought among the extraordinarily complex VA education programsin order to eliminate administrative difficulties and ensure accura-cy in benefits. Likewise, greater emphasis must be placed on theveteran for conscientious use of those benefits.

Our recommendation that the VA adopt a consolidated-region ap-proach to the processing of all education claims provides a frame-work for an efficient and effective delivery system. One advantageof this approach is improved services and equal and consistent ap-plication of the law. Although the VA agrees in principle with thisapproach, we remain concerned that the issue of direct-line super-vision within the education system is still a question and believe
that the direct line authority of an education ombudsman must bemade clear.

The thread of standardization and greater veteran responsibilityis woven through other Commission recommendations, includingthose relating to monthly self-certifications, change of program lim-itations, up-front counseling for veterans, removal of distinctions
between non-college-degree and degree training, measurement, andstandardization of programs in general.
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We are delighted that VA is moving quickly to implement our
recommendation to establish a task force to explore various stand-
ardization and measurement issues. We heartily endorse this
action, Mr. Chairman, and urge that the work of the task force be
completed without delay. I note that the members of this task force
are with us thiq morning and I want to take this opportunity to
wish them well 4n their important efforts.

At this time I would like to discuss in some detail a number of
the Commission's recommendations requiring legislative action.

First, we recommend that individuals training under chapters 35
and 106 be made eligible for VA work-study programs. VA dis-
agrees, in part, with our recommendation. We have considered
their arguments, but we continue to believe that the issue is not so
much one of having funds to cover and create positions but, rather,
finding individuals to fill those positions. Expanding the universe
of eligibles should enhance the success of that program.

The Commission also stands behind its recommendation for a 1.0-
step approach for wages under the work-study program, or at least
that some consideration be given to incorporating a transportation
allowance under certain conditions.

Second, with respect to reporting fees, a significant period of
time has passed since the last increase in reporting fees and we
stand firm in our support for an increase.

Third, with respect to the elimination of the limit on the number
of changes of program a veteran may have, I note this is one of the
few issues on which the Department and the Commission have not
reached ahreemer, t. The Commission stands behind its original rec-
ommendation. Basically, our position is rooted in the belief that
the fewer times the VA is called upon to make judgmental deci-
sions, the better it is for all concerned. According to VA figures, in
1988, fewer than 3 percent of all trainees had a second or subse-
quent change in program. 'The Commission does not believe this
constitutes a major threat If abuse.

Finally, with respect to moasurement, the Commission is greatly
encouraged by VA's response as set forth in its report. The Depart-
ment has taken a very positive and progressive posture and it
should be congratulated. We encourage the VA to pursue aggres-
sively the stud; it proposes, and we endorse its objectives.

We also recognize the breakthrough represented by the Depart-
ment's position on the elimination of absence reporting for non-col-
lege-depee. programs.

Mr. Cliairman, there are a number of new issues addressed in
our final report, including three which relate directly to the Mont-
gomery GI ttalthe rate of benefits for training while on active
duty, enro...ment in chapter 30 as a retention tool, and restoration
of pay reductions under the chapter 30 program. They are dis-
cussed in our July 27 report and I call your attention to them.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared testimony. I want to
thank you and all the members of our committee for your support
and interest in the Commission's work. My hope is that what we
nave tried to do will result in improved benefits and services to our
Nation's veterans.

[The prepared statement of Janet D. Steiger appears at p. 19.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mre. Steiger.
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Mr. Horton.

STATEMENT OF GRADY W. HORTON
Mr. HowroN. I am pleased to be here today to discuss the report

of the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy. Mr. Chair-
man, I would like to express the VA's appreciation to Mrs. Steiger,
to the other members of the Commission, and to Babette Polzer,
who really did a great job in putting together very complex issues.

The VA is in general agreement with a majority of the Commis-
sion's recommendations on the central issues addressed. Of particu-
lar significance are the regionalization of the chapter 30 process-
ing, course measurement, simplification of program administration,
and standardization of veterans' education programs.

On other issues, we support work-study students receiving the
Federal or applicable State hourly minimum wage, whichever is
higher, removing the distinction in attendance reporting require-
ments between degree and nondegree institutions, and modifying
the criteria for determining waivers of the 2-year rule and the 85/
15 rule for certain courses provided under contract with the DOD
to include reservist training under chapter 106.

We have already formed a task force of field personnel to study
certain Commission suggested alternatives. In fact, the members of
the task force are meeting this week and are in attendance in our
audience today. Inasmuch as we have concerns about the Commis-
sion's position on removal of the limitation on changes of program,
we strongly recommend that further consideration be given to the
Commission's recommendations and other possible alternatives
before undertaking any legislative action in this area.

As for difficulties in child care arrangements constituting miti-
gating circumstances, we recently held a nationwide "hot line" con-
ference with our field stations to re-emphasize that child care prob-
lems were to be considered as mitigating circumstances. Our regu-
lations will be changed to confirm our existing policy.

That concludes my testimony. I would be happy to answer ques-
tions.

(The prepared statement of Grady W. Horton appears at p. 29.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Ms. Denzin.

STATEMENT OF LYNN DENZ1N
Ms. DENZIN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and committee mem-

bers. On behalf of the National Association of Veterans Program
Administrators, I am very pleased to present our views on the rec-
ommendations made by the Commission to Assess Veterans' Educa-
tion Policy and the response of the Department of Veterans Af-
fairs.

NAVPA would like to thank the members of the Commission for
the time and ei:ort spent in preparation of their recommendations.
We recognize and appreciate the long hours of discussion which
were necessary to develop their proposals.

Three themes which seem to prevail in the recommendations
relate to communication, simplification, and standardization. Com
munication among all those concerriad can be developed and en-
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hanced by the suggestions of training sessions, publications, work-
ing with institutions which have shown some problem areas, the
ombudsman concept, need for a toll-free nuraber for chapter 30
processing centers, the need for more and improved counseling to
explain benefits and individual responsibilities, and enhanced com-
puter capabilities to include electronic transfer of materials.

The simplification and standardization components go hand-in-
hand in many of the proposals. Proposals which encompass these
include modification of the 30-day rule, abolishing the limit on the
number of changes of program, eliminating distinctions between
non-college-degree and degree, eliminating the arbitrary distinc-
tions and measurement of credit to allow payment of benefits based
on credit hours earned, elimination of standard class sessions, ap-
proval of remedial classes and work study for all chapters, and the
much needed rewriting of the chapters of title 38.

We support the VA response that some of these proposals will re-
quire further study and, in some cases, formation of a task force.
NAVPA supports the inclusion of educational institutions in dis-
cussions concerning the Commission proposals, and with represen-
tation on the task force which has been formed.

In recent conversations with the VA Central Office, we have
found that a task force of internal VA personnel has been formed
to further study the recommendations. That task force is composed
of EL& and adjudicators from the field, as well as Central Office
personnel. Central Office has indicated that as soon as the task
force has had the opportunity to make response, the educational
advisory committee, NAVPA, and other educational groups will
have the opportunity for comment. We welcome the opportunity
for input and look forward to receiving information.

We encourage this committee tc examine the lag time experi-
enced in processing monthly self-certifications, to encourage the
writing of title 38 into simplified form, to encourage the VA in sup-
port of an increase in the reporting fee paid to institutions, and to
continue in the effort to standardize the benefits paid to all chap-
ters of VA educational benefits.

Thank you.
gheprepared statement of Lynn Denzin appears at p. 159.;
Mr. PENNY. Thank you very much.
Because of his time constraints, I want to yield to the ranking

minority member to ask questions of this panel first. Then we'll go
on the majority side.

Mr. SmrrH of New JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for that
courtesy. I appreciate it.

Mr. Horton, the Commission builds, I think, a very strong case
for the concept of consolidated regional processing of education
claims. I realize that you have already and recently regionalized
chapter 30 processing. I'm interested in knowing a number of
things.

Number one, what the advantages and disadvantages are that
you have found in this system, what problems you anticipate that
you may encounter in expanding the regionalization of all educa-
tional benefit claims, and how you believe the expansion of this
system would ultimately improve claims processing?

10
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Mr. HORTON. Well, that is a mouthful to chew on, Mr. Smith. I'll
make an attempt at it.

It's a little too early to tell how well that process is working and
what, advantages we're having in the chapter 30 program. At this
time, we've only been operating for about a month. We haven't en-
countered major problems with it. But this is the slack time in edu-
cation enrollment anyway, which is the reason we did it at this
time, so it's a little too early to declare a victory.

The reasons behind our moving into four offices from one were
imam k_roblems and other problems that we had at our. St. Lo.gis
office. That was one of the driving forces behind it.

As to the difficulties, we naturally have increased difficulties in
getting the mail sent to the right places and getting the certifica-
tions sent to four offices instead of one. If I understand your ques-
tion correctly, you're anticipating that we might consolidate other
programs into the four offices. Coming from 58 down to 4 would be
a simplification in some cases, of the mail process and others. At
this time we are certainly looking into the future consolidation of
other programs into the four offices. However, we've got to make
sure the present system is working.

There are a couple of major concerns I have in that area. One of
them is that I do not intend, and would never want to see, a region-
al office not have responsibility for education in that State. I do not
want to pull the Education Liaison Representative function out of
our regional offices. I do not wish to see us try to administer a pro-
gram totally from four processing centers. The State presence must
remain. That's important.

The other major concern I have is in the area of establishing ap-
proval criteria so that we have a data processing system which will
allow us to make rational approval decisions and enable us to see
electronically that courses are approved.

Mr. Sham or New JERSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have
four additional questions and I would like to submit those for the
record.

Mr. Peron. Without objection, the will be submitted and the re-
sponses will be reported in the record.

Mr. SMITH OF New JERSEY. Thank you.
Mr. PENNY. I'm curious to know how your folderless file system

is working.
Mr. Horroig. Mr. Chairman, that system seems to be working

pretty well, but we have a formal evaluation being made of it and
that is supposed to be completed, I believe in September?

Ms. LEYLAND. No. We're anticipating it some time after the first
of the calendar year.

Mr. HORTON. Okay. The first of the calendar year we should com-
plete the evaltmcion of that process.

It has some very positive things about it. Two people can look at
the file at the same time. If our adjudicators are working on the
file, a veterans benefits counselor talking on the telephone can pull
up the same information and look at it, which is an obvious advan-
tage. You never lose a file. The particular data processing setup
that we have there allows for split screens, where you can look at a
piece of paper in one file and make the award on the same screen,
so that you're looking at the information you need.

11
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The only significant drawback we see at this time is that the
system has a great deal of front-end loading and indexing. It's very
labor intensive at the start. When we get a piece of paper in, we
have to make sure the right claim number is put in the system,
and then we verify that the claim number is put in correctly, and
then we verify it again. This is very labor intensive up front, but
then you never lose a file. I'm reasonably optimistic that the study
is going to show it's an effective way of handling claims, out we do
have to wait for the formal report.

Mr. PENNY. I'm also interested to know where things stand with
the study regarding the effectiveness of monthly self-certification. I
know that that study is not due yet, but do you have some prelimi-

nalaobservations?r. HowroN. Yes, we do. The monthly self-certification process
seems to be working very well. We're confident that it preventh
overpayments because the veteran tells us when he or she drops
out of school or drops a class and we can take appropriate action at
that time.

There is a concern, I suppose, that this is a little bit time-con-
suming: the veteran has to send in the certification before he or
she can get paid, and we have to process it. However, we process
those fairly rapidly. Ordinarily, a veteran who sends the certifica-
tion in on the first of the month is getting paid around the 10th to
the 14th, and then, of course, every month he or she will get a
check at about the same time. So once the initial lag has taken
place, the veteran gets a check every month. It seems to be work-
ing, Mr. Penny.

Mr. PENNY. NAVPA indicates that there is a nationwide problem
with student veterans receiving the certification letter late, or not
at all, thus delaying receipt of the benefit check. Are you aware
that a problem exists here, and if so, what are you doing to correct
that?

Mr. HORTON. I am not aware of a nationwide problem. I do know
that on a couple of occasions we have had some dispatch problems
from our data processing center, but I'm not aware of a nationwide
problem. I'll have to look into that.

Mr. PENNY. I may have some additional questions for you that
we will, as a committee, submit to you in writing.

Mrs. Steiger, Congressman Bosco recently made an observation
about a problem under current law, where veteran students are re-
stricted to a maximum of 250 hours during a semester or other ap-
plicable enrollment period in terms of their work-study program.
As a result, work opportunities are restricted for semester students
as compared to those who operate on, say, a quarter system, be-
cause it's a shorter time frame.

How can we fix that?
Mrs. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, this was not brought to the atten-

tion of the full Commission and we don't address it in the report.
Nonetheless, upon hearing about it, we asked the executive direc-
tor to look into it and I think she has come up with a good possibil-
ity.

It is a problem, and it would seem to us that the adoption of a
weekly standard, perhaps 20 hours a week, might solve the prob-

12
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lem and it might be more ecuitable for all involved. I would at
least recommend this be loolr at as a possibility.

Mr. PENNY. Thank
You also made some recommendations about up-front counseling.

I think that has some merit and we've attempted to 'ook in that
direction in terms of other Federal student financial aid programs.

How would you distinguish your recommendation from the other
types of counseling that are already provided?

Mrs. STEIGER. I think the Commission wanted to stress that this
counseling would be VA approved, not necessarily VA 1....-ovided.
It's quite possible that the school could handle this job. We don't
see it as an in-depth, professional counseling on career choice, Mr.
Chairman. What we see it as is sort of rules of the game. Here is
the type of counseling for a veteran entering and using his educa-
tion benefits; here is what you are responsible for; here is what the
VA provides. We think it could be done, in fact, by video tape. We
are told that a tape already exists that's been developed by the VAthat might be quite useful on chapter 30, and we think the repro-
duction of such a tape could reasonably be done, especially if it's
done through an organization like NAVPA or AACRAO.

We don't see this as extending expensive liabilities for the VA, in
other words. We do think it could have benefits both in the reduc-
tion of any misuse of the program by the veteran and in a happier
veteran, one who understands up front where he or she may go
within this benefit system. So we recommend highly that it be
looked into.

Mr. PENNY. I am also interested in the collection on debts. You
made a recommendation, I believe, that more cooperation between
Federal agencies should be initiated in order to collect those debts.
Precisely, what are the actions that need to occur to provide that
coordination?

Mrs. SAGER. First let me ex lain that we heard this in the field.
We hear people discouraged. We want to prevent overpayments.
We think one of the ways to prevent abuse in the program is to say
up front that we are going to prosecute abuse. They recommend inthe field that we have better cooperation and assistance from the
Justice Department and from the IRS.

Now, the Commission is keenly aware of the burdens on those
two agencies, and we do not say this in a critical manner. But we
would recommend that at the very onset of this program it is im-
portant to make it clear that prosecution will take place. In the
past, word got out that nobody would be prosecuted for amounts,
overpayments, under the sum of, say, $600. Well, that's just like
giving a license to go ahead and take $599.50. We would like to see
enough artion taken, that the word is clear, that the VA will stand
behind prosecution, that other agencies will help. We think it
wouldn't take much before the word got out that this was serious
business.

Mr. PENNY. The last question I have today deals with the change
of program. You made a recommendation regarding the change of
program. What changes should we consider legislatively? Should
we further define what we mean by change of program so that we
aren't forcing students to submit a change of program notice to the
Department of Veterans Affairs when they really haven't made a
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fundamental change in their academic undertaking? What are you
getting at there?

Mrs. STEIGER. Well, we stand with a broader position. Just abol-
ish it. It's consistent with the feeling of the Commission that you
are dealing here with an adult learner, who is liable to be more
responsible, who should have the ability to make the fullest use of
benefits which she has or he has, indeed, paid in part. We think it's
just too paternalistic to be monitoring these changes.

Mr. PENNY. How much are students tied down now on that re-
quirement? Give me some examples of something that would be
considered change of program and why it's inappropriate that they
should have to report that.

Mrs. STEIGER. I'll give you a particularly egregious one. There
are many noted in the Commission's firt3t report.

You have two veterans that start out. One declares that his or
her goal is a law degree. The other does not. The first veteran, let's
say, gets an associate degree in economics, goes on and gets a BA
in political science, winds up and goes to law school. That veteran
may have had two changes of program. His companion declares at
the outset "I want to go to law school", gets exactly the same
degree and there is no change of program. We think this is just not
worth the coin.

I would stress again that only 3 percent of the veterans experi-
enced change of program in 1988, and we think this is a small
enough item that you are not going to see hassive abuse or a prob-
lem. We just think it should go. We would be happy to provide
other examples for the record if you would like, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. PENNY. I would like Mr. Horton and maybe Ms. Denzin to
respond to that from your perspectives.

Mr. Hoirrorr. Mr. Chairman, this is another example of a situa-
tion where we totally agree with the principles that the Commis-
sion has expressed. I think we have over the years been too pater-
nalistic in this area and that we probably over-cured our problem
by being too restrictive. Although the Commission and DVA testi-
mony and responses show that there's a big difference between our
positions, I think the position is really fairly narrow and I believe
the answer to it Is to find a better definition for "change of pro-
gram." We're willing to work on that.

There are a few of us who still ft..el there is an element of abuse
that could happen, where a veteran student could just will -nilly
take any course that he wanted. But I think the general principle
that a veteran is pursuing a worthwhile goal in education could
lead to a definition of change of program that would eliminate the
problems we're seeing.

Mr. PENNY. Would it be satisfactory to have the school verify
thi4t, the course work being taken is compatible with the types of
courses that you would have to take to receive a degree within a
certain time frame?

Mr. Hoirrobi. That is one of the ways we could do it.
Mr. PENNY. It wouldn't necessarily have to be fussy, whether the

degree was economics or social studies, as long as the school was
satisfied that these are the types of courses that a student would be
taking at this stage in order to get that degree within 2 years or 4
years, whatever the program might be.

14
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Mr. HorroN. That is one avenue that could be explored. We also
have a requirement that when a person bees 12 hours of credit
changing from one school to another, or one program to another,
that is considered a substantial lossand meets the definition of a
change of program. We can change and be more liberal about that
requirement.

I think there are a number of ways that we can approach this
without just totally changing the law to drop the requirement and
give unlimited change of programs.

Mr. PENNY. Ms. Denzin, do you want to react to that?
Ms. DENzuv. We do support elimination of the change of program

limitations. As Mrs. Steiger said, there is a relatively small per-
centage of people who do change their program.

Additionally, among regional offices of the VA there are incon-
sistencies in how those changes of program are counted. You may
in one State be counted for a change of program and in another
one not. Because of that inconsistency, we believe it should be
dropped.

Also, with the up-front counseling, we think the veterans can
make their educational choices better and there will be even less
changes of program.

Mr. PENNY. I don't have any further questions of this panel.
Mrs. Patterson, do you have questions?
Mrs. PierrzasoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really don't have a

specific question, but I would sayand I believe the chairman
knows thisI've had meetings with our vocational school people in
the North Carolina and South Carolina area, and they are con-
cerned, as you mentioned in your statement, about the treatment
of the vocational schools and baccalaureates, trying to work out the
differences in how they are treated in this program So I look for-
ward to proposing some amendments or directing some questions in
this area.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mrs. Patterson.
There may be some additional questions that the committee staff

may want to submit or certain members of the committee may
want to submit. If so, we would appreciate your responses to those
in a timely manner.

If we're going to proceed with legislation, it would be our hope to
draft that legislation during the August break and have it ready
for introduction in September. So your ongoing cooperation with
the subcommittee in that regard would be appreciated.

Thank you for your presence this morning.
Mrs. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PENNY. Our second panel will include Mr. Samuel Walsh,

deputy director, National Legislative Commission, the American
Legion, accompanied by Mr. Richard Christian; and Mr. John Bol-
linger, associate legislative director of the Paralyzed Veterans of
Ame rice.

I tnank you all for being with us today. We will begin with Mr.
Walsh.
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STATEMENTS OF SAMUEL J. WAL3H, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION, THE AMERICAN LEGION,
ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD S. CHRISTIAN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL VETERANS AFFAIRS AND REHABILITATION COM-
MISSION; AND JOHN C. BOLLINGER, ASSOCIATE LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR, PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA
Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me this morning is

Dick Christian, Deputy Director for our National Veterans Affairs
and Rehabilitation Commission, and he will be presenting our sum-
mary statement.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD S. CHRISTIAN
Mr. CHRISTIAN. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to

offer the American Legion's view on veterans education po',cy.
The American Legion has reviewed the recommendations of the

Commission report, together with the VA interim report. In sum-
mary, in the past month the VA announced it will implement re-
gionalization of the processing of chapter 30 GI bill education
chums for active duty personnel. Currently, all chapter 30 claims
are centrally processed at the St. Louis VA regional office in con-
nection with the ongoing optical disk test project. Chapter 30 work-
load is being shared with three other regional offices.

The American Legion offered no objection to the establishment
of the project which necessitated the assignment of chapter 30
claims to the St. Louis VARO for the purpose of evaluatmg the
technology in processing claims as an alternative to paper records.
We are concerned by the precedent which may be established by
the proposed regionalization. We feel strongly that this Nation's
veterans should be provided high quality service in an expeditious
manner.

The regional offices were established to serve veterans within a
particular State or part of a State. There have been a number of
proposals to consolidate or regionalize VA's claims processing and
adjudication activities. Under this concept, there would be only
minimal local assistance available. If this recommendation were to
be implemented, we believe it will serve as a precedent for further
movement toward centralization.

The VA did not concur with the Commission recommendation for
the removal of restrictions which permit one change of program
with any subsequent change in program requiring prior VA au-
thorization. We .,elieve current law and regulations provide suffi-
cient latitude in allowing changes. We support the recommenda-
tion to incorporate a counseling requirement into determinations
on a request for a change of prcgram beyond an initial change.

The Commission recommended the removal of certain distinc-
tions between degree and nondegree programs. VA responded that
certain requirements apply only to non-college-degree programs
such as enrollment periods, school reporting requirements, and so
on.

Technical and vocational non-college-degree courses have become
more academically oriented to the point where veteran students
enrolled in these classes sit side-by-side with students enrolled in
degree programs. As a result, the regulations promulgated many
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years ago, accredited degree institutions maintained standards of
quality and attendance for each type of program which, in effect,
discriminated against those veterans taking ,,on-college-degree
courses by applying more stringent rules in the ar, as of course-load
measurement and attendance monitoring. We believe an inequity
now exists and support the removal of these distinctions.

With regard to the Commission's recommendation that continu-
ing education courses should be approved for GI bill benefits, weshare the view that the approval of such ccurses for veterans edu-
cational assistance benefits would not be consistent with the stated
purposes of the GI bill program The 2-year rule prohibits VA from
approving the enrollment of veterans in courses of education which
have not been in operation for at least 2 years. The 85/15 rule pro-vides that veterans may not be enrolled in any course in which
more than 85 percent of the enrollees have all or part of their tui-
tion, fees or other charges paid to or for them by VA or by the edu-
cational institution.

The long-standing restrictions on the type of programs and
courses which may be approved for veterans have been implement-ed over the years in response to instances of abuse. We have been
strongly supportive of the efforts of Congress and VA to ensure the
continued integrity of the GI bill programs and that eligible indi-
viduals continue to receive the educational assistance benefits to
which they are entitled under the law. We wish to express our sup-
port of the recommendations to retain these provisions.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our summary.
[The statement of the American Legion appears on p. 167.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Mr. Bollinger.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BOLLINGER
Mr. BoLuNGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the members of PVA, I want to thank you for this

opportunity to testify today on the recommendations made by the
Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy.

First off, I would like to congratulate the Commission for theirefforts to produce what we believe is an invaluable tool for both
the Department and the two Committees on Veterans' Affairs.

The 19 recommendations the Commission has made are based on
several assumptions and principles that we believe to be most rele-
vant in considering the entire environment in which DVA educa-
tion programs operate. Among other things, the Commission has
stressed the importance of adequate resources that will enable the
Department to meet and sustain staffing, automated data process-ing, and for other reasons. Without question, the issue of adequate
resources is the driving force behind the potential success of these
programs and the recommendations made by the Commission.

We're deeply concerned that in areas such as staffing and ADP,
the Veterans Benefits Administration will fall short of being ableto provide the necessary manpower and sophisticated automation
needed to carry out many of these worthwhile initiatives that in
the long run will be cost effective and in the best interest of theDepartment and the beneficiaries it serves.
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In view of the reductions in DVA staffing over the past decade,
we believe the Department must consider alternatives to the cur-
rent benefit delivery system. The actual processing of educational
claims may very well be accomplished more efficiently in a handful
of large regions instead of all 58 regional offices. Individuals such
as veterans benefits counselors and those having direct line respon-
sibility for education programs must continue, however, to ensure
that the program participants are able to get assistance and advice
at all of the regional offices.

Regarding certifications, reports and effective dates, we firmly
believe that these requirements should be standardized for all
trainees. Monthly certification cards have long been a source of
check delays and confusion. Required signatures by school officials
on such cards have also added to the delays.

Having said that, we do have concerns about the Commission's
recommendation which would authorize the Secretary to require
monthly self-certification verifying pursuit of training for all edu-
cation programs. We're concerned about the large volume of certifi-
cations flowing into regional offices every_ month and the effect
that will have on the delivery of benefits. The number of such cer-
tifications will clearly be s*nificant, as every student in every
DVA education program will be required to submit one on a
monthly basis. Obviously, the chance of an individual certification
becoming lost, causing benefits to actually be withheld, will rise
proportionately.

Regarding adjustments in benefits under all chapters that are re-
quired because of changes in training time, PVA supports the Corn-
mission's recommendation. Although we support counseling re-
quirements for changes in program and the elimination of limita-
tions on the number of changes, we are again concerned about the
staffing requirements and increased work loads this might require.
We're concerned that veterans may be forced to wait long periods
of time before they are able to get counseling. We also understand
the Department's concern about potential abuse, and we suggest
this recommendation be closely monitored if enacted.

We strongly endorse the Commission's recommendation to the
Department to provide routine counseling at the outset of a stu-
dent's training. In addition, this would present an excellent oppor-
tunity for the Department to make clear its intent to be aggressive
in its effort to collect justified debts due to education overpayments
and abuse of the program.

Finally, we support the Commission's recommendations regard-
ing standardization, training and associated administrative re-
sources and the work-study program.

That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John C. Bollinger appears at p. 173.]
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Bollinger.
Concerning the American Legion position on regionalization, if it

is shown that consolidation of claims processing produces more
timely and quality decisions and local personnel that are available
to discuss the issues, wouldn't this be of a benefit to veterans, Mr.
Christian?

Mr. CHRISTIAN. Mr. Chairman, the American Legion has a reso-
lution strongly opposing regionalization. That has yet to be deter-
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mined, whether or not the regionalization would be responsive to
the veterans out in the particular States.

Mr. PENNY. You don't see the local offices being out of the loop
entirely here, do you? Wouldn't they still serve as the first point of
reference for most veterans?

Mr. CHRISTIAN. We see it as providing the minimum advice and
counsel on claims. We don't have enough experience yet with thekur total now.

I think the heart of the American Legion position is thatand
this has been discussed over the years, this constant issue of re-
gionalization. It places the decision and the adjudication too
far away from our post service officers and the veterans.

Mr. ftwNY. The NAVPA witness recommended that refresher
training be limited by a set number of total hours rather than the
current restriction to 9 months during which the benefits may be
utilized. Would you support this suggestion?

Mr. CHRISTIAN. Yes, sir, we have no objection.
Mr. PENNY. And what total number of hours do you think would

be appropriate?
Mr. CHRISTIAN. We don't have enough experience. That's an edu-

cator's decision, unless Sam could provide more information onthat.
Mr. PENNY. Your testimony indicated that you support the re-moval of the distinction between credit hour and clock hour meas-urements?
Mr. CHRISTIAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. PENNY. Could you elaborate a little bit about the benefit to

veterans with that kind of adjustment? Is that simply because of
the changes that you see evident in technical training nowadays as
compred to the kind of programs that were in place years ago?

Mr. CHRISTIAN. We believe so, that there's more classroom aca-
demic work today, even with the technical areas.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Mr. Bollinger, it was pointed out earlier that a c mmissioner

submitted a separate view regarding reporting fees, suggesting that
if schools' certification responsibilities were reduced as a result of
self-certification, an increase in the reporting fee would not be jus-
tified. Would you Tee with that?

Mr. BOLLINGER. y concern is that againMr. Chairman, your
question is concerned with monthly self-certifications, correct?

Mr. PENNY. Yes.
Mr. BOLLINGER. Okay. My concern is that again, this would be

far too much in terms of work load that the VA is presently able to
handle. I don't know whether or not it would reduce the reporting
fees for the school. I'm just unable to answer that.

Mr. PENNY. We have received only a few letters from veterans
indicating a problem with monthly certification. What do you hear
from your membership in regard to that?

Mr. BOLLINGER. Well, mostly our testimony is based on conversa-
tions we've had with our benefits office and our service officers
across the Nation who deal daily with cert cards and anything thatis required on a monthly basis. Again, their concern is that the
high volume of cards that come in is going to cause a problem.

Mr. PENNY. What was that again?
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Mr. BOLLINGER. That the high volume of cards that is required
will cause a problem.

Mr. PENNY. In terms of just processing those?
Mr. BOLLINGER. Correct.
The other thing is that now, for example, with college level

courses, the school sends in an enrollment certification for a semes-
ter and the check can be relied on coming around the first of the
month on the first pay cycle. One of our concerns is that as these
monthly self-certifications are required, it is going to be staggered
and checks will come in, will be processed and will hit a subse-
quent pay cycle during the month which a veteran cannot rely on.
We're also afraid this will cause duplication of paperwork when a
check doesn't appear on time and the veteran comes back to the
Department or back to the school and says he's having a problem
and the paperwork is then resubmitted.

Mr. PENNY. You made some remarks regarding the Commia.v..n's
recommendation on changes of program. There is obvioubi3 two
sides to this coin. We are dealing with adults here. They should be
trusted to a great degree to handle their education benefits without
an aw:-.11 lot of intervention. By the same token, we want to protect
against abuse or misuse of the money if there is no degree or train-
ing in preparation for employment results.

Do you see any middle ground between what we now have as a
policy and the recommendation that we basically move away from
any notification on a change of program?

Mr. BOLLINGER. I think the middle ground would lie in the coun-
seling requirement. As I say, I wouldn't limit the number of
changes that a veteran could make, but I think our education serv-
ice should be prepared to counsel that individual and make sure
the program objectives are valid ones, and also, again, to bring up
the abuse factor and to explain to the veteran thut in the case of
education overpayments or abuse the VA will, in fact, aggressively
pursue the collection of justifiable debts. I think this is the middle
ground.

Mr. PENNY. Would you anticipate the counselor being in the loop
then in terms of certifying to the VA that, in their judgment, the
veteran is pursuing a satisfactory course of study?

Mr. BOLLINGER. I'm not sure how far you would want to go down
that road, because obviously, the more you include the counselor as
saying yes or no to the veteran-- -

Mr. PENNY. They could, in a sense, have the counselor be their
defense when the Department later on comes in and charges them
with some misuse of funds.

Mr. BOLLINGER. You're almost getting back to one of the prob-
lems we're trying to eliminate here, which is the burdensome task
of an adjudicator making this determination over and over again,
and as was pointed out earlier today, sometimes inconsistently in
different regional offices. So I think what we want to do here is
provide guidance but not necessarily put the burden of making
that decision on the counselor. Rather, as you say, we're dealing
with mature individuals here and I think its up to them to decide
what in the long run their objective is going to be.

Mr. PENNY. All right.
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Any other observations that either of the witneases want to
make before we conclude today's hearings? If not, I do appreciate
your testimony. I don't have any further questions of either organi-
zation. If questions do occur to me, I may submit them in writing.
If other members of the subcommittee have questions, we will
submit those to your organizations in wri sing.

Since there are no further witnesses, we will dismiss this panel
and adjourn the hearing. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 9:55 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, distinguished guests and visitors,

as Chairman of the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy, I am

delighted to be with you this morning.

As this Committee is aware, the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education

Policy was established by section 320 of Public Law 99-576 and charged with

making recomnerclaticns to the Congress and to the Department of Veterans

Affairs on matters relating to the administration of VA educational assistance

programs. We submitted our first report on August 29, 1988, eighteen months

after the Commission was formally constituted. On April 27, the Department

submitted its response to our report. Pursuant to the legislative timeframe,

our final reply to VA's res.onse was submitted to the House and Senate

vtterans' Affairs Committees and the Secretary on July 27.

I want to take this opportunity to express my deepest gratitude to all

those who participated in tne Commission's activities and contributed to

making our mission as successful as it nes been. The Department of Veterans

Affairs deserves a great deal of credit. The support and cooperation the

Commission has enjoyed have never teen less than outstanding. The latitude,

flexibility, and foresight that tne Departme0* has exhibited throughout is

demonstrated in its response to our recommendations. Many dedicated VA

professionals participated in this initiative, and their contributions were

invaluable. We are particularly indebted to Celia Dollarhide, Special

Assistant to the Deputy Chief Benefits Director for Program Management, Dennis

R. wyant, Director of VA'S Vocational Fthabilitation and Education Service,

Mary F. Leyland, Deputy Director of VRAE Service, and the entire staff of the

%RAE Service, including Ted A. Van Hint" John L. Fox, Alan R. 2oeckler,

William G. Susling, Robert H. Ketels, Gerald R. Weeks, and A. Wayne Taylor.

(19)
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Likewise, the members and staff of this Committee -- Particularly Jill

Cochran -- were extremely helrful. The participation of all our Ex Officio

members in our sessions added greatly to our deliberations. A special thanks

must also go to line Schaeffer for her contributions, both in her capacity as

Assistant Director for Education Policy and Program Administration and during

her fellowship with your Committee.

I would like at thi: point to turn to the Commission's reports and call

your attention tj a molter of specific issues. I will not go over point by

point each of our recommendations. Nonetheless, Mr. Chairman, I am prepared

to discuss and answer any questions the Committee may have regarding the

Commission's recommendations, VA's response, and the Commission's reply.

In our first report, the Commission set forth a number of principles and

assumptions which guided our deliberations. Among these were that, to the

maximum extent pcssible, simplification and standardization should be sought

among the ten extraordinarily complex and intricate education programs in

order to eliminate administrative difficulties and ensure consistency and

accuracy in benefit delivery. Likewise, we believe greater emphasis must be

placed on the individual veteran's resPonsibilit, for conscientious use of

these invaluable benefits.

Underpinning many of the Commission's recommendations and providing a

framework for an efficient and effective delivery system is our recommendation

that VA adopt a consolidated-region approach to the proceSSin2 of all

education programs. We envision a handful of processing centers together with

an "ombudsman" capacity in each regional office, with direct-line

responsibility flowing through the education program. We believe one

advantage of this approach is the equal and consistent application of the taw

and improved services to beneficiaries.

VA agrees in principle with this approach and has expanded the processing

of chapter 30 claims from one regional office to four. We understand that the

Department is actively exploring the advantages of regionalizing the

processing of all education claims and that the chapter 30 regionalization is

being used to study the feasibility of this approach.
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Nevertheless, we remain deeply concerned that the issue of direct -line

stpazvision within the educational benefits system is still at questiOn.

Within the existing structure, this issue may be difficult to resolve.

However, the Oommission believes that, as the Department moves through this

transition period, the direct-line authority of the "education ombudsman" must

be made clear.

Similarly, the Commission is concerned that the St. Louis Regional Office

will be the only one with Capacity for optical disk "folderless files". We

have urged that the Department clarify the status of coMputer and other

technological capacity at the other processing centers at the earliest

Opportunity.

The thread of standardization and greater veteran responsibility is woven

through other Cownission recommendations. These include recommendations

relating to monthly self-certifications, changes of program limitations,

upfront counseling for veterans, removal of distinctions between non-college

degree and degree training, measurement, and standardization of programs

generally.

In this regard, the Commission is delighted to note that VA is moving

forward quickly, ieplementing our recommendation, to establish a task force of

VA education liaison representatives and adjudicators to explore various

standardization and measurement issues. We applaud and heartily endorse this

action and urge that the work of the task force be completed without delay.

Mr. Chairman, the Commission also suPOofts continued administrative

actions carrying out other racomendations that do not necessarily require

legislation. A number of our recommendations -- such as those dealing with

training and support services, automated data processing, publications, and

adequate staffing -- are issues relating primarily to appropriations.

Recognizing the very difficult folding situation in which VA so often finds

itself, the Commission urges the Department, this Committee, others in the

Congress, and the veterans community to continue to swoon adequate funding

levels for the Department, as well as aggressive administrative actions. As
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we noted in our original principles and assumptions, one of the most important

keys to successful administration of VA education programs Is adequate

resources that will enable VA to meet and sustain needs for staff, computer

resources, travel, training, and publications.

At this time, I would like to discuss in some detail a number of the

Commission's recommendations requiring legislLtive action.

First, we recommend that individuals training under chapters 35 and 106 be

made eligible for VA's work-study program. In our fl N. mply, we suggest

that, if chapter 106 eligibility is added, the list of 1 ,rized activities

for work-study students be expanded to include specifically work with various

guard and reserve units involving administration of cnapter 106 benefits.

Further, if individuals other than veterans are made eligible for the

work-study program, the law might reflect preferences for categories of

eligibles. The Commission made no recommendation in this area

for your attention.

but I raise it

As you know, VA disagrees with our recommendation to make chapter 35

trainees eligible for the work-study program and takes no position with

respect to chapter 106 trainees. ee have discussed and considered their

arguments, but remain firm in our belief that the issue is not so much a

question of having necessary funds to create positions, as it is finding

individuals interested in filling tne positions that are available. Expanding

the universe of eligible students would therefore be helpful in realizing the

full potential of the program.

Likewise, although it recognizes VA's significant budgetary constraints,

the Commission has decided to stand behind its recommendation for a ten-step

approach for wages under the work-Study p,c4gram. In our initial

recommendation, we attempted to resolve situations where an applicable State

minimum wage would exceed the Federal minimum wage. We are pleased that VA

endorses an approach under which the higher of the two would be paid.

However, we remain concerned that this would do little to help the work-study

student who is placed in an off-campus position and, specifically, in a VA
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Regional Office. We believe that recruiting for these msitions is made more

difficult by connoting costs and suggest that some consideration be given to

ircromusting a transportation allowance under certain conditions.

Second, with respect to the payment of reporting fees to institutions, the

Commission stands firm In its support for an increase in and a scale approach

to these fees, as well as adding chapter 31 students to those on whose behalf

an institution is paid a reporting fee. We recognize that this is again a

budget issue, but point out the significant period of time that has elapsed

since the lest increase in reporting fees. Our final report suggests that the

feasibility of a floor for the fee -- that is, institutions with fewer than a

certain number of veterans would not be paid reporting fees -- might be an

acceptable motion.

Third, the rewriting of title 36 was an issue of some discussion at the

Commission's most recent May 22 meeting. As you know, in response to our

reccassandation that the law be rewritten to provide for better organization,

clarity, readability, and understanding, VA hes taken the position that its

limited resources could be put to more effective use. In our final report, we

stress again the need for a rewrite -- particularly in light of the December

31, 1909, termination date for the enactor 34 program.

The Commission recognizes that this is not a responsibility that rests

solely with the Department. Indeed, the Congress has the major role as the

ultimate source of legislation. Poems, the Carmatees in the house and

Senate could take thn lead in developing a first draft of s rewrite. This is

not an easy task nor one lightly undertaken. however, as VA itself points out

in its response, "the legislation under which veterans' education benefits are

paid is a patcheata accretion of individual sets and amendments enacted over a

period or years" and "VA policies and procedures tend to shoo the same pattern

of patchwork accretions as the governing legislation they implement." mr.

Cheirman, the Commission reiterates its position that the patchwork pattern

must be rrooven and hopes that tne Congress will take the lead in this

initiative.
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Fourth, with respect to the elimination of the number of changes of

program a veteran or eligible person may have, I note that this is one of the

few issues on which the Department t d the Commission have not reached

agreement, and the Commission stands behind its original recommendation.

Basically, our recommendation is rooted in the belief that the fewer times

VA is called upon to make a judgmental decision, the better it is for all

concerned. This provision of law is a paternalistic restriction that the

Commission believes can be safely eliminated. It is also an excellent example

of an area in stich greater responsibility may he placed on the veteran.

cording to Department figures, in 1988, fewer than three percent of all

trainees had a second or subsequent change in program. Accordingly, the

Omission foresees major threat of abuse. Nor does it believe that the

restriction presents a significant deterrent effect. In short, the Commission

believes that sten balancing the chance that in the absence of this

restriction a veteran may use 36 months of entitlement without achieving a

goal versus the chance that a veteran may be denied use of benefits because it

cannot be demonstrated that pursuit of a third program was discontinued by

circumstances beyond the veteran's control, the former is preferable. This is

especially true *en we are dealing with a program to which the veteran -- a

mature adult who has honorably served the Nation -- has made a financial

ccessitnent.

I want to stress that our recommendation was one that we developed based

on conversations with Department personnel in various regional offices. They

felt strongly, as does the Commission, that the current restriction is

timeconsuming, discriminatory, and should be eliminated.

Tinnily, with respect to measurement, the Commission is greatly encouraged

by VA': response. The Department has taken a positive and progressive posture

on this issue and deserves to be congratulated. We encourage VA to pursue

actively and seriously the study it proposes to initiate on the measurement

issue, and we endorse its objectives. We urge that a firm timetable and

Protocol for the study be established now. Indeed, it may be appropriate for
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legislation to be introduced in the Congress along the lines envisioned by the

Department's response to facilitate the full consideration of this proposal,

as well as a complete debate is merits within the education community.

The Commission also recognizes the breakthrough represented by the

Department's position on eliminating absence reporting for non-college degree

programs. This is a major step for VA to have made, and we believe it will do

a great deal to bring the Department more in line with today's educational

realities and to assist veterans training in these types of programs. The

Commission's report fully supports elimination of this distinction between

degree and non-degree programs.

Mr. Chairman, there are a number of new issues addressed at our May 22

meeting that are discussed in our final report. I :111 your attention to

three which relate directly to the Montgomery GI Bill.

Rate of Benefits for Training while on Active Duty: Under current

law, GI Bill benefits for individuals training while on active duty

are limited to the rate of tuition and fees or the full-time rate,

whichever is the lesser. The Commission believes that this

limitation may have a c.tleterious effect on the Montgomery GI Bill in

terms of its use as a retention tool and that, unless a good

justification for the continued application or this restriction can

be demonstrated, it should be repealed.

Enrollment in Chapter 30 as a Retention Tool: The Commission

discussed and found merit in an approach that would permit

individuals who had declined to participate in the chapter 30 program

upon enlistment to establish eligibility for the program by

re-enlisting or extending a commitment to military service. This

would permit the individual service branches to offer upon extension

of a military commitment a sign -up opportunity to a service member

who completed a first obligated period of service. Tex young man or

woman first entering the service may not realize tre value of this

important benefit; yet several years later, they may. In return,
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such a second-chance opportunity might allow the military to retain

the services of a trained and valuable soldier.

is Restoration of Pay Reductions under the Chapter 30 Program:

Recent legislation provided that certain individuals who die while on

active duty may have restored to their estate the pay reductions

incurred under the Montgomery GI Bill program. The Commission has

continued concerns in this area in two respects: First, the

requirement for the deceased individual to have obtained a high

school diploma or equivalency prior to death in order to be eligible

for the pay restoration; second, Me case of an individual who is

discharged from the military as a result or a service-connected

injury and who subsequently dies of service-connected causes within

the ten-year delimiting period. We urge continued review of those

issues.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. Again, I want to thank you and

all the members of this Committee f(4. your support and interest in the

Commission's work. My hope is that what we have tried to do will result in

improved benefits and services to our Nation's veterans.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OP THE
COMMISSION TO ASSESS VETERANS' EDUCATION POLICY

1. Adopt a regional approach to the processing of all
education programs.

2. Require for all programs monthly self-certification
verifying pursuit of training with a bar to benefits without it.

Require institutions to report changes in status within 30 days
of date of knowledge of the event instead of within 30 days of the
event.

Make training time changes effective date of change instead of
end of month.

3. Abolish the limit on changes of program and require
counseling for changes of program after the initial change.

4. Permit VA to target schools for compliance surveys based on
factors outside the norm.

SAA resources should be concentrated on schools needing
assistance rather than on required annual visits.

5. Provide counseling on an 'upfront' basis to individuals
seeking to use GI Bill benefits as well as on a continuing basis.

6. Continue initiatives to facilitate aggressive and timely
efforts to recover overpayments.

Adequate resources and personnel be made available.

Require other Federal agencies (Justice, Treasury, Education,
and Defense) to cooperate in these efforts.

7. Remove arbitrary distinctions in the treatment of degree
and non-degree (NCD) programs.

8. Determine rate of benefits based on progress toward an
educational, vocational, or professional goal shifting concern from
the mode of delivery to concern about progress in attaining the
objective.

Eliminate standard class sessions as a measurement criterion
and instead use the industry standard 'units'.

Limit independent and other non-traditional modes of study
within the student's overall program to a maximum of 10% of the
total length of the program.

Pay 75% of the otherwise applicable rate of payment for
programs that do not meet the full time pursuit criteria, e.g.
complete program by independent study.

9. Modify the 'mitigating circumstances' policy to permit
students to withdraw without penalty from a courses) up to a
specified limit without producing mitigating circumstances for
withdrawal.

Specify that 'mitigating circumstances' may include child care
difficulties.

10. Make available on a regular basis up-to-date publications
such as newsletters and manuals designed to assist institutions in
administering benefits.

Rewrite the educational assistance chapters in title 38 USC to
provide for better organisation, clarity, readability, and
understandini.
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11. Provide GI Bill benefits for remedial, deficiency, and
refresher training under all programs.

No charge to entitlement.

12. Increase the amount of reporting fees.

Payment should be based on a scale instead of head count.

Include Chapters 31 and 106 trainees in the count.

13. Permit the restoration of pay reductions as a death
benefit and in certain other limited circumstances.

14. Rake approvals of continuing education courses consistent
with the stated principle of the GI Bill that program. of education
must lead to an educational, vocational, or professional goal.

15. Sufficient resources should be available to carry out
regular training sessions of all those involved in the
administration of GI Bill benefits.

Enhanced computer capabilities should be mafie a priority.

Staffing and other resource allocation decisions take into
consideration the increasing education workload.

Work measurement criteria should reflect the non-paper aspect
of the administration of benefits, the need to enhance morale, and
the provision of personal attention.

16. Reaffirm such provisions as the two-year rule, standards
of progress criteria, and the '85-15 Rule'.

Apply these provisions to all programs.

17. In the work study program, provide for a flexible
progressive payment scale that could be used to attract and retain
quality work-study students, especially in high cost areas.

Expand work study eligibility to Chapters 35 and 106 students.

Additional Issues

1. Unable to reach a decision on whether accreditation should
be a requirement for approval.

2. Expressed concern on the effect of the computer matching
and privacy protection act.

3. Consider another open window at time of re-enlistment or
extension therefore used as a retention tool.

4. DVA should look at fee basis medical care for Chaptei 31
trainees.

5. Rates of benefits for training while on active duty should
be same as for veterans.
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STATEMENT OF

GRADY W. HORTON

DEPUTY CHIEF BENEFITS DIRECTOR

FOR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING

AND EMPLOYMENT

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

August 2, 1989

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee

to testify concerning the report of the Commission to Assess

Veterans' Education Policy and the response of our Department to

the recommendations contained therein.

Mr. Chairman, before turning to thr. recommendations themselves, I

believe it fitting to first remark on the excellent work

accomplished by the Commission. We knew it would take an

extraordinary effort to analyze and report on programs as varied,

comprehensive, and complex as our educational assistance

programs, particularly in the time allotted by law. Yet, the

Commission, under the sound leadership of Chairman Janet Steiger,

and with the fine assistance of its Executive Director, Babette

Polzer, ably met this challenge.

We appreciate the thoughtful exchange of ideas toward improving

our education program operations which characterized the entire

process leading to the Commission's report, and commend the

Commission for its many fine recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, over the years, our educational assistance programs

have increased both in number and complexity. In the administra-

tion of the laws governing these programs, the Department of

21 -786 0 - 89 2 32



Veterans Affairs (VA) has tried to properly balance what are

sometimes two competing interests. On the one hand, we strive to

expeditiously pay veterans their benefits with as little red tape

as possible. on the other hand, we must assure that these

ben-fits are paid for the purposes Congress intended, under the

conditions and at the rates provided by law. The Commission made

a number of recommendations consistent with these objectives.

The VA agrees in concept with the vast majority of the

Commission's recommendations on the central issues addressed.

Our detailed comments on each of these issues is set forth in 'An

Interim Report on Veterans' Education Policy' which we previously

submitted to the full Committee. Consequently, rather than

merely reiterate such views here, we would instead like to

emphasize those areas which we consider to be of particular

significance.

First, the Commission recommended a consolidated-region approach

for the processing of all education claims. In our 'Interim

Report,' we indicated that we were studying the feasibility of

this approach. We subsequently made the decision to regionalize

our chapter 30 processing, adding to our existing St. Louis

processing center, the Atlanta, Buffalo, and Muskogee regional

offices as designated chapter 30 processing centers. We are

pleased to announce that this regionalization recently has been

completed. We would note that the St. Louis regional office will

continue testing of claims processing through optical disk

technology, and that we are continuing to examine the feasibility

of regionalizing caer education benefit program processing.

Next, and of equal significance, is the focus given the whole

area of course measurement which has Income increasingly

complicated over the years. We think the Commission is to be

especially commended for their recommendations in thin area and

-2-
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fresh insights into ways of simplifying program administration.

We have already formed a task force of field personnel to study

certain Commission suggested alternatives. The study will focus

on the feasibility of eliminating the present distinctions

between traditional and nontraditional modes of study, including

course measurement without regard to mode of delivery or to

standard class sessions, and on the nature and extent of

restrictions necessary on the contracting out of instruction.

We wholeheartedly agree with the Commission's recommendation that

the different features of the various veterans' education programs

be standardized to the maximum extent possible, consistent with

their design and purpose. This offers the dual benefit of

promoting equity and enhancing program administration. We also

agree with the Commission's suggestion that a task force of

Adjudicators and Education Liaison Representatives be formed to

compile an accurate and complete listing of the differences in

current programs.

One Commission recommendation intended to bring uniformity to the

processing of all education claims warrants particular

consideration since, in addition to its own merits, it could

Serve as the foundation for other changes toward improving

program effectiveness. This recommendation would require monthly

Self-certification by veterans

prerequisite to receipt of

to verify pursuit of

benefits, for both

nondegree training and for all rates

training on less than a half-time Leis.

training, a

of training,

degree and

including

The VA has undertaken a test and study of self-certification,

currently a requirement only under the Montgomery GI Bill-Active

Duty program, to determine its effectiveness in maintaining the

integrl of the GI Bill while enabling disbursement of public

funds eligible persons in an efficient and economical manner.

-3-
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Consequently, while we agree in concept with the recommendation,

and would not object to legislation granting the VA discretionary

authority to require self-certification on a monthly or other

basis, our position on the actual implementation of such a

procedure for all our education benefit programs will depend on

the results of our current study of chapter 30.

If the efficacy of self-certification is confirmed, we would

support, as well, the Commission's recommendation that the

effective date of a benefit adjustment based on a change in a

student's course load or other change would be the date the

change occurred, instead of the end of the month in which the

change occurred. Monthly self-certification would avoid the

overpayment situation which otherwise would follow from

implementing this effective date proposal alone.

The VA agrees in principle with removing arbitrary distinctions

between degree and noncollege degree training, as recommended by

the Commission. While this area will require further study, we

did include in our "Interim Report' proposed draft legislative

language which would eliminate absence reporting for noncollege

degree training, as well as the current bar to education benefit

payment for any day of absence from such training in excess of

30 days in a 12-month period. We suggest, however, that legisla-

tive implementation of any such proposal again should depend on

confirmation by our ongoing study of the effectiveness of monthly

self-certification by eligible veterans and on our being provided

the concomitant statutory authority to require such certification

for all education programs. The latter would enable us to con-

sieer relying on monthly self-certification by veterans of contin-

ued pursuit of t r,,inq in lieu of school attendance reporting.

The Commission's position regarding the removal of limitations on

changes of program does cause us some concern. A total repeal of

-4-
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the current requirements, provisions first instituted in response

to abuses of the 7A educational assistance programs during the

administration of the World War II GI Bill, could remove an
important safeguard against abuse. Consequently, we strongly

recommend that further consideration be given to the Commission's

recommendation and other possible alternatives before undertaking

any legislative action in this area.

The Commission's focus on the VA's work-study program produced a

recommendation to provide for a flexible, progressive payment

scale to attract and retain work-study students, especially in
high cost areas, and recommendations to expand program

eligibility to include persons training under chapter 35 of title

38 and chapter

these specific

106 of title 10. while the VA does not

recommendations for the reasons stated

'Interim Report,' we believe the proposal to establish a

schedule accommodating veterans in high cost areas merits

study. In this regard, we have proposed for consideration

an alternative which would authorize VA work-study students to

receive payment for services at the Federal hourly minimum wage

or the applicable State hourly minimum wage, whichever is

higher. This would provide the equity sought by the Commission

and would advance the purposes of the work-study program.

support

in our

payment

further

We have noted and appreciate the Commission's concern with the

difficulties faced by individuals who must meet child-care

responsibilities while attending school. Moreover, we certainly

agree that unavoidable changes it child-care arrangements can and

should constitute mitigating circumstances for course-withdrawal.

Accordingly, we have reemphasized this position to our field

stations in a recent national 'hot line' call and are preparing a

VBA manual revision to the same effect. Mor. 3.-r, as stated in

our 'Interim Report,' we intend to amend our mitigating

circumstances regulation in the manner suggested in that report

-5-
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so as to confirm and clarify our existing policy which reflects

the Commission's position.

Mr. Chairman, the VA, pending further study, agrees in concept

with the recommendation to include chapter 31 trainees in the

school reporting fee count and agrees with the Commission's broad

positions regarding counseling and support services to veterans;

debt recovery and fraudulent claims; the role of continuing

education, training, and associated administrative resourcecs as

well as retention of the 2-year rule, standards of progress, and

the '85-15 rule." We also agree with the Commission's ideas on

better publications and communications, with the caveat that

improvements must be made within our available resources.

Finally, we would point out that several Commission recommenda-

tions have been implemented by legislation. For example, certain

proposals involving compliance surveys and supervisory visits;

mitigating circumstances: remedial, deficiency, and refresher

training; and the restoration of chapter 30 pay reductions under

certain circumstances have been enacted. This stands as testimony

to the import and relevance of the Commission's study.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I will be pleased to

answer any questions you or the other members of the Committee

may have.

-6-
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EXECUTIVE SUMP

There are 19 issues with various remamendations proposed by the

Commission to which this interim report responds. The VA is in

general agreement with the main ideas of each. However, we have

reservations about some of the specifics on several issues. We

believe that some of the Commission's recommendations require

further study

At this time, the VA is studying the feasibility of a

consolidated-region approach for the processing of all education

claims as suggested by the Commission. Monthly self-certification

by veterans is also currently under review, pending the results of

the Chapter 30 test. The VA agrees in principle with removing

arbitrary distinctions between non-college degree and degree

training as well as standardization of the various education

programs to the extent possible, and will study these matters

further. We have included, however, proposed draft legislative

language to eliminate absence reporting for non-college degree

training,

We note that legislation has already been enacted implementing

several of the Commission's recommendations. These include. for the

most part, the proposals regarding compliance surveys and

supervisory visits, mitigating circumstances. remedial, deficiency.
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and refresher training, and the restoration of pay reductions under

certain circumstances.

The VA is in full agreement with the Commission regarding counseling

and support services to veterans, debt recovery and fraudulent

claims, the role of continuing education, training and associated

administrative resources, and retention if the two-year rule,

standards of progress, and the "85-15 rule". We are also in

agreement with the principles relating to better publications and

communications given available resources.

The Commission's position regarding the removal of limitations on

changes of program causes us concern, but we support a requirement

for counseling after an initial change. We agree to study the

feasibility of including Chapter 31 trainees in the count for

reporting fee purposes. We also urge further study regarding a

scale approach.

The VA does not support the inclusion of Chapter 35 trainees in the

work-study program or the Commission's scale approach proposal for

work-study benefits.

The VA agrees with the Commi7.ion that the current measurement

system is unwieldly. However, we do not support the recommendation

made by the Commission. We have presented alternative proposals for

consideration by the Commission to possibly eliminate the

42



distinctions made against non-traditional modes of study, to measure

programs according to the rate of pursuit without regard to the mode

of delivery or to standard class sessions, and to tighten

restrictions on contracting out of instruction.

While we are in general agreement with a number of the

recommendations of the Commission, we are not in a position at the

time of this interim report to initiate specific actions for some of

them pending further study. In cooperation with the Commission,

these other isedes will continue to be reviewed as alternative

considerations.

iv.
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PUBLIC LAI 99-576

Section 320(c)

(1) Not later than 6 months after the date on which the report
is submitted under subsection (b), the Administrator shall
submit an interim report to the Committees. The interim report
shall contain

(A) the Administrator's views on the desirability,
feasibility, and cost of implementing each of the
Commission's recommendations, and the actions taken or
planned with respect to the implementation of such
recommendations;

(B)(i) the Administrator's views on any legislation or
regulations proposed by the Commission,

(ii) the Administrator's views on the need for any
alternative or additional legislation or regulationS
to implement the Commission's recommendations,

(iii) the Administrator's recommendations for any such
alternative or additional legislation,

(iv) the proposed text of any regulations referred to
in subclause (i) or (ii) which the Administrator
considers necessary and the proposed text of any
legislation referred to in such subclause which is
recommended by the Administrator, and

(v) a cost esthriate for the implementation of any
regulations and legislation referred to in such
subclause; and

(C) any other proposals that the Administrator considers
appropriate in light of the Commission's report.
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INTRODUCTION

The Commission To Assess Veterans' Education Policy has taken the

initiative in proposing various ideas designed to improve the

overall effectiveness and administration of the several veterans'

educational assistance programs. To this end, the Department of

Veterans Affairs applauds the efforts expended and the resolve of

the Commission to seek the best possible means within systemic and

institutional constraints of operating and managing huge and diverse

benefit delivery programs whose foundations rest on various elements

of law, regulations, and complicated procedures.

By its very nature, the administration of the various programs is

dispersed among different agencies to include the Department of

Veterans Affairs, the State approving agencies, and the Department

of Defense. The challenges inherent in such a symbiotic association

must be faced within an overriding responsibility to protect Cic

public trust. Our concerns, as well as those reflected in the

Commission's report, revolve around control, accountability,

stewardship, and debt avoidance.

The prevention of possible abuses of the programs is a primary

obligation that cannot be ignored. Even though many controls

presently in place may not be either cost-effective or

cost-efficient, they are, nevertheless, viable deterrences against

2- 46
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abuses of the programs. It is our firm belief that there are less

abuses today because the controls that have been put into place over

the years are working. As such, we are not in favor of any

wholesale lifting of measures already in place that have helped

maintain the integrity of our programs and have helped avoid fraud,

waste, and abuse of Federal funds, while at the same time affording

the expected protection the consumer of the benefit programs, i.e.,

the veteran and his or her beneficiaries who place their trust in

the reputability of VA administered programs, expect.

This is not to imply that alternatives should not be explored, as

long as the public trust and integrity of the programs are not

compromised. The Commission has taken bold steps toward both

preserving those aspects of program administration that are working

as well as putting forth alternative initiatives worthy of serious

consideration.

The present time for the Department of Veterans Affairs represents a

turning point in the administration of veterans' benefits programs.

For the first time in the history of the several veterans'

educational assistance programs, there is now a permanent G.I. Bill,

the Montgomery G.I. Bill, that, in addition to being the cornerstone

of veterans' educational benefit programs, also provides assistance

to the many deserving members of this country's Selected Reserve.

During the past year, we honored the 20 millionth recipient of G.I.

Bill education benefits, and beginning March 1F of this year, we

-3
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wilt become a cabinet-level agency, the Department of Veterans

Affairs.

As this transition in administrations moves forward, we welcome the

opportunity to reflect upon where we are in the delivery of

educational assistance benefits to our Nation's veterans and

beneficiaries, as well as where we want to be as the 21st century

rapidly approaches. We are committed to improving and putting forth

the best administration and delivery of veterans' educational

assistance programs possible. It will take a cooperative effort

through studies, such as the Commission's study, along with

initiatives by the Congress to achieve this goal.

There is no doubt that the G.I. Bill is one of the most important

and effective pieces of social legislation Congress has ever

enacted. It profoundly affects the fortunes of veterans and much of

Society, and it influences the higher education system. We should

not, however, permit the images of the past to govern our

perceptions of current realities and future alternatives.

Following, therefore, are our responses to the recommendations of

the Commission To Assess Veterans' Education Policy. Each topic is

addressed in the order presented in the Commission's report. A copy

of the Educational Assistance Advisory Committee's report is

attached as Appendix A. For those recommendations of the Commission

4
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with which we are in agreement, we have included cost estimates for

their implementation in Appendix B. For those recommendations which

require legislation to implement, we have included draft legislation

in Appendix C.

- 5
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VA RESPONSE

TO

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
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BENEFIT-DELIVERY SYSTEM STRUCTURE

ISSUE: Structure of the benefit-delivery system in the various

regional offices.

, COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

* Adopt in the long run a consolidated-region approach to the

processing of all education programs (to include adjudication

and processing of all benefits and approval and compliance

functions) to be located in a handful of large regions and

retaining only an "education ombudsman" capacity (having

direct-line responsibility flowing thruLgh the education

program) in each of the 58 regional offices. Ombudsman pay and

grade level should be commensurate with the responsibility to

maintain liaison with institutions, students, reserve units, and

others, and to undertake problem solving and trouble shooting as

required.

VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees in principle with a consolidated region

approach to the processing of all education claims. However, while

the consolidated regional processing centers could well have a role

in coordinating liaison and compliance functions within their

regions, we believe that personnel responsible for conducting

compliance surveys and liaison should continue to be based in each

6-
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of the 58 regional offices. We also support the concept of an

"education ombudsman" in each of the existing 58 regional offices

who would report to their respective Veterans' Services Officer

(VSO). The education ombudsman would oversee both the liaison and

compliance functions for that regional office. The ombudsman's pay

and grade level should be commensurate with the psoontibility to

maintain liaison with institutions, students, reserve units, and

others as well as providing a direct communications link and perhaps

a direct management line of authority and/or responsibility hetween

the regional processing centers and the regional offices. We agree

with the Commission that it is essential that problems of the past

and the present be examined so that they may be avoided in the

future through the establishment of clear and consistent basic

policies of operation.

Organizational history. The organizational hisv.'ry of the VA's

Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) is highlighted by

developments reflecting both functional changes based on operating

experience and legislation establishing safeguards for the education

benefit programs. Historically, the legislation which the VA has

been charged with implementing has continually changed. This has

resulted in considerable changes in the administration of these

programs. Amendments to our various education programs have

typically been in response to specific problems identified in the

administration of our education benefit programs.

7
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As studies over the years have found, the legislation under which

veterans' education benefits are paid is a patchreork accretion of

individual acts and amendments enacted over a period of years and

subject to changes and additions which require corresponding changes

in VA administration and control of benefits payments. VA policies

and procedures tend to show the same pattern of patchwork accretions

as the governing legislation they implement.

In the context of this changing legislation. many administrative

policy decisions often were made on a short-term basis, with a focus

on expected veteran population and anticipated workloads. The

development of the VA organization over the years continues to be

shaped by basic concerns which wellt embedded in the original

decision to process all VA benefit programs in the regional

offices. Among these is concern for the administration of diverse

programs of great magnitude in an efficient and economic manner.

Hundreds of illministrative decisions have been made over the years

in an attempt to improve the administration of benefits and to

eliminate waste without restricting the generosity or flexibility of

benefit programs as mandated by law.

Through the years the organizational structure the VA's

benefit-delivery system has followed a "product-line" model of

organization as a response to legislative concern to control waste

and abuse. This approach recognizes the product or program as

fundamental and provides an organizational pattern built around the

8
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operational requirements of the benefit program in anticipation that

sufficient flexibility and authority would be provided to enable

efficient program operation.

Present organization. Since 1964 "Adjudication Divisions" have been

responsible for processing all claims for VA pensions, compensation

for disabling conditions, and education. By placing all benefit

processing in one activity, a more efficient use of staff was

achieved in periods of low usage. This benefit-delivery structure

remains in place today, although in 1972 a separate Education and

Rehabilitation Sertgice (now the Vocational Rehabilitation and

education Service) was established within the VA Central Office to

develop education and vocational rehabilitation policies, plans, and

procedures. Program implementation, however, remains the

responsibility of multi-purpose field station Adjudication

Divisions. Before 1964, the Vocational Rehabilitation and Education

Service had both line and staff responsibilities. However, as

organized in 1972, it operates solely as a staff element at Central

Office with an evolving technical assistance and training function.

The actual delivery of benefits to veterans and other eligible

persons involves the processing function at VA regional offices,

whe,e applications are received, claims folders are established,

adjudication occurs. and payments of education benefits are

authorized. It is at this level that Central Office directives are

implemented. Currently, there is no separate activity or single

9
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authority in the regional offices concentrating on or responsible

for education claims. Adjudication Divisions of regional offices

are responsible for all claims processing. The Veterans Services

Division handles the education liaison and compliance survey

functions. Operationally, regional offices -.rten "cross train"

personnel to attain maximum flexibility, resulting in fragmentation

of functions. Charged with implementing directives and instructions

issued from Central Office, regional office personnel often

encounter complications caused by the many changes. Frequently,

many of the instructions may create new problems in processing even

as they attempt to resolve the existing problems.

Each regional office currently has jurisdiction over a state or part

of a state. While there are variations among states, the VA

educational programs presently constitute about fiftePn to twenty

percent of regional office workload, most of which involves

adjudicators' determinations and redeterminations of individual

benefits. The regional office staff involved in educational matters

are not, as at Central Office, in one service, but in two divisions.

Vet. ans Service and Adjudication.

The education liaison and the rcmpliance survey functions were moved

from the Adjudication Division to the Veterans Services Division in

1973. previously, assurance of school compliance with laws and

regulations was the responsibility of Adjudication Divisions. There

was intense agency as well as Congressional emphasis on benefit

10
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payment delivery, at that time, which was carried out by the

Adjudication Division. Consequently, in late 1973, in order to give

added emphasis to both liaison and compliance survey activities, the

position of compliance survey specialist was established. Along

with the liaison function, the compliance survey activity was placed

in the Veterans Service Division, and the positions were

reclassified as "Education Benefits Specialists".

The Education Liaison Representatives (ELR) have significant

responsibilities in dealing effectively with the education

community, officials of colleges, universities, educational

associations, labor and management organizations, and state

officials. Despite this, most of the ELR'S time is spent processing

documentation forwarded from State approving agencies, acting as an

intermediary between adjudication and schools or veterans, and

directing the work of the compliance survey staff.

The changes over the years in bc-efit-de!ivery structure represent

attempts to maximize efficiency while administering programs of

significant magnitude. This history suggests that as legislation

and policy have changed so has the organization.

Criteria for future orqaCzation. Effective communications with the

public are an important consideration of any jurisdictional

decision-making. An organizational structure that is int6ligible

to the public, eliminates jurisdictional confusion, and has simple

11
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paperwork flow is criticai. There are obvious practical issues of

concern with any consolidation or centralization effort.

Cost-effectiveness and operational considerations of any functional

consolidation or centralized assignment are all problematical. No

such decision can be reached without thorough analysis.

As noted. the VA agrees in principle and with the concept of

consolidated-regional processing of education claims as recommended

by the Commission. Any decision in this regard will be directed at

the accomplishment of two key objectives. The first is to deliver

high quality service to our Nation's veterans. The second is to use

our resources as efficiently and effectively as passible.

Me are currently evaluating the feasibility of consolidated-regional

processing of all education Maims. Such an approach for education

claims processing could possibly satisfy both of our primary

objectives. Any such changes, however, require time to plan and

complete adjustments to the administrative systems as well as

changes in procedures preparation of new space, and for training

personnel. We will continue to study and evaluate changing the

benefit-delivery structure to such an organizational mode and, once

a decision is reached, will re
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CERTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; EFFECTIVE DATES

ISSUE: Timely reporting of changes in rate of training by veterians

and institutions; effective date of reductions based on changes in

the rate of training.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Provide authority under all chapters to require monthly

self-certification verifying pursuit of training with a bar to

benefits without it for both degree and non-degree training for all

rates of training (including training on less than a half -time

basis), as is now being implemented under chapter 30.

* Following an analysis of the effectiveness of these

certifications in obtaining timely and accurate reports of changes

in training status, consider modification of the requirement that

institutions report changes in status within 30 days of the date of

the event to a requirement that these changes be reported within 30

days of the date on which the institution has knowledge of the event.

* Make adjustments in benefits under all chapters that are

required because of changes in training time effective on the data

of the actual event, rather than at the end of the month in which

the change occurs.
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VA RESPONSE:

Insofar as the first recommendation of the Commission that the VA be

provided the authority under all chapters to require monthly

self-certification verifying pursuit of training with a bar to

benefits without it 'or all trainees, the VA endorses being given

this authority but with the understanding that this authority may

not be used if the current study of the chapter 30

self- certification test shows that it is not effective in preventing

abuses of the programs or overpayments.

The Commission's secor,d recommendation regarding the school

reporting date reqdrement is also contingent on an analysis of the

effectiveness of the self-certification test currently being

evaluated. The VA prefers to take no position on this

reciavnendation until that study has been completed but will keep it

under consideration.

The VA concurs with the premise of the Commission's third

recommendation regarding e active dates and, in connection with the

results of the self-certification study will consider initiating

procedures to propose legislative action as well as regulatory

change to reflect this policy.

Monthly certification by veterans of their continued pursuit of a

14
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program of education as certified by the school is presently being

tested using the chapter 30 educational assistance program. At this

time, it is still too early in the test to make a definitive

determination on its effectiveness.

The VA is committed to maintaining the integrity of the G.I. Bill

and protecting the public trust in its use of Federal funds. To

this end, we are also committed to administering the disbursement of

those funds to eligible persons in the most efficient and economical

manner possible. If it is found that monthly verification of

pursuit by the VA-students themselves provides an accurate, timely,

and cost-effective verification of the benefits to which they are

entitled, the VA will certainly consider expanding

self-certification procedures for those in receipt of VA education

benefits under all chapters.

Need for certification. The individual's current course load

affects the amount of his or her monthly VA educational assistance

payment. Therefore, once enro!!2!I ir school, an individual making

any change in training status, such as adding or dropping courses or

terminating enrollment, must report this promptly to the VA. We

agree with the Commission that individuals themselves and not the

schools should be primarily responsible for reporting these

changes. The general reporting process for training status changes

starts with the eligible student. The veteran (or enrolled

dependent) is the first link in the reporting chain. His or her
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prompt action is essential to timely reporting. However, if the

veteran neglects to report changes to school officials, the school

is still responsible for promptly identifying and reporting these

changes to VA. For this and other services, the VA reimburses

schools through payment of the annual reporting fee for each

enrolled veteran or dependent.

History. The requirements for reporting changes in training status

have their genesis in the administration of the World War II G.I.

Bill program. Over the life of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act,

overpayments to veterans for subsistence allowance totaled almost

$200 million. As a means of reducing the volume of overpayments,

legislation was enacted to assure that schools will make prompt

reports to the VA when enrolled veterans discontinue, interrupt, or

fail to attend their courses. Those provisions were incorporated

into subsequent educational assistance programs.

In 1975. the General Accounting Office conducted an exhaustive study

of the G.I. Bill program and issued a report entitled, "Educational

Assistance Overpayments, a Billion Dollar Problem -- A Look at the

Causes, Solutions, and Collection Efforts". This report found that

the primary cause of the then growing overpayment problem was the

untimely reporting to VA of enrolled individuals' training status

changes that reduce or terminate their monthly educational

assistance payments. In August of 1982 the VA's Office of Inspector

General issued a report (Report Number 2AB-805-107) concluding also

61
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that one of the major causes of overpayments was a lack of control

over student and school reporting of changes.

The VA's Office of Program Analysis and Evaluation, in its 1987

report on the cost-effectiveness of the agency's school liability

procedures. noted that the extent to which the VA can avoid creation

of an overpayment is determined by the timeliness with which the

beneficiary and the school report any changes in the level of the

beneficiary's pursuit. This is specifically true with respect to

reductions in course-load or termination of the educational program

altogether. The report recommended, as does the Commission, that

the VA require beneficiaries to verify their pursuit to the VA

monthly in order to receive payment for that month. This option, it

was noted, could reduce the dollar value of overpayments by almost

40 percent. In addition, this procedure is already in place for

non-college degree institutions, the system hardware is developed

and on-line, and it has the support of the leaders in the higher

education community.

The recommendation of the Office of Program Analysis and Evaluation

is being tested with chapter 30 enrollees. It should be noted,

however, that schools are still required to report enrollment

changes within 30 days of the date of the change. Overall, it would

appear that the monthly verification approach could balance the VA's

need to avoid overpayments and at the same time limit the burden on

educational institutions. The Office of Program Analysis and
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Evaluation estimated in its report that the administfative cost of

preventing overpayments by requiring beneficiaries to verify their

enrollments monthly is relatively small compared to the value of

overpayments prevented and the costs to the VA of pursuing potential

School liability which would be incurred absent such preventive

measures.

Effective dates. The Commission's third recommendation regarding

effective dates proposes that reductions in benefits under all

chapters be :ause of changes in training time be effective on the

date of the actual event, rather than at the end of the month in

which the change occurs as is currently done. The Commission sees

little merit in continuing the "end-of-month" rule given the current

benefit-delivery structure of post-payments.

The regulations regarding the payment of educational assistance

allowances are based, in part, on the authority in title 38, U.S.

Code, section 3013, which states:

Effective dates relating to awards under chapters 30, 31,
34, and 35 of this title shall. to the extent feasible.
correspond to effective dates relating to awards of
disability compensation.

Based in part on that reasoning, section 21.7135(f) of title 38,

Code of Federal Regulations, currently provides that:

- 18 -
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(f) Reduction in the rate of pursuit of the course.

(1) If the veteran or servicemember reduces training by
withdrawing from part of a course with mitigating
circumstances, but continues training in part of the
course, the VA 'gill reduce the veteran's or servicemember's
educational assistance at the end of the month or the end
of the term in which the withdrawal occurs, whichever is

earlier; except that the VA will reduce educational
assistance effective the first date of the term in which
the reduction occurs, if the reduction occurs on that date.

(2) If the veteran or servicemember reduces training by
withdrawing from a part of a course without mitigating
circumstances, the VA will reduce the veteran's or

servicemember's educational assistance effective the first
date of the enrollment in which the reduction occurs.

(3) A veteran or servicemember, who enrolls in several
subjects and reduces his or her rate of pursuit by
completing one or more of them while continuing training in

the others, may receive an interval payment based on the
subjects completed if the requirements of 21.7040(b) of
this part are met. If those requirements arc not met, the
VA will reduce the individual's educational assistance
effective the date the subject or subjects were completed.

Similar provisions are currently found in 38 C.F.R. 21.4135(s) for

the administration of other chapters of education benefit programs.

Historical perspective of "end of month rule". The effective dates

relating to awards of educational assistance allowance, to the

extent feasible, correspond to effective dates relating to awards of

disability compensation in accordance with 38 U.S.C. 3013.

Effective dates of reduction and discontinuances of compensation,

dependency and indemnity compensation, and pension are fixed in

accordance with the facts found, except as otherwise specified in

section 3012. title 38. U.S. Code. Within that section, the

19
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effective dates of reduction or discontinuance generally reflect an

"end-of-month" rule. F.or example, 38 U.S.C. 3012(b)(7) provides

that the effective date "by reason of the discontinuance of school

attendance of a payee or a dependent of a payee shall be the last

day of the month in which such discontinuance occurred". Similar

provisions are made for the loss of a dependent or change in the

disability or employability of a veteran. Thus, the historical

basis for the effective dates of education awards are consistent

with those used for compensation and pension awards. For example,

reductions for the loss of a dependent under an education award are

effective the end of the month in which the loss occurs, consistent

with the effect..e date for such occurrences in the compensation and

pension programs.

It is the VA's statutory role to determine the appropriate rate of

benefits to be paid based upon the actual pursuit of instruction for

which credit-hour enrollment is certified. In other words, benefit

payments are to be based in part on the actual period of pursuit.

Consistent with the inte,q of 38 U.S.C. 1780(a)(4), the entire

history of the various G.I. bills have been administered so as to

authorize benefit payments only for the periods of active pursuit.

VA proposal. Given this premise, it would be appropriate for

benefit payments to be effective, not only from the actual beginning

date of pursuit in a course of study, but also only through the

actual date of discontinuance of that pursuit. This would, for the
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most part. be consistent with the effective dates used in the

compensation and pension programs as envisioned by 38 U.S.C. 3013,

and subject to the expressed distinctions in the intent of each of

these programs vis-a-vis the educational assistance programs. As

such. it would not be appropriate to amend the regulations to

provide for reductions in benefit payments due to loss of

dependents, but it would be appropriate in view of the intent of the

actual pursuit doctrine of the education benefit programs to reduce

educational assistance allowance payments as of the actual date of

the event changing the status of that pursuit. In other words,

payments should not be continued after the student is no longer

actively pursuing a course of study as certified.

However, it would be premature, administratively, for the VA to

propose a change to the current procedure until the results of the

Self-certification test are analyzed. If, as noted earlier,

self-certification proves to be a reliable means of verifying

continued entitlement to education benefits, that procedure will be

expanded to all education programs. It would be more

administratively prudent and feasible tr implement a change to

effectuate an end to the "end of-month" ruie at that time.

Therefore, if the self-certification procedures are expanded to

include all education programs, the VA will propose a legislative

amendment to specify that payments are for periods of actual

pursuit, and that reductions in training time are effective the date
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of withdrawal, if there are mitigating circumstances, otherwise

reduction in benefits to the beginning of the term is appropriate.

It is anticipated that, once legislation to this effect has been

enacted, that the proposal to change 38 C.F.R. 21.7135(f) may be

drafted to read, in part, along the lines of the following:

38 C.F.R. 21.7135(f) Reduction in rate of pursuit of the
course

(1) If the veteran or servicemember reduces training by
withdrawing from part of a course with mitigating
circumstances, but continues training in part of the
course, the VA will reduce the veteran's or servicemember's
educational assistance on the date the individual reduces
training, except that the VA will reduce educational
assistance effective the first date of the term in which
the reduction occurs, if the reduction occurs on that date.

(2) If the veteran or servicemember reduces training by
withdrawing from a part of a course without mitigating
circumstances, the VA will reduce the veteran's or

servicemember's educational assistance effective the first

date of the enrollment in which the reduction occurs.

As noted in the Commission's report. effectuating changes in

training time as of the date of the actual evert will result in

"saved" entitlement for veterans and other eligible persons and will

make the administration of the education benefit programs more

consistent with their intended purpose. To this end, the VA concurs

with the Commission.
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CHANGES OF PROGRAM LIMITATIONS

ISSUE: Limitation on number of changes of program permitted to be

mode by veterans and other eligible persons.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

Abolish the limit on the number of changes of program

(retaining restrictions for failure to progress).

Institute a counseling requirement for changes of program

beyond an initial change.

VA RESPONSE: The VA does not concur with the Commission's

rvommendation to abolish the limit on the number of changes -f

program an otherwise eligible person may make.

The VA concurs in the Commission's secoad recommendation that

counseling be provided for changes of program beyond an initial

change.

Need for change of _Epigram limitations... The Commission is

recommending the abolition of one of the principal safeguards

against abuse of the VA's education programs that has been in effect

since they were first brought to light during the administration of
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the initial G.I. Bill after World War II. At that time, the G.I.

Bill was intended for the purpose of rewarding veterans, easing an

anticipated post-war unemployment crisis, and rectifying a depletion

of educated citizens in the nation. The aim was to encourage broad

participation by veterans, and little attention was given to the

need for safeguards.

It was later found that many veterans pursued avccational and

recreational courses with no apparent vocational or educational

objective, and there was widespread changing of courses by

veterans. Over the years, the VA has made significant progress in

correcting specific operational inefficiencies noted during the

Korean and Vietnam Era programs. This progress parallels the

development of statutory safeguards against abuse of the programs.

To prevent the kinds of abuses of the original World War II G.I.

veterans and other eligible persons using benefits today must

qify a specific educational or vocational obje tive. may not

r till in avocational or recreational courses, and are entitled only

to one chanye of program before prior VA authorization is required.

In general, therefore, the administration of education benefits

continues to improve in terms of safeguarding against abuses.

It is for this reason that the VA does not concur with the

Commission's recommendation to abolish the limit on the number of

changes 'f program an otherwise eligible person may make, This is a
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control that is in place to stop abuse, and we believe that the

Commission may be understating the problem of veterans who change

programs merely so they can take the courses they want. Without

program limitation safeguards, the door will be open for more abuse

of our education benefit programs and we may see a return to the

days of the professional veteran-student. There is sufficient

leeway in the present law to allow the serious student to change

programs as needed or desired, whenever circumstances beyond his or

her control may dictate.

Prevent safeguards. The provisions of title 38. U.S. Code,

regarding change of program are sufficient to safeguard the

education programs from use and misuse by students who are not

serious about pursuing their education while at the same time

providing ample flexibility for situations necessitating a change of

program suitable to a stu lent's aptitudes, interests, and

abilities. We do not believe that the statute is too restrictive.

To the contrary, as currently written, it is far less restrictive

than the provisions implemented during the Korean Contlict G.I. Bill

period. This is evident by a reading of the law itself:

1791. Change of Program

(a) Except as provided in subsections ;b) and (c) of this
section, each eligible veteran and eligible person may make
not more than one change of program of education. but an

eligible veteran or eligible person whose program has been
interrupted or discontinued due to the veteran's or
person's own misconduct, the veteran's or person's own
neglect, or the veteran's or person's own lack of
application shall not be entitled to any such change.
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(b) The Administrator may approve one additional change (or
an initial change in the case of a veteran or person not
eligible to make a change under subsection (a) in program
if the Administrator finds that -

(1) the program of education which the eligible
veteran or eligible person proposes to pursue is

suitable to the veteran's or person's aptitudes,
interests, and abilities; and
(2) in any instance where the eligible veteran or

eligible person has interrupted, or tailed to progress
in, the veteran's or person's program due to the

veteran's or person's own misconduct, the veteran's or
person's own neglect, or the veteran's or person's own
lack of application, there exists a reasonable
likelihood with respect to the program which the

eligible veteran or eligible person proposes to pursue
that there will not be a recurrence of such an

interruption or failure to progress.

(c) The Administrator may also approve additional changes
in program if the Administrator finds such changes are
necessitated by circumstances beyond the control of the

eligible veteran or eligible person.

(d) As used in this section the term "change of program of
education" shall not be deemed to include a change from the
pursuit of one program to pursuit of another where the

first program is prerequisite to, or generally required
for, entrance into pursuit of the second.

For implementing this change of program provision of the law,

section 21.4234 of title 38, Code of Federal Regulations, covers the

procedures VA follows. (reproduced on following pages) It may very

well be that the implementing provisions are administratively

cumbersome. In this regard, the VA would urge the Commission to

reconsider its recommendation regarding eliminating the limitation

on changes of program, and look instead at the manner in which that

provision of law is procedurally interpreted and implemented.
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*21.4234. Change of moron. (Oct. 1,1980)

(a) Definition. A change of program consists of a change in the educational, professional or vocational objective for which the
teleran or eligible person entered training and a bke change in the type of courses required to attain a new objective. (Mar 3,
1966)

(b) Application. A veteran or eligible person may request a change of program by any form of communication. However,
dr norm or eligible person does not furnish sufficient information to allow the VA to process the request, the VA will furnish
tha pienedbed form for a change of program to lum or her for completion. (38 OS C. 1671) (Oct 1,1980)

(c) °pilaus, change of program. A veteran eligible to receive educational assistance under chapter 34 or a spouse or surviving
maw eligible to receive educational assistance under chapter 35 may make one optional change of program if his or her previous
course was not interrupted due to his or her own misconduct, neglect or lack of application (38 US C. 1791(b)) (Oct. 1,1980)
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(d) Oar dames of mins% (I) The following changes of program may not be made solely at the option of the veteran or
eligible person. The VA must approve them before paying educational assistance allowance.

(i) A mewl or =Issaquah change of program made by a veteran or eligible spouse or surviving spouse,

(II) An initial change of program made by a veteran or eligible spouse or surviving spouse if the first program was interrupted
or discontinued due to his or her own misconduct, neglect or lack of application, or

(iii) Any change of program made by a child.

(2) The VA will approve a change of program listed in paragraph (dXl) of thin section A

(f) The program .A education which the veteran or eligible person proposes to pursue is suitable to his or her aptitudes, inter-

ests and abilities,

00 In any instance where the veteran or eligible person has interrupted, or failed to proems in his or her program due to his
or her own misconduct, neglect or lack of application, there is a reasonable likelihood with respect to the program the veteran or
eligible person proposes to pursue that there will not be a recurrence of such an interruption or failure to progress, and

(IM) In the case of an eligible child the new program meets the criteria applicable to Anal approval of an original app:ication.
See 111121 A230 and 21.4231.

(3) The VA may approve a third or subsequent luny of prograrnif applicable conditions of paragraph (dX2) of this section
me met and the additional change or chance:_ ire necessitated by circumstances beyond the control of the veteran or eligible
person. Circumstances beyond the control of the veteran or eligible person include, but are not limited to

(I) The course being discontinued by the school when no other similar course leading to the same objective is available within
normal cionortuting distance.

(II) Unexpected financial difficulties preventing completion of the last program because of the overall coet of the program
Needed to Mach the objective, or

(iii) The veteran or eligible person being required to relocate because of health reasons in an area where training for the last
objective is not available within normal commuting distance. (38 U S.C. 1791) (Oct 1,1980)

(e) AdIrtsmtentamansfera A change in courses or places of training will not be considered a change of objective in the follow.
ing instances: (Dee. 1,1968)

(I) The pursuit of the first program ts a prerequisite for entrance into and pursuit of a second program.

2 6 b
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(2) A transfer from one school to another when the program at the second school kads to the sante educational, professional
at vocational objective, and does not involve a material loss of credit, or increase training time,

(3) Revision of a program which does not involve a change of objective or material loss of credit nor loss of 1111 oulemalh
planned for compktion of the veteran's or eligible person's program. For example, an eligible person enrolled for a bachelor of
Wiener degree may show a professional objective such as chemist, teacher or engineer. Its or her objective for purposes of tlus
paragraph shill be considered to be "bachelor depee" and any change of courses will be considered only an adjustment in the
program, not a change. so long as the subjects he or she pursues lead to the bachelor degree and there is no extension of time in
the attaining of that degree ;Mar. 3, 1966)
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Suggestions for Commission action. In our education procedures

operating manual, M22-2, Part III contains an entire chapter

(Chapter 4) devoted solely to implementing instructions regarding

changes of pro ram. As the Commission has cited in its report, some

of the procedures are admittedly complex. We would propose that

rather than doing away with the limits on changes of program, that

the Commission study means of administering the law more simply and

equitably. The Commission may want to consider proposing

alternative procedures and/or guidelines for what constitutes a

change of program and what would not, especially in the area of

"material loss of credit". Much of this could be accomplished

simply by either a change to the regulations or a revision of the

VA's education operating manual. Suggestions from the Commission

members would be appreciated, and the VA would be pleased to provide

whatever assistance the Commission might need.

Counselingg. As noted, the VA agrees with the Commission's

recommendation that counseling be provided for some changcs of

program beyond an initial change. While retaining the limits on

changes of program, a counseling requirement would greatly assist

veterans and eligible persons in the most effective use of their

benefits. As the Commission notes. counseling would give the

student an opportunity to review his or her goals and objectives as

well as interests, abilities, and aptitudes that may enhance

educational experience. The corollary recommendation in another

section of the Commission's report stresses that upfront investments
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in counseling and educational guidance would likely result in more

effective use of benefits and could serve to limit substantially the

number of changes of program.

The VA concurs with this conclusion. Information and counseling

services are of vital importance to the effectiveness of benefits

and services rendered to veterans. The two are complementary: One

lets the veteran know what benefits and opportunities are available;

the other attempts to help the veteran choose a direction and to

resolve any personal and psychological obstacles.

Required counseling beyond the first change of program should be

VA-approved counseling. As the Administrator's Educational

Assistance Advisory Committee has noted in reviewing the

Commission's report, institutions should be able to provide the

counseling as long as the VA approves. Frequently, changes of

program will result simply because of a lack of adequate program

counseling. With good guidance and counseling, there will be less

change and future problems regarding the veterans'

responsibilities. This will be especially evident in conjunction

with the data which indicates that in upcoming years

veteran-students will be more serious about obtaining their degree

Or vocational objective than were some of those in previous years.

In implementing this recommendation, specific requirements,

responsibilities. and authority must be clarified and provided to

those providing the counseling.
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Section 1791, title 38, U.S. Code, as currently written gives the VA

authority to make determinations regarding changes of program when

the VA finds that the requested program is suitable to the veteran's

or eligible person's aptitudes, interests, and abilities. In order

to institute a counseling requirement to make that determination,

legislative action will not be necessary. We are currently looking

into the best way to handle a counseli1 requirement after the

initial change of program, and regulatory changes will be drafted at

a later date for that purpose. In the interim, if the Commission

has any suggestions, we would welcome the opportunity to consider

them.
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COMPL1AOCE SURVEYS AND SUPERVISORY VISITS

ISSUE: On-site visits to educational institutions and training

establishments (compliance surveys and supervisory visits).

COW SS I ON RECOMMENDATIONS:

Monitor by exception by permitting the VA to target schools

for compliance survey audits based on factors outside the norm.

* Require resources of the State approving agencies to be

concentrated on schools where assistance is needed or problems

exist in lieu of the requirement that annual visits be made to

all active institutions.

Re-model compliance surveys and SAA supervisory visits to

create problem resolution and training opportunities,

recognizing that such an approach would improve administration

of benefits and recognize strengths as well as weaknesses during

the feed-back process.

Give special attention and assistance to institutions having

a turnover in staff that are responsible for administering G.I.

Bill benefits.
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VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees in part with the ;ecommendations of the

Commission regardir; compliance surveys and supervisory visits.

The studies completed by the Commission found that compliance

surveys are viewed in both a negative and a positive manner. On the

one hand, many educational institutions are probably correct in

viewing the compliance survey as a somewhat onerous and antagonistic

exercise. In the past, such surveys were unannounced and frequently

conducted during inopportune times for schools. However. as the

Commission found, compliance surveys also serve a useful purpose in

providing the opportunity for interaction betweal the institution

and the VA. As many educational institutions have indicated, the

surveys can be beneficial for reviewing rules and regulations, for

suggesting improvements, and for identifying areas that could

potentially develop into major problems t, . they get out of hand.

Recent changes in scheduling compliance surveys, which came about as

a result of Public Law 100-323, addressed the issue of targeting

schools with poor compliance history. However, the law also

retained provisions that all schools be surveyed each four years.

While we agree with the principle behind conducting compliance

Surveys by exception as recommended by the Commission, we also

support maintaining some sort of regularly scheduled compliance

survey requirement is is contained in the current law.

The requirement for annual supervisory visits has been eliminated.
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We support the Commission's recommendation to require resources of

the State approving agencies to be concentrated on schools where

assistance is needed or problems exist. The current contract with

SAA's provides that the VA regional offices and the SAA's must share

their visit schedules. This will enhance coordination and direct

energies and resources in a coordinated effort toward those areas in

greatest need of attention and/or assistance.

We take note that it has always been difficult to balance the

"adversarial" nature of required compliance survey activities and

SAA supervisory visits and the "helpful" nature of liaison visits

and training sessions. School officials may resent being "tested"

by compliance surveys and supervisory visits. However, by focusing

compliance surveys toward the more potentially problematical areas,

other available resources may be directed more toward increasing the

number of liaison visits and training sessions for school officials.

This approach would help create a more conducive working

relationship among the VA, the schools, and the State approving

agencies In this regard, the VA supports the conclusions of the

Commission, and actions are being taken to ensure that available

resources are directed to assist those schools in most need. Many

regional offices already have in place procedures for giving special

attention and assistance to institutions which experience turnover

in staff that are responsible for administering G.I.Bill benefits.

Every effort will continue to be made towards providing the best
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possible assistance to the educational institutions and facilities

that provide services to this country's veteran -, reservists,

service personnel, and dependents.
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COUNSELING AND SUPPORT SERVICES TO VETERANS

ISSUE: The provision of counseling and support services to veterans

in a manner that will best ensure the efficient operation and

integrity of the G.1. Bill.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

* Counseling and associated support services be provided on an

"upfront" basis to individuals seeking to use G.I. Bill

benefits, as well as on a continuing basis as required or

requested.

VA RESPONSE: The VA supports the Commission's recommendation

regarding counseling and support services to veterans.

As noted earlier in this report, the VA considers providing

information and counseling to the veteran to be of vital importance

to the effectiveness of benefits and services rendered to veterans.

The need to provide direct personal assistance to veterans with

regard to veterans' benefits was recognized early in the history of

this agency. Our present Veterans Assistance Service provides a

uniform avenue through which information concerning programs.

policies, and procedures for each one of the substantive programs

which can be conveyed to veterans
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History. For over two decades the VA has made an aggressive effort

to seek out and inform veterans of their rights and benefits.

Special efforts are designed to reach out to the educationally

disadvantaged. The Outreach program has come to include a series of

letters mailed to recently separated veterans, "Vet Centers", and

toll-free telephone lines.

To illustrate, during the Vietnam Era, the VA maintained an overseas

orientation program "Operation 'Early Word'" began 'n January 1967

and ended in December 1972. VA renresentatives were stationed in

Vietnam to brief returning servicemen and women through group

orientation and individual assistance. Evolving from this was the

Multi-agency Team Service which had teams of representatives from

the Department of Labor. the Office of Fducation, and the VA

stationed at military bases in Europe, Thailand, Okinawa. Japan,

Vietnam, and Korea. The purpose was to inform servicepersons of the

opportunities and benefits available to them. This team concept was

operational from 1970 through the end of Fiscal Ye 1973.

The Veterans Assistance Service (VAS) continues to work closely with

the Department of Defense to ensure that service personnel are aware

of their VA benefits prior to separation from active duty. This

information dissemination program is along the lines of the support

services suggestion in the Commission's recommendation.
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The VAS places contact representatives in VA medical centers with

the major foci:9 being to encourage severely disabled servicepersons

to apply for vocational rehabilitation programs while still on

active duty. This allows prompt action upon separation from active

duty.

Since 1968 the VA has been sending out computerized letters to every

eligible serviceman shortly after his or her separation. As the

person is separated, a copy of the DD Form 214, separation document,

is furnished to the VA and screened to separate them into two

groups: (1) those having less than a high school education or

equivalent and (2) those having a high school or above educational

level. Utilizing a computerized system, a letter is then mailed to

each separatee inviting him or her to make full use of the benefit

programs available, particularly the educational programs. This

mailing program also includes a special effort to reach the

educationally disadvantaged.

Previous studies have found that veterans receiving informational

Counseling were twice as likely to continue their training or

education. Even as early as 1951 a GAO study indicated that if

counseling services were provided to al! veterans prior to entering

training, waste of money would be prevented. Thus, this is still an

issue that needs full consideration, and the VA supports the

Commission's recommendation in this regard.
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As noted, much is already being done in this area. The Commission

did not envision a traditional one -on -one face-to-face counseling

session but informational type counseling to be provided at the time

of application. There are, however, potential problems that could

develop in this regard. Experience has shown that few veterans

apply well in advance of the start of training for educational

benefits. Generally, the application paperwork is submitted along

with the enrollment certification for the first term. At that

point, a program has already been selected and courses enrolled in

and paid for, which is a little late for "upfront" counseling about

the program of study. However, information about veterans' rights

and responsibilities as well as procedures and policies would,

nevertheless, be helpful even at that time.

The "check-off" block for counseling is being added to the original

application for education benefits form again. While we support its

inclusion, past experience nas shown that frequently individuals do

not understand the fell range of VA testing and counseling services

which will be offered when they check this block. In other words,

the student generally may not understand that he or she will be

receiving more than just basic educational counseling. Our

Veterans' Benefits Counselors are available to provide basic

benefits counseling to include the veteran's rights and

responsibilities under all benefit programs. Of course, there can

always be imorovement in the type and nature of our outreach efforts

and general dissemination of VA benefits information.
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DEBT RECOVERY AND FRAUDULENT CLAIMS

ISSUE: Recovery of overpayments of erroneous benefits and

disposition of fraudulent claims.

=MISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

The VA continue determined initiatives to facilitate

aggressive and timely efforts to recover overpayments of

educational assistance benefits.

* Adequate resources and personnel be made available to the VA

for this purpose.

* Othe- Federal agencies (such as the Department of Justice,

the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Education, and

the Department of Defense) be required to cooperate in these

efforts.

VA RESPONSE: The VA endorses these recommendations of the

Commission.

The problems of erroneous benefits and overpayments, as well as the

intentional acceptance of benefits by veterans and other persons to

which they are not entitled is neither new nor insignificant. Under
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the law, the VA has extensive authority to facilitate the collection

of debts, and endorses these recommendations of the Commission.

In 1985 the VA's Veterans Benefits Administration took action to

create a separate Debt Management Staff in recognition of the

mounting indebtedness of VA beneficiaries. That staff fully agrees

with the Commission's assessment that erroneous education benefits

and overpayments are a major issue.

Two pronged effort. Successful debt management is considered a

necessary priority in ensuring the continued integrity of the G.I.

Bill programs. We believe that the problem must be dealt with

aggressively with emphasis in both the areas of debt recovery and

debt prevention. We will continue to direct our efforts to enlist

the assistance and cooperation of other Federal agencies in

developing new debt management initiatives. For example, the

Department of Veterans Affairs is presently working with the

Department of the Treasury to secure an automated telephone dialing

system which should greatly increase our efficiency in debt

collection. Another example of inter-agency cooperation is the

Federal salary offset_ program.

The VA's own collection efforts are already largely consolidated in

the Centralized Accounts Receivable System (CARS) operated out of

the St. Paul Regional Office and Insurance Center. Any

consolidated-region proposal for the processing of education claims,
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as suggested by the Commission in another section of its report.

would not adversely impact on th2 VA's present debt collection

efforts. Although the impact of such an approach would be minor

regarding debt management, it should be noted that such

consolidation may actual!y aid in the collection efforts.
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DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN NON-COLLEGE DEGREE AND DEGREE TRAINING

ISSUE: The need for distinctions between certificate-granting

courses and degree-granting courses.

SSION RECOMIENDAT ION:

* Remove arbitrary distinctions in the treatment of degree and

NCO programs.

VA RESPONSE: We agree with the Commission's recommendation that

certain distinctions in the treatment of degree and non college

degree programs should be eliminated. Among those distinctions we

view as being outdated are the provisions pertaining to absence

reporting and the regulations affected by those provisions.

We note that one of the statements of principles and assumptions

made by the Commission is that the pursuit of an educational,

voc.tional, or professional goal or objective is a keystone of the

philosophy of the G.1. Bill, and that this purpose of pursuit

remains valid and essential to the success of the Montgomery G.I.

Bill. The Commission also points out that there are a number of

factors that make the Montgomery G.I Bill unique. Among these, is

that the educational environment in which these G.I. Bill benefits

will be used is vastly different than it was in the past.
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The Commission notes that the vast majority of students enrolling in

schools in the 1990's will not be recipients of VA educational

assistance benefits, and that the total value and proportion of the

0.1. Bill that could be misused will be substantially less, than it

was in the past. Studies show that students enrolled in higher

education will increasingly be older, more mature students who are

returning to school tc enhance their knowledge and level of

achievement. The Montgomery G.I. Bill student will be more apt to

use his or her benefits at a higher rate than under prior G.I.

Bills, with more usage expected for postgraduate study.

The Commission also points out that Montgomery 6.1. Bill students

will bring a high degree of personal discipline and responsibility

to their educational pursuits, resembling more the adult learner

returning to an educational environment than those entering college

immediately following high school. Family and job responsibilities

will also distinguish the Montgomery G.I. Bill student.

With this background, the Commission stresses that "by virtue of

participating in a program of veterans' educational assistance the

veteran should never be penalized or placed in a position less

advantageous than participants in other programs of educational

assistance."

With these basic premises and assumptions in mind, we also take note

of the administrative history behind many of the distinctions made
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between degree and non-degree programs of education. Generally, it

may be said that most disti, tions arose because of abuses of the

programs. As noted in the 1973 study conducted by the Educational

Testing Service .t Princeton, New Jersey, "...several of the

policies designed to respond to this specific educational situation

are still in effect. As a result, current policies frequently

constitute differential treatment of students pursuing college

degrees and students involved in other forms of postsecondary

educational programs."

Not all distinctions between non-college degree and college degrA,

training embodied in current statutory requirements need to be

continued to maintain program integrity. Moreover, retaining these

4istinctions has the net effect of penalizing or placing veterans in

a position less advantageous than participants in other programs of

education. These distinctions may result in students deciding not

to pursue non-college degree programs, or schools may not request

approval for one-year certificate programs, but only for two-year

associate degree programs. We have noticed instances where a

veteran who drops out of the degree program after one year may

petition the school for and receive the certificate. The veteran

loses nothing and the colleges avoid the additional approval,

recordkeeping, and reporting requirements for the certificate

programs. It could be argued that many of the distinctions made

between degree and non-college degree programs have led to implicit

an inventive measures that circumvent their intended purpose.
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While we support in principle the Commission's recommendation that

certain distinctions between degree and non-college degree programs

should be removed in light of th& Montgomery G.1. Bill, we must also

take note that there are some distinctions that should not be

eliminated. The same rules could certainly be applied, for example.

to enrollment periods, ending dates, reports required, and frequency

of reporting. Absence reporting might be eliminated, if the schools

have a standards of progress requirement that is enforced.

Measurement of courses, however, presents a different situation,

since non-college degree institutions do not have a standard to

determine training time such as the credit hour used by colleges and

universities.

VA proposal. The VA proposes the elimination of absence reporting

for students pursuing programs of education not leading to a

standard college degree. If the prohibition against the payment of

educational assistance allowance in title 38, U.S. Code. section

1780(a)(2), for any day of absence in excess of thirty days in a

twelve-month period is removed, consideration can be yien to

changing the current regulatory requirements regarding effective

dates, enrollment periods, and reporting requirements. However,

since these requirements are predicated on the prohibition in

1780(a)(2). 38 U.S.C., they should not be amended until such time as

the statute is changed. Also, before reporting requirements are

changed, further study is needed regarding tho self certification

procedures currently being tested
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is completed, more definitive action may be taken to amend the

regulations along the lines envisioned by the Commission.

VA RECOMMENDATION:

We suggest the following legislative changes for Congressional

consideration:

Eliminate the prohibition against the payment of educational

assistoe allowance to eligible veterans or eligible persons

in a course which does not lead to a standard college

r any day of absence in excess of thirty days in a

twelve-month period contained in 38 U.S.C. 1780(a)(2).

Eliminate the references to absence counting in subparagraphs

(A), (B) and (C) of the Notwithstanding clause in 38 U.S.C.

1780(a).

Amend 38 U.S.C. 1674 and 38 U.S.C. 1724 to include that

educational assistance allowance shall be discontinued in the

case of a veteran or eligible person who fails to meet the

regularly prescribed standards and practices of the educational

institution with regard to attendance, progress. and conduct.

We concur with the Commission's recommendation to eliminate the

requirement to report absences in non college degree training.
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We agree that the Montgomery G.I. Bill should not be arbitrarily

placed in a position of affording different treatment to veterans

choosing vocational or technical programs of education from those

pursuing degree-granting programs. Similarly, we concur with the

Commission in that the VA should not be placed in a position, by

virtue of the laws and regulations it is tasked to administer, of

possibly discouraging veterans from choosing this type of training

or of possibly discouraging institutions from making it available to

those training under the G.I. Bill, as may have been the case in the

past. However. any action to repeal 38 U.S.C. 1780(a)(2) should be

contingent on educational institutions offering such courses having

and enforcing standards of progress rules.

Congressional consideration might also be given to amending 38

U.S.C. 1674 and 38 U.S.C. 1724 regarding discontinuance for

unsatisfactory conduct or progress to include, insofar as those

persons pursuing programs of education not leading to a standard

college degree are concerned, more specific language regarding the

keeping of attendance records similar to that used in 38 U.S.C.

1776(c)(7) as an approval criterion. Without strict enforcement of

attendance policies and standards of progress. these programs will

become vulnerable to possible abuses, and the integrity of the G.I.

Bill may be compromised.

As noted, however, measurement distinctions between degree and

non-college degree training may still be justifiable. We believe
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that further study is needed in this area before any type of

recommendation may be made. We agree with the Commission, however,

that attempts to address the problems have not resolved them. The

Commission indicated Public Law 99-576 as one example where attempts

were made to deal with situations where an institution offers both

degree and non-college degree programs of education. The "mixed

measurement" approach designed to ameliorate situations where

veterans sitting in the

particularly in terms of

has proven unwieldly and

same classroom were treated differently,

attendance and seat time requirements,

unnecessarily complicated. We agree that

the basic problems inherent in maintaining distinctions between the

two types of training or in creating artificial measurement criteria

bearing little or no relevance to the academic practices of the

institution remain.

we nave reservations, however, about making any sweeping changes in

the clock hour measurements previsions currently in use without

further study. Any help and suggestions the Commission can provide

in this regard would be appreciated. We agree that the present

system is cumbersome and difficult to administer. However. we would

not advocate major changes in the absence of industry standards or

strong accreditation procedures th?t will protect the

veteran-student.
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MEASUREMENT

ISSUE: The measurement of programs of education for G.I. Bill

payment purposes.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

Determine rate of benefits based on progress toward an

educat;orll, vocational, or professional goal through an

approved program of study. shifting concern from the made of

delivery to concern about progress in attaining the objective.

* Eliminate Standard Class Sessions as a measurement criterion

and measure all programs that include classroom instruction by

industry standard "units" (Credit or clock hours depending on

the institution's standard).

Permit independent and other non-traditional modes of study

(defined as those not requiring regularly scheduled contact with

an instructor in a classroom setting) without discrimination but

limit such types of study within the student's overall program

to a maximum of ten percent of the total length of the program.

* Offer an alternative payment schedule based on 75 percent of

the otherwise applicable rate of payment for certain programs

that Jr qot meet the criteria of the "full time pursuit"
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concept, such as those offered entirely through independent

study, thus recognizing to ,a greater degree the effort requ red

and the rate of pursuit towards a goal.

Rely on State approving agencies to determine what

constitutes an approved program leading to an educational.

vocational, or professional goal or objective.

VA RESPONSE: We oppose the Commission's first recommendation for

determining the level of benefit payments based on pr'gress toward

an educational, vocational, or professional goal.

We think the Commission's proposal to eliminate standard class

sessions as a measurement criterion may have merit and should be

studied further.

We also think the Commission's third recommendation regarding

nontraditional modes of study should be examined further.

We oppose the .alternative payment scheduie suggested by the

Commission.

We agree with the recommendation to rely on State approving agencies

for determinations regarding programs of education.
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We realize the thrust of the Commission's recommendations regarding

measurement call into question our present measurement criteria.

However we have reservations about them and propose an alternative.

We propose that the present system of determining rate of payment

based on the rate of pursuit towards a predetermined educational.

vocational, or professional goal be retained, and that the VA study

further the possibility of establishing a rate of payment that would

not distinguish between different modes of delivery. This means

that the VA would examine whether payments should be based on the

number of credit hours (or clock hours) being pursued, regardless of

whether the instruction being provided through a traditional

classroom setting or through other nontraditional means, including

independent study. The results of this study will be included in

the agency's final report to the Committees, which is due prior to

August 29. 1990.

History. The Commission has expressed in its background on this

very complicated issue the basic premise behind all measurement

issues, that education is delivered in a classroom setting and that

quantity and quality are determined by how long and how often an

individual sits in a seat in a classroom. This. however. is not

entirely correct. One of the most controversial issues relating to

the administration of VA's educational assistance programs relates

to the class sessions scheduled in connection with the measurement

Of courses for the purper,c of G.I. Bill benefit payment,

5C
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The VA has historically viewed measurement of resident training in

the context of pursuit of a program at a site of a college or

university requiring regularly scheduled weekly classroom

instruction at the rate of one standard class session per week

throughout the quarter or semester for each quarter or semester hour

of credit. In order for a course to be considered full-time for

payment of VA educational assistance, it had to have offered on

campus, a minimum of twelve hours of traditional classroom

instruction each week of the semester.

Historically, this was consistent with the meaning of the terms

"quarter or semester hour basis". American colleges and

universities generally considered a semester credit hour as one

scheduled hour (or 50-minute session) of classroom lecture per week

for the length of the semester and traditionally assumed that two

hours of outside preparation were necessary for each hour of class.

Consequently, a student enrolled for twelve semester hours was

expected to devote 36 hours per week (12 class sessions plus 24

hours of class preparation) toward his or her educational pursuit in

order to be a full-time student. It is this traditional standard

which has historically been the basis for q tntitative measurement

of collegiate course pursuit throughout the educational community,

and is still used by many educational institutions today.

In enacting the current measurement provisions, the Congress found

that such expenditure of time in degree pursuit was comparable to

that required for full time pursuit of other types of training. and
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would effectively preclude outside full-time employment. Therefore.

this pursuit merited the additional allowance afforded by the

full-time institutional benefit rate.

As the minority opinion of the Educational Assistance Advisory

Committee states, and with which we agree, it should be emphasized

that neither VA policy nor the regulations require schools to change

their policies regarding the granting of credit to students.

Rather, the law establishes the policy under which veterans'

benefits will be paid as well as the amount which is payable.

Determining rate of benefits. The Commission is proposing that the

determination of the rate of benefit payments be based on progress

toward an edp;ational, vocational, or professional goal. The VA

opposes this. Benefit payments should continue to be based on the

rate of pursuit and not on the rate of progress.

The Educational Assistance Advisory Committee. whose members are

representative of various educational associations and interests,

expressed its concern about changing the basic philosophy behind the

measurement of courses for benefit payment purposes from one of rate

of pursuit to one of rate of progress. We share that concern. and

as the Committee noted, most educational associations support paying

benefits based on the number of credit hours taken Ahlrh apply to

the stated educational objective.

5?
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Other comments we have received indicao concern that if the

Commission's recommendations were to be accepted and the focus for

determinations of benefit payments were shifted from rate of pursuit

to rate of progress, it would be even more difficult to administer

than the present system. The VA, by accepting this recommendation,

could be replacing a complex set of rules with individual

measu-.ment criteria for tens of thousands of courses.

In many cases, this recommendation could have the net effect of

increasing the number of credits per term required to receive

full-time benefits. For example, a degree program of 120 credits

requires completion of 8 terms of 15 credits per term. Schools

would have to determine training time for each student in each

program. The result would be to shift the burden of determining

training time from the VA to the school.

The change would not be as drastic for noncollege degree programs.

The school's full-time requirement would replace the VA standards.

Again, this could have the result of increasing the number of clock

hours a student would have to attend to receive full-time benefits.

The exception would be "competency-based" or variable length

programs. Schools would have a very difficult task in determining

training time when they did not know how long it would take the

student to complete a program.

In view of the foregoing, we do not support this concept as
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recommended by the Commission. The present system of basing

determinations of measurement for payment purposes on the rate of

pursuit should retained.

Elimination of standard class session reguirement. Regarding the

elimination of standard class sessions. some comments the VA has

received indicated that there is frequently little correlation

between standard class sessions and credit hours awarded during

nonstandard terms. Support for the standard class session

requirement results from the abuses which occurred during the early

administration of our educational assistance programs. which did not

have a standard class session requirement.

The initial absence of a class session requirement in the law

derived from the assumptio that most accredited colleges and

universities assigned credit on the basis of the number of class

sessions per week. This assumption, however, became invalid due to

changes in educational practices. For example, a few schools, in

their zeal to recruit veterans, structured special programs

primarily for veterans which broke from traditional standards of

course pursuit. These schools promised full-time benefits based on

twelve semester or quarter hours of credit, which credits, however,

were diluted by scheduling far fewer than twelve class sessions of

instruction per week. It was found that some schools had made it

possible for veterans to receive full time benefits for considerably

fewer hours of attendance than was contemplated by the Congress when
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it established the statutory benefit rates.

Although the present law's class session requirement is designed to

prevent abuse. schools have traditionally argued that the VA has no

authority to dictate what cvistitutes a standard class session or to

what extent institutions may offer classes or other than a weekly

basis. The education community contends that the schools, not the

VA, should have the authority to define what constitutes a full-time

program of education, and that the law should require the VA to pay

full-time educational benefits when he school, not the VA,

determines that the veteran is pursuing a full-time course.

As the Commission and many of the comments we have received

indicated, the education community has changed drastically from the

days when abuser, occurred. If SAA's are given complete authority to

disapprove unit courses which provide little educational gain in

relation to the number of credit hours granted, then commenters

think this recommendation may be feasible.

The National Association of State Approving Agencies (NASAA) has

indicated to us that they endorse the idea of eliminating standard

class sessions as a measurement criterion and adds that the

institution's standard must be commensurate with that established by

state law. regulation. or practice.

The VA is aware of increasing nontraditional approachw, to education
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and the trend to structure courses in innovative ways, in order to

accommodate and serve a broad and diverse universe of student needs

for quality education. Unfortunately. there is no general consensus

on this multi-faceted issue.

The comments and positions of various organizations and education

associations, as welt as the Educational Assistance Advisory

Committee indicate that retention of class session requirements may

not be necessary. Although we do not think that sufficient data

exist to enable the VA to agree with the Commission's recommendation

to eliminate the standard class session requirement of the law as a

measurement criterion, the recommendation does merit further study.

Non-traditional modes of study. One of the biggest problems that

has confronted not only the VA and the Commission but the education

community as well is the task of being able to define independent

study. This has been a difficult task. Unfortunately, there is no

general consensus on this complicated, muiti-faceted issue. While

we are appreciative of the tremendous task the Commission faced in

studying this matter, we do have a number of reservations about this

recommendation.

Right now, the law in effect discourages a student from pursuing

courses by independent study. We believe there may be no real

justification for this. The VA aware of increasing

non-traditional approaches to education and the trend to structure
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courses in innovative ways in order to accommodate and serve a broad

and diverse universe of student needs for quality education.

The current law, 38 U.S.C. 1682(e), provides that payment for

pursuit of independent study programs be limited to the less than

half-time rate. Independent study generally involves a

comparatively unstructured situation where verification and

supervision is often difficult. Independent study is variously

known as directed studies, external degree programs, university

without walls, contract programs, and other descriptive terms. The

distinction between independent study programs and institutional

resident programs makes no inference that one is educationally

inferior to the other.

Legislation limiting payment fer independent study programs was the

result of actual cases of abuse. These situations involved

accredited public and private non-profit institutions which were

able to recruit thousands of veterans by offering a vehicle for the

receipt of full-time VA benefits for minimal part time activity.

Most of these abuses involved situaticos where educational

institutions entered into contracts with other entities which

allowed these entities to offer all or part of the educational

institutions' independent study programs Therefore, the current

differentiation between traditional and non traditional programs of

education is based on attempts to prevent abuse
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There are three main areas regarding the CommisL;on's recommendation

on non-traditional modcs of study that we view as problematic.

First of all, the Commission is recommending that independent study

and other non-traditional modes of study be permitted without

discrimination. Secondly, the Commission proposes that such types

Of study be limited within the stLdent's overall program to a

maximum of ten percent of the total length of the program. Finally,

the Commission recommends that an alternative payment schedule be

established based on 75 percent of the otherwise applicable rate of

payment for certain programs such as these uttered entirely through

independent study.

We do not believe that a ten percent limitation on independent and

non-traditional types of study would be practical or

admini.tratively feasible. In reaching this decision, we took into

consideration comments forwarded to us by the Educational Assistance

Advisory Committee, which it received from several representative

organizations such as the National Association of State Approving

Agencies (NASAA) and the National Association of Veterans Program

Administrators (NAVPA).

The Commission's recommendations would appear. when taken in

Conjunction with each other, to require one rate of reimbursement

for independent study until that siudy equals ten percent of a

program and a different rate when the ten percent is ep.ceeded. This

would be difficult to administer and would increa,,e the reporting
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burden on schools. For example, NASAA noted that such a proposal

ha: potential for unfavorable impact on such activities as teaching

and counseling practicums. particularly in programs where

independent research is also an integral part of the education

program.

As NASAA stated. "There are too many variations and hybrid

Combinations to permit this to be an effective control without

serious over-regulation occurring for bona fide programs with heavy

emphasis on research and other out-of-classroom experiences."

In its comments, NASAA recommended that certain non-traditional

experiences be defined as traditional, where, historically, that is

the case. They noted that required experiences leading to a

certification, license, or registration to practice in a field were

primary examples of such occurrences. Out-of-classroom experiences

which are a regular and accepted part of a program of education such

as Honors courses and independent reading courses were also

suggested by NASAA as possibly being more traditional.

Other associations expressed their support of the concept of paying

for independent and non traditional modes of study without

discrimination but also questioned the ten percent limitation.

NAVPA, for example, commented that, "Most institutions, and their

accrediting age%ies, limit the number of hours which can apply to

the educational objective taken through these methods " NAVPA
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suggested, "Let the institution's individual standards be the

governing limitations. If the accrediting agency, vie the SAA, have

said that the program is viable and acceptable, that is what

matters."

Other comments received by the Educational Assistance Advisory

Committee indicated that the ten percent limit on independent study

would probably require the school and/or the VA to monitor the

credits pursued by independent study and other non-traditional modes

of study to ensure they do not exceed the limit. The VA agrees with

NASAA's opposition to the alternative payment schedule in its

current construction.

We considered other comments supportive of this rationale in making

these recommendations but cautioned that there are some schools (as

well as beneficiaries) which (or who) will always find a way to

maximize the benefits payablr and minimize the academic efforts

needed to obtain an objective. While the issue of measurement is

Currently quite complex, adoption of these recommendations could

result in such a restrictive system of measurement that nothing

would be gained in the way of simplicity.

Reliance upon SAA's. The Commission's recommendation for reliance

on State approving agencies to determine what constitutes an

approved program leading to an educational, vocational, or

professional objective is essentially what the VA does now.
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However, there may be a need for further safeguards ag..inst the

contracting out of instructional modes of study in view of past

abuses_

We take note of the comments NASAA forwarded to the Educational

Assistance Advisory Committee in this regard. NASAA believes that

"SAA's should have an explicit charge to determine that an

institution is acceptable for participation in the Veterans

Education Program prior to making determination about programs. It

is felt that this authority, explicitly stated, could serve to

eliminate undesirable institutions whose programs otherwise appear

to be acceptable." The VA will study whether additional authority,

standards and guidelines would be necessary or appropriate regarding

the contracting out of instruction by institutions.

VA proposals. The VA appreciates the problems the Commission faced

in addressing the measurement issue, and we share many of the same

concerns expressed in the report. The VA is not opposed to

innovation in education and is not distrustful of the academic

integrity of non-traditional programs of education. We wot.%.

emphasize that the VA merely implements the Congressional mandate of

different rates of benefits.

While we believe the present system may be complex and difficult

both to administer and to understand, we are not in favor of the

recommendations as a whole that the Commission has drafted. It
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seems that one complex system would be replaced with another,

possibly causing a whole new set of problems. Instead, we suggest

that the VA study further the issues raised by the Commission.

This study would examine the elimination of standard class sessions

as a measurement criterion; elimination of the payment differential

between independent study. other non-traditional modes of study. and

resident training; and extension of payment for independent study to

those courses not leading to a standard college degree. The VA

would include the results of this study in its filial report to the

Committees.
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Mitigating Circumstances

ISSUE: Payment for Courses from which a student withdraws and for

which the stuOcnt receives no grade used in computing the

requiremvIcs for graduation.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Modify the "mitigating circumstances" policy to permit

students to withdraw without penalty frlm a course or courses up

to a specified limit with a non-punitive grade without producing

mitigating circumstances for the withdrawal.

* Specify that "mitigating circumstances" may include child

care difficulties.

V,1, RESPONSE: The VA concurs with the Commission's position on this

issue. The Commission's first recommendation has now become law as

a result .f the enactment of Public Law 100 689.

The Commission cited in its report the 1987 study by the VA's Office

of Program Analysis and Evaluation regarding the large amount of

overpayments resulting from beneficiary error. The assigiment of

nonpunitive grades by scnool officials during or following a school

term and the subsequent failure of the beneficiary to demonstrate

mitigating circumstances produces overpayments that arc classified
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as beneficiary error. Beneficiary error consequently is the result

of mandatory, i.e., statutorily required, retroactive reductions.

the termination of monetary benefits, or when a student reduces or

terminates and fails to notify the VA.

The cost-effectivene s study of school liabiiity found that

nonpunitive grades without mitigating circumstances categorized as

beneficiary error accounted for 60.57 percent of all instances of

overpayments. The study concluded, however. that beneficiary error,

the causal factor with the largest percentage in education

overpayment;., was mainly beyond the control of the VA and, to a

large extent, the schools themselves. The study further recommended

that the errors due to potential school liability and unavoidable

errors could be addressed through either more frequent certification

by the school or by requiring VA beneficiaries to verify their

continuing enrollment through a card provided in their monthly

benefits check.

This is certainly one option that both the VA and the Commission

have been exploring. Citing the tardship on veterans who drop

courses, unaware of the consequences of withdrawing without

acceptable mitigating circumstances, the Commission has offered the

recommendation of modifying the "mitigating circumstances" policy to

include a "forgiveness" policy. While we believe that upfront

counseling and increased information dissemination. both by the VA
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and the schools, will help alleviate this situation, in legislative

hearings in May 1988, the VA testified in support of this

"forgiveness" approach in the first instance of course load

reduction.

The Commission's recommendation, therefore, was considered in

legislative hearings and included as part of Public Law 100-689,

which was signed into law by the President on November 18, 1988, and

will become effective on June 1, 1989. The new law states:

Sec. 121. COURSE WITHDRAWALS.
(a) In General. Section 1780(a)(4) is amended by
inserting after "circumstances" the following: ", except
that in the first instance of withdrawal by an eligible
veteran or person from a course or courses with respect to
which such veteran or person has been paid assistance under
this title, mitigating circumstances shall be considered to
exist with respect to courses totaling not more than six
semester hours or the equivalent thereof".
(b) Effective Date. The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply so as to require that mitigating circumstances
be considered to exist only with respect to withdrawals
from a course or courses being pursued with assistance
under title 38, United States Code, that occur on or after
June 1, 1989.

With this legislation, the Commission's recommendation regarding

mitigating circumstances will now be put into effect. We are

presently considering provisions for implementing this new provision

of law. In doing so, we will consider the Commission's suggestion

that notification be given the student of the consequences and

procedures for future incidences of nonpunitive grades being
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assigned. As amended by Public '..aw 100-689, section 1780(a)(4) of

title 38, U.S. Code, will be applicable to all types of training.

Insofar as the second recommendation under this category is

concerned, the VA is in agreement. Even though this should be

current operating procedure with adequate supporting evidence. given

the Commission's expressed concern for problems relating to the

issue of child care, we will propose drafting a change to the

regulations to have this included as an example.

We will consider proposing that 38 C.F.R 21.7020(b)(19) be amended

to read as follows.

(19) Mitigating Circumstances. The term "mitigating
circumstances" means circumstances beyond the veteran's or
servicemerriber's control which prevent him or her from

continuously pursuing a program of education. The

following circumstances are representative of those which
the VA considers to be mitigating. This list is not

all- inclusive.
(i) An illness of the veteran or servicemember,
(ii) An illness or death in the veteran's or

servicemember's family,
(iii) An unavoidable change in the veteran's conditions of
employment,
(iv) An unavoidable geographical transfer resulting from
the veteran's employment,
(v) Immediate family or financial obligations beyond the
control of the veteran which require him or her to suspend
pursuit of the program of education to obtain L.Aployment,
(vi) Discontinuance of the course by the school,
(vii) Unanticipated active duty military service, including
active duty for training,
(viii) Difficulcies in obtaining or changes in child care

arrangements beyond the control of the veteran or

servicemember which require him or her to suspend pursuit
of the program of education, in order to provide such care.
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(Similar changes will have to be made to 38 C.F.R. 21.4136(k).

21.4137(h), et al )

Proposing this change will make the policy regarding child care

regulatory for acceptable mitigating circumstances purposes.

Supportinp evidence documenting the difficulties in child care

arrangements roxessitating suspension of a p ogram of education will

be required.
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PUBLICATIONS

ISSUE: Availability of up-to-date information on educational

assistance benefits.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Make available on a regular basis up-to-date publications

such as newsletter, and manuals designed to assist institutioni

in administering benefits.

* Rewrite the chapters of title 38. U.S.0 . pertaining to

educational assistance programs (and as necessary other

provisions of law) to provide for better organization, clarity,

readability, and understanding (particularly in view of the

termination of the chapter 34 program on December 31, 1989).

VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees with the Commission's position that

up-to-date publications should be made available on a regular basis

to assist institutions in administering benefits.

We agree that the education provisions of title 38, U S. Code, could

be rewritten to be more understandable to the layman however we

believe that our limited resources could be put to more effective

use.
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Up-to-date Publications. The Commission points out the value of the

manual, "Certificai.on of Students Under Veterans' Laws", published

with the cooperation of the Department of Veterans Affairs and the

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions

Officers (AACRAO). As noted in the report, the VA has already taken

action to rewrite and update this manuzl. It is anticipated that

the updated manual will be published and ready for distribution

during the spring of 1989. Agreement has been reached to publish

the new manual in a loose-leaf format, as suggested by the

Commission.

The Commission suggests exploring the development of a subscription

approach to a newsletter, asking schools to help defray the costs of

production and distribution. This concept has precedent with other

Federal agencies.

The VA agrees with the Commission's position in this regard. Using

a subscription approach for producing and distributing a regular

newsletter may be feasible and beneficial. Further study with

cost-effectiveness analyses should be undertaken before a final

decision can be made. The VA agrees, however, that this could be

one way of alleviating the problem of available resources for

publishing informational materials.

Rewrite of title 38. The education chapters in title 38, U.S. Code

have evolved over the more than forty years of veterans' educational
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assistance benefit programs. They represent time-tested statutory

provisions which have protected the public trust in these programs,

helped prevent fraud, waste, and abuse, and helped maintain the

integrity of the G.I. Bills. The provisions contained therein

provide the legal basis for our regulations, manuals, etc. Title

38, United States Code, does not represent a formal rule-making

process of the Veterans Administration. It is, instead, the body of

laws enacted by the Congress.

The VA, in meeting its responsibility of interpreting and

implementing the law as enacted by Congress, develops and publishes

rules in the Federal Register; circulars, which are instructional or

explanatory statements; manuals, such as the VA education procedures

manual (8122-2) and other procedural and directive guidelines for the

administration of its education programs.

We have bet."' making every effort to ensure that our procedures and

directives are as clear and concise as possible, in understandable

English, and organized and structured for ease of reference and

readability. The immediate concerns of the Commission regarding

clarity and understandability can be more effectively achieved

through continuation of these efforts.

The present code of veterans' laws encompasses a number of very

different veterans' educational assistance programs, each originally

enacted with specific designs and purposes. In many instances, the
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administration of the various education programs v:,ries

significantly due to the different purposes of each. Any effort to

restructure the education provisions of title 38, U.S. Code, would

first have to examine each of the various education programs to

identify their differing designs and purposes.

In another ,ectioa of its report, the Commission urges

standardization among the various education programs, and we concur

in that recommendation. In implementing standardization, we will

make every effort to ensure that the resulting proposed changes to

title 38, U.S. Code, are as clear and concise as permissible.

However, rewriting the education chapters in title 38 would be a

long and difficult task, which would place a great strain on the

resources of the VA. Care would have to be taken to ensure that the

rewrite did not inadvertently change the intent of current law.

While a rewrite would be laudable, the VA's resources could be

better used to implement the new provisions resulting from the

Commission's stody and changes needed in other VA programs.
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REMEDIAL, DEFICIENCY, AND REFRESHER TRAINING

ISSUE: G.I. Bill benefits for remedial. deficiency, and refresher

training.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Make G.I. Bill benefits available for remedial, deficiency,

and refresher training under all of the various educational

assistance programs, including the programs established by the

Hostage Relief Act (HRA) and the Omnibus Diplomatic Security

Antiterror'sm Act, as well as the chapters 30 and 106 and

sections 901 and 903 programs.

* Resolve the issue of the charge to entitlement for this type

of training in a consistent manner. Based on the precedent

established by the chapter 34 program, the Commission believes

that there should be no charge to entitlement for benefits paid

for this pursuit.

If a nine-month limitation on refresher training is

incorporated in the Montgomery G.I. Bill programs. an identical

limitation should be added to the other chapters for consistency.

VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees ,n principle with these recommendations
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of the Commission, except that the VA supports the charging of

entitlement for benefits paid for pursuit of remedial, deficiency,

and refresher courses as provided in current law.

At the time the Commission was considering these recommendations,

legislation addressing this issue was pending in the Congress.

Since that time, Public Law 100-689 was signed into law by the

President on November 18. 1988.

The amendments made by Public Law 100-689 regarding refresher,

remedial, and deficiency courses will become effective on August 15,

1989. Among the provisions, the new law permits the payment of

educational assistance benefits for refresher courses, which

includes courses which will permit an individual to update knowledge

and skills or be instructed in the technological advances which have

occurred in the individual's field of employment, deficiency and

remedial training for those under chapters 30 and 32 with a charge

to entitlement.

In addition, Public Law 100-689 permits deficiency and remedial

training for those under chapter 35, the Hostage Relief Act and the

Omnibus Diplomatic Security Antiterrorism Act. However, under these

program entitlement will not be charged for the first five months of

full-time pursuit (or the equivalent in part-time educational

assistance) consisting of remedial or deficiency courses.
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Standardization. The new law, however, does not extend remedial.

deficiency. and refresher training to those under Chapter 106, or

Sections 901 and 903. Under t.s standardization recommendations of

the Commission, we would support the Commission's position that the

programs be made consistent, wherever appropriate.

Charge to entitlement. Insofar as the Commission recommends that

the issue of the charge to entitlement for remedial. deficiency, and

refresher training be resolved in a consistent manner, the VA is in

agreement. We note that the provisions of Public Law 100-689

generally require charging entitlement for pursuit of such courses

with the exception of the first five months of such training for

those under Chapter 35. We differ from the Commission's position in

this regard, however, and advocate entitlement charges be made for

pursuit of all courses. The provisions currently a part of Public

Law 100-689 are tne most equitable for all concerned. Despite the

good intentions of most institutions and those veterans in serious

pursuit of an approved goal or objective, charging entitlement

should remain as a safeguard against those who might wish to abuse

the educational assistance programs.

Nine month limitation. The Commission's third recommendation

regarding a nine-month limitation an refresher training was

considered in the most recent legislation but was not enacted. As

such, the consistency issue presented here is a moot point. If

discussed in the future, however, it does merit consideration as
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part of an overall standardization effort.
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REPORTING FEES

ISSUE: Increase in the reporting fee paid to educational

institutions and training establishments.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

Increase the amount of reporting fees paid on an annual basis.

* Provide that the amount of the fee be based on a scale,

rather than a head count. For example. schools wno have 5 or

fewer eligibles enrolled would be paid "X", schools with 6 to 25

eligibles enrolled would be paid "Y", and so forth.

Include chapter 31 trainees in the count of those on whose

behalf the fee is paid.

VA RESPONSE: The VA opposes the first recommendation, agrees in

principle with the second, and will consider the last recommendation.

Reason for fee. Efficiency in the administration of veterans'

education benefits is affected by coordination of various groups and

agencies which are involved in serving veterans. Part of this

cooperative effort should be refiected in the reporting fees that

are paid to institutions for their efforts in ensuring that veterans
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and other eligible persons receive the education benefits to which

they are entitled, while also ensuring that benefits have been

correctly paid. To ensure that Federal funds are not abused or

expended to those not entitled, lengthy rules and requirements have

evolved over the years to verify entitlement and compliance.

Section 1784(c) of title 38. U.S. Code, states that the VA will pay

to any educational institution furnishing education or training for

veterans or other eligible persons a reporting fee "which will be in

lieu of any other compensation or reimbursement for reports or

certifications which such educational institution.. is required to

submit to the Administrator by law or regulation."

The VA, through regulations and as the result of statutory

requirements, requires institutions to report promptly the entrance,

re-entrance, change in hours of credit or attendance, interruption,

and termination of attendance of euh veteran or eligible VA

beneficiary. In addition, schools must verify the enrollment and

delivery of the benefit check for each veteran or eligible person

receiving advance pay.

The certification requirements are very detailed, and the

institution must at all times have available for VA inspection all

pertinent records and accounts. In addition, institutions must

devote time to many requirements which are not reimbursable, such as

keeping catalogs current and complete, ensuring that no more than 85
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percent of the students enrolled in each program are veterans,

assisting VA compliance specialists and SAA personnel in their

surveys, correctiq deficiencies, and dealing pith faculty members

regarding the monitoring and reporting of student attendance or

withdrawal.

While these activities are significant, they are decreasing as the

overall number of students receiving VA benefits decreases from the

peak loads of the nineteen seventies when the reporting fee was

increased. In addition, the institutions clearly receive tuition

from all of these students, a part of which is attributable to

administration. Given the added enrollments in school provided by

the VA education programs, there is no need to increase the

reporting fee for activities that are best characterized as a cost

of doing business.

Scale approach. The VA agrees that the reporting fees should be a

reflection of the total number of veterans who train at an

institution during a calendar year. The VA supports in concept the

Commission's recommendation that the amount of the reporting fee be

based on a scale rather than an exact head count, out that the data

for determin:ng placement on the scale should be extracted from VA's

own computer system. The advantages of a scale approach would be

preferable, not only for schools, tut also administratively for the

VA. This would require programming changes to our present computer

system, but we believe the end results would justify doing this in
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terms of net savings in administrative costs. Any scale system,

however, should recognize the economies of scale for administering

activities. Thus, the scale should pay less per student as the

number of students increases.

Chapter 31 trainees. We would like to study the inclusion of

Chapter 31 trainees in the count of those on whose behalf reporting

fees are paid. As the Commission has noted. Chapter 31

service-connected disabled veterans frequently require the provision

of services and assistance by the institution above and beyond those

usually provided other veteran-students. We will examine the need

for the fee in the context of the book handling charge already being

paid to institutions on behalf of Chapter 31 trainees.

These recommendations of the Commission would all require

legislation amending section 1784(c) of title 38, U.S. Code. We

recommend that the Committees study further the desirability of and

specifications for both a scale approach and an increase in the

reporting fee. The illustrative chart included in the Commission's

report with a hypothetical cost comparison should be studied further.
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RESTORATION OF PAY REDUCTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES

ISSUE: Restoration of chapter 30 pay reductions.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

vinit the restoration of pay reductions as a death benefit

and in certain other limited situations.

VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees with this recommendation.

We note that subsequent to the Commission's deliberations on this

topic, legislative action was taken to enact the major points raised

by the Commission.

In hearings before the House Subcommittee on Education, Training,

and Employment in 1987, we voiced our support for amending chapter

30 of title 38, J.S. Code to add a new section to award a death

benefit to certain survivors of participants under the Montgomery

G.I sill Active Duty whir die while on active duty.

The bill being considered at that time, which was incorporated into

the final act that was passed. provides a death benefit on behalf of

an individual who dies after June 30. 1985, while on active doty,

and who had his or her basic military pay reduced due to
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participation in the Montgomery G.I. F,II education benefits

program. The VA, under the new law, is authorized to pay a death

benefit in the whole amount of the basic pay reduction less any

amounts of educational assistance that have been paid the individual

or accrued under chapter 30 at the time of death. The benefit is

payable to the serviceperson's survivors as designated by the

individual under his or her Servicemen's Group Life Insurance policy

or to the heirs as listed by the law.

In testifying in support of this bill, the VA noted that it would

correct the inequity which occurs when a serviceperson dies while in

service to the Country before having had the opportunity to take

advantage of the education benefits available under the Montgomery

G.I. Bill but has sustained a reduction, in pay through participation

in the program. We believe this legislation is appropriate and,

accordingly, the VA supported enactment of this measure.

The President signed the bill on November 18, 1988, which became

part of Public Law 100689.
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ROLE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

ISSUE: The role of continuing education courses in relation to G.I.

Bill benefits.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

* Approval of continuing education courses be made consistent

with the stated principle of the G.I. Bill that programs of

education must lead to an educational. vocational. or

professional goal.

VA RESPONSE: The VA concurs with this recommendation.

A principal purpose of VA educational assistance programs has always

been tc provide monies to assist eligible students in attaining an

educational, vocational, or professional objective. The VA supports

this recommendation, agreeing that there is no basis upon which to

pay educational assistance allowance for pursuit of any other 'vpe

of objective. The VA agrees with the Congressional view of

purposeful pursuit. The legislative history of the G.I. bills

includes many statutory changes intended to stress the pursuit of an

"objective" and to eliminate the authorization of benefits training

pursued for other purposes.
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As noted in section 1780(a). title 38. U.S. Code, benefits may be

paid only when a veteran is in active pursuit of a program of

education or training. The VA supports the principle of defined

pursuit of a preselected educational program which must be complete

in that it must include all instruction needed to attain the stated

objective. Benefit payments should not be made for pursuit of

courses vaguely related to the attainment of an objective or for

courses desired for self-improvement.

The VA supports the stated purposes of the G.I. bills, i.e., to

enhance and improve the attractiveness of military service. provid:

access to higher education to persons who might otherwise be unable

to afford it, provide vocational readjustment and restore lost

educational opportunities to those whose careers were interrupted or

impeded by active service, and to aid such persons in attaining the

vocational and educational status they might normally have attained

had they not served in the Armed Forces. Unlike other Federal aid

programs, the G.I. bill is a conditional benefit whose purposes are

to be achieved by the pursuit of a predetermined occupational,

professional, or educational objective. We see no reason at this

time to deviate from those stated purposes
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STANDARDIZATION

ISSUE: Inconsistencies among the various educational assistance

programs.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION:

* Standardize the different features of the various veterans'

education programs to the maximum extent possible, consistent

with their design and purpose.

VA RESPONSE: The VA supports the recommendation of the Commission

to standardize the different features to the maximum extent possible

but consistent with the program's design and purpose

The Commissioo has cited the numerous differences among the many

educational assistance programs. Many of these are the result of

patchwork legislation over the years in response to one concern or

another. The Commission notes that many of the differences appear

to serve little purpose and make the administration of the benefits

more complex and inequitable. Insofar as many of the differences

may be arbitrary, the VA supports the recommendation of the

Commission to standardize the different features to the maximum

extent possible but consistent with the program's design and purpose.
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It is suggested that, in order to compile an accurate and reasonably

complete listing of the differences, consideration should be given

to setting up a task force of VA adjudicators and education liaison

representatives from VA regional offices "charged with identifying

-- without regard to legislative intent or legal interpretation --

all the inconsistencies." The VA is in general agreement with this

proposition since, as the Commission assesses, these individuals

would be the ones having the greatest familiarity on a day-to-day

basis with all the administrative nuances of the various programs.

The VA is committed to improving and putting forth the best possible

administration of veterans' educational assistance programs. While

some aspects of standardization may be facilitated by the agency,

legislation would be required to change others, In conjunction with

an effort to standardize the various education programs, the VA will

establish a task force for the purposes of identifying and compiling

a listing of differences among the various programs. We support the

Commission's initiative toward standardization of the various

education programs, consistent with their design and purpose.
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TRAINING AND ASSOCIATED ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES

ISSUE: Well-trained, well-informed participants in the benefits

delivery system with adequate resources to perform required

responsibilities.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Sufficient resources be made available to carry out regular

training sessions of all those involved in the administration of

G.I. Bill benefits.

* Enhanced computer capabilities (with emphasis on an on line

facilities file) be made a priority within the VA

Staffing and other resource allocation decisions take into

account the reality of an increasing educational assistance

caseload.

* VA work-measurement criteria reflect the non-paper aspect of

the administration of benefits, the need to enhance moral '2. and

the provision of personal attention.

VA RESPONSE: The VA supports thew recumirndations in concept

within the constraints of available resources.
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As the Commission points out, training is critical to improving the

administration of G.I. Bill benefits, and that to accomplish this,

resources must be made available on a continuing and regular basis.

The training should address the needs of those at every level of the

benefits delivery system to include the State approving agencies,

the schools and training establishments, National Guard and reserve

units, and VA employees. We agree with the Commission in that a

great deal of training needs to involve the basic nuts and bolts of

the approval process. Clarification is needed especially about the

approval requirements for nontraditional programs, branches and

facilities; the meaning of regulations and terminology: and required

or recommended procedures.

Training should be provided about stare approvals. supervisory

visits, and follow-ups on discrepancies, as well as more about

compliance surveys and review of approvals. All elements of VA

educational staff should be kept familiar with the uses that

adjudicators make of approvals and with VA fiscal procedures: and

adjudicators should be trained more about the approval process.

Information should also be provided about accrediting and state

licensing, Department of Labor apprenticeship operations, the

organization of the state educational system. school record systems,

and the kinds of reports schools can provide.

Given the available resources, we support the Commission's concern
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for better, more effective training, and not just confined to set

subjects. We believe that training should respond to new

developments, new laws. and regulations. Training is not just a

matter of talks, discussions, and reading. It should also be

undertaken by temporary exchanges of state and VA personnel and by

joint visits to schools. As the Commission points out. the goal is

a better, common understanding of VA objectives and regulations, and

a better understanding of, and respect for. the roles and

responsibilities of VA and state agencies. To this end, the Fiscal

Year 1990 budget requests funding for the creation of an

"Adjudication Academy", which would be designed to provide a

centralized or national training program for New veterans' claims

examiners.

At the present time, enhanced computer capabilities remains a

priority within the VA. n -tine facilities file is under active

consideration by the riment of Veterans Benefits, and an

evaluation is currently being prepared.

The National Association of Veterans Program Administrators (NAVPA)

agrees with the Commission that adequate financial support must be

given to make the benefits delivery system all it can be, and that

electronic transfer of data should be considered. Standardization

of equipment among the VA offices is also a concern of NAVPA that,

given adequate resources, could be accomplished
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Consideration is being given to the reality of an increasing

educational assistance caseload, as the Commission suggests. This

is of importance in any serious consideration of implementing a

consolidated-region approach to the handling of all education

benefit programs This approach could simplify the staffing and

other resource allocation decisions needed to be made as the

educational assistance caseload increases.

Studies are also currently being conducted to evaluate the VA

work-measurement criteria and performance standards. We take note

of the Commission's concern that the VA may weigh too heavily on the

"paper-pushing" aspect of the administration of benefits rather than

the need to provide the personal touch which might facilitate speedy

and more responsive service. We are also aware of the concerns of

other associations regarding a perceived emphasis on quantity rather

than quality. We can assure the Commission members and education

associations that quality is a primary concern of the VA and that

emphasis is always placed in that area. We generally agree with the

Commission's focus in these areas of training and associated

administrative resources but within the realities of the constraints

of avai,able resources.
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TWO-YEAR RULE, STANDARDS OF PROGRESS AND THE "85-15 RULE"

ISSUE: Retention of provisions of law and regulations designed to

discourage misuse or abuse of educational assistance benefits.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

" Reaffirm the provisions of title 38 that have been effective

in encouraging appropriate use of G.I. Bill benefits, such as

the two-year rule, standards of progress criteria. and the

"85-15 Rule".

" Apply these provisions across the board to all the programs

of educational assistance administered by the VA.

Incorporate into the criteria for determining waiver or

applicability of both the two-year rule and the "85-15 rule"

those individuals training under the chapter 106 program.

VA RESPONSE: The VA agrees with the position of the Commission on

retaining the provisions of law and regulations designed to

discourage misuse or abuse of educational assistance benefits.

The VA is charged by the Congres!, with the responsibility for

disbursing educational assistance benefits only to eligible and
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qualified veterans. Because abuses have taken place wherein

veteran-students received Federal funds even though not entitled,

Congress and the VA have moved over the years to tighten laws.

regulations and procedures with respect to the educational community

to halt illegal practices and to prevent their recurrence.

Always of major concern is how to administer a national Federal

benefits program so that every eligible and qualified person

promptly receives every dollar of educational assistance to which he

or she is entitled and those who are not eligible will not take

improper u. illegal advantage of the system. Among the broader

issues that have surfaced are the aims and scope of lato,s passed by

the Congress, the relevant regulations promulgated by the VA, the

methods and procedures used by the VA as it attempts to carry out

its duties, and the nature and extent of insWut.onal

responsibilities.

The VA is obliged to implement the intent of legislation. Le ;s

obvious is the need to prevent abose of one of the largest financial

assistance program.', in American education There have been schools

which have designed programs specifically designed to tak.,1 advantage

of veterans' benefits. Admittedly, the 1,67.:!;f2r Qi schools engaging

in such practices is limited and represents loilt a small minority.

This has led some officials to question the b:oad scope of our

regulations and the attendant burden they pl,Ice on all schools.

However, we would point out ',at due process requires that
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regulations be generally applicable and the VA cannot selectively

enforce the law through regulations directed at particular

institutions. Nevertheless, where possible, we strive to narrow the

scope of regulatory effect through distinctions which are

cOnstitutirially acceptable.

The history of the abuses of the World War II program is

well-known. Many schools sprang up mainly to profit by enrolling

veterans and receive Federal funds. and there were instances of such

schools overcharging veterans. Progress has been made over the

years in correcting specific operational inefficiencies. This

progress has generally paralleled the development of statutory

safeguards and changes in the organizational structure of the VA.

Such measures as the two-year rule, the 85-15 rule. and the

requirement that schools have and enforce standards of progress

originally were intended to )revent abuse. The latter was typified

by the veteran who continued to receive bei,efits semester after

semester although making little or no progress toward an objective.

These laws now provide adequate control and safeguards against

abuse, and the VA agrees with the position taken by the Commission

that they should be reaffirmed.

We agree that the need to maintain those provisions of law and

regulations that have contributed to the success of the G.I Bill

and that facilitate effective program administration should be

retained. These provisions protect program integrity, and nothing

would be served by throwing out co,itrols and regulations now in
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place only to find in time a need for new or strengthened controls.

We would also emphasize that neither VA policy nor any of our

regulations require schools to change their policies. Rather, they

establish the policy under which veterans' benefits will be paid as

well as the amount which is payable. The Congress has establis!ad

the basis for the payment of educational assistance benefits, and it

is the VA's responsibility to implement such Congressionally

mandated standards for benefit payment. As previous studies have

concluded, "It is well establis'7d that any government agency has a

primary and implicit duty, when disbursing tax money, to supervise

the use of those funds in a fashion which will insure that the money

is wisely and economically spent for the purpose Congress intended.

This duty is always present regardless of the conditions."

WL note, also, that the Commission proposes that these provisions be

applied to all the programs ui educational assistance administered

by the VA. This is an issue that should be studied as part of the

Commission's standardization recommendations. consistent with the

design and purpose of the programs.

The Commission also recommends that the waiver provisions of the

85-15 rule be applied to those individuals training under the

Chapter 106 program. We are in favor of doing this and have already

initiated discussions with the Department of Defense to include

Chapter 106 trainees in the waiver provisions for not only the 85-15

provisions but also for the provisions regarding the two year rule.
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VALUE OF HOME-STUDY COURSES; EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

ISSUE: Assessment of the vocational value of courses offered

through home-study or correspondence.

COMMISSION FINDING:

" The Commission has made no finding on the vocational value of

home-study and is unable to commuHz on the merit of this mode of

study as compared to others.

VA RESPONS': The VA takes note of the Commission's finding in this

regard and has no comment to make or add.
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WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

ISSUE: Effective utilization of the VA's work-study authority.

COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS:

* Overhaul the VA's work-study program to provide for a

flexible progressive payment scale that could be used to attract

and retain quality work-study students. especially in high-cost

areas.

* Expand eligibility for the VA's work-study program to

individuals training under the chapter 35 and the chapter 106

programs.

VA RESPONSE: The VA does not support the recommendations of the

Commission as stated herein.

The Department of Veterans Affairs dces not need to provide

work-study benefits to non veterans, when Chapter 35 students can

utilize the many government-wide opportunities for educational

assistance, incluiing work-study funded by the Department of

Education.

At this time, we are not taking a position insofar ac the proposal
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to include Chapter 106 trainees for work-study eligibility. As

pointed out by the Commission in its report, the effectiveness of

the work-study program in its current form is limited not by a lack

of funding but by a general lack of interest in the program on the

part of potentially eligible students. Adding more eligibles to the

program who, generally, are already gainfully employed and

maintaining the low minimum wage, does not appea, to be a solution

to the problem.

We do not support the flexible progressive payment scale recommended

by the Commission but believe the proposal to establish a payment

schedule for high-cost areas merits further study.

VA alternative proposal. As noted by the Commission, some states

have established a minimum wage that is higher than the $3.35

Federal minimum wage. An alternative proposal the Commission may

wish to consider ir to allow the VA in those states with a higher

minimum wage to pay that amount to work study students working in

that state, rather than the Federal minimum wage. This approach

could provide the equity being sought by the Commission, while at

the same time allowing the VA to maintain the integrity of the

work-study program.

At the current time, there are only twelve states with a minimum

wage higher than the Federal minimum of $3.35 per hour. These range

from $3.65 to $4.25. Paying the higher wage would result in
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additional costs of less than $1 million in any year. Because the

Fiscal Year 1990 budget does not contain funds for this purpose, the

Costs and legislation required will be considered in the context of

the Fiscal Year 1991 budget process.
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APPENDIX A

Comments From The Administrator's

Educational Assistance Advisory Comnittee
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Depattment 01 Vetetans
Benefits

tet) Veterans
Administration

JAN 11 1989

Honorable Thomas K. Turr e
Administrator of Veterau Affairs
VA Central Office
810 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20420

Dear Mr. Turnage:

Wasfitwitilt1 C XVI70

h. N..ply Hef- To

As required by section 320 of Public Law 99-576, the Commis-
sion to Assess Veterans' Education Policy submitted its report
to Congress at the end of August 1988. The report contained a
number of recommendations for the improvement of services under
VA education programs.

Senate Report Number 100-439 accompanying S. 2011, the Veter-
ans' Benefits and Improvements Act of 1988, indicates that the
recommendations of the Commission should be closely coordinated
with the Administrator's Educational Assistance Advisory Com-
mittee. Consistent with the spirit of that suggestion, I am
hereby submitting to you the comments of your Eat.cational As-
sistance Advisory Committee on the Commission's recommendations.

In addition to the Committee's response, I am also submitting a
minority report which represents the personal views of Col.
Hazel E. Benn, USMC (Rec.).

Sincerely,

OLIVER E. MEADOWS
Chairman
Administrator's Educational Assistance
Advisory Committee

Enclosures

1,4 41 it #1 I , 1.1a I I
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RESPONSES TO THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

These responses came out of a meeting of the Subcommittee to
Consider the Commission's Recommendations. As part of its
deliberations, the Subcommittee considered the responses of the
full Committee. The responses then are meant to be
representative of the views of the full Committee.

Recommendation #1: Benefit-Delivery System Structure

Response: The Committee concurs, subject to the following
amendments---

* Specify that the "education ombudsman" must possess
at least an undergraduate degree and must also be
familiar with higher education and VA education
policies

* Recognize that there is a need now for a centralized
inquiry unit equipped with a toll-free 800 phone
number at the St. Louis regional office

Recommendation #2: Certifications and Reports: Effective Dates

Response: Change the recommendation so that the requirement
that institutions report changes in status within
30 days of the date of the evert be ar- "ded to a
requirement that changes be reported 30
days of the date on which the institution has
knowledge of the event for institutions located
within the United States and within 45 days of
the date on which the institution has knowledge
of the event for U.S. institutions which offer
courses outside the United States

Recommendation #3: Changes of Program Limitations

Response: The Committee concurs, subject to the following
amendments_._

that there be a clarification made to the effect
that the required counseling mentioned be understcod
to be VA-approved counseling. The institutions'
counseling would be considered approved by the VA if a
prior agreement is made between the VA and the
institution.

* that it be specified that VA counseling be required

A 2 148
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Page 2.
Responses (continued)

for changes of program beyond an initial change only in those

cases in which the time required to complete a degree program
increase: the original required completion time by ten percent
or more

Recommendation 04: Compliance Surveys and Supervisory Visits

Response: The Committee concurs, subject to the following
amendment---

* that the recommendation be changed to read as
follows: Monitor by exception by permitting the VA to
focus on schools for compliance survey audits based on
factors outside the norm

* however, VA should avoid publication of a 'bad

school' list which could possibly be an invitation to
litigation

Recommendation 05: Counseling and Support Service to Veterans

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation 06: Debt Recovery and Fraudulent Claims

Response: The Committee concurs, with the following
observation---

* the Committee strongly supports the VA's efforts in
the area of debt management and believes VA should
continue its strong policies and procedures in this

area.

Recommendation #7: Distinctions between Non College Degree and
Degree training

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation #8: Measurement

Response: While the Committee did not reach a consensus on this
complicated. multi-faceted issue, the Committee does
express the following concerns.
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Page 3.
Responses (continued)

* the portions of VA law governing measurement issues are
often very complex. This fact has resulted over the years
in a very intricate configuration of regulations and
procedures which are necessary to implement the law. The
Committee recognizes that the Congress and the VA continue
to grapple with the particular difficulties inherent in

trying to arrive at methods for measuring independent study
and other non-traditional modes of education in ways which,
on the one hand are fair but which, on the other hand, will
not compromise the integrity of the VA education benefits
program.

* there should be some assurances that the Commission's
recommendations will not result in any reduction in
veterans' education benefits for these attending
non-college degree/vocational-technical type institutions

* while the Committee agrees with the concept expressed in
recommendations 8c. and 8d., there is serious concern among
some members about assigning percentage limitations on
independent and other non-traditional forms of study--- ten
percent in 8c. and 75 percent in 8d.

* the Committee realizes that the more stringent
measurement criteria applied to independent and other
non-traditional modes of study will work a hardship on
certain institutions of higher earning. However, the
Committee is also aware that the potential for abuse is
greater wit' these types of study and that, consequently,
in the interest of program integrity, any resulting
hardship may be unavoidably necessary.

Recommendation #9: Mitigating Circumstances

Response: CONCUR

RecommenAtion #10: Publications

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation #11: Remedial. Deficiency, and Refresher Training

Response: CONCUR
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Page 4.
Responses (continued)

Recommendation #12: Reporting Fees

Response: the Committee concurs, subject to the following
amendment---

* that reporting fees be based on the total number of
veterans who trained at an institution during a

calendar year, and that this count be extracted from
VA's own computer system

Recommendation #13: Restoration of Pay Reductions Under Certain
Circumstances

Response: CONCUR

Aecomendation #14: Role of Continuing Education

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation #15: Standardization

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation #16: Training and Associated Administrative
Resources

Response: the Committee concurs, subject to the following
amendment:

specify that the training sessions should, if

possible, include institutional (i.e., school)

personnel and appropriate Department of Defense

personnel who work with veterans' benefits

Recommendation #17: Two-Year Rule Standards Progress and
the "85-15 Rule"

Response: CONCUR

Recommendation #18: Value of Home Study Courses

Response: No response, since the Commission has made no
finding on his issue.
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Page 5.
Responses (continued)

Recommendation #19: Work-Study Program

Response: The Committee concurs in this recommendation, but
would like to add the following comments with
regard to the Montgomery GI Bill:

* eligible persons should be permitted to use
Montgomery GI Bill-Selected Reserve (chapter 106)
benefits for any type of training including
non-college degree type training at

vocational/technical schools

* the Committee agrees with the position of the
National Association of State Approving Agencies
(NASAA) that there should be parity between the
chapter 30 and the chapter 106 programs
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MINORITY OPINION

For many years, the Veterans Administration has been accused by
certain institutions of higher learning of usurping, or trying

to control, the institutions' academic policy.

This accusation normally has been made when varying amounts of
VA educational benefits are paid to veterans because certain

courses do not meet the detailed requirements set forth in

Title 38. A specific example concerning this accusation is

included in the Commission's report on page 117 which concerns

course measurement. The third sentence in the second paragraph

on that page reads, "It puts the VA squarely in the situation
of dictating education policy to educational institutions." In

my opinion, this sentence is an inaccurate statement whether
taken in or out of context.

The statute, Title 38, Chapter 3, passed by Congress and signed

into law by the President, specifically charges, "The

Administrator of Veterans Affairs, under the direction of the

President, is responsible for the proper execution and

administration of all laws..." administered by the VA for VA

benefits. In this same title, the VA Administrator is

prohibited in Section 1782, and in other sections, from

exercising "...any supervision or control...over any

educational institution."

I submit that the VA Administrator is paying monthly checks to

veterans in accordance with Title 38. Each veteran then uses

his personal funds, from whatever source, to pay the

institution's fees for tuition and other costs, the same as any

other student. This, in my opinion, is in no way placing the
VA in a position of dictating academic policy.

On the basis of the above, I further submit that the sentence
cited above from the Commission's report, should be-deleted by
specific reference in the Commission's final report or

clarified as inaccurate. or, if clarification can be made as to

how the payment of a VA benefits check to an individual is

interfering with academic policy. then this type 0
clarification should be included in the final report.

Hazel Benn
Subcommittee Chair
Administrator's Educational Assistance Advisory Committee
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APPENDIX B

COST ESTIMATES
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Cost Estimates

For Positions With Which the VA Is In Agreement

1. Monthly certification verifying_ pursuit of training for all

education benefit programs.

It is estimated that the additional benefit savings to the

Department of Veterans Affairs resulting from this proposal

because of a reduction in overpayments would be minimal: i.e.,

less than $1 million in any year, because of the declining

number of participants in Chapter 34 and low rate of

overpayments for Chapter 35 participants There may be

sionif;cant reductions in overpayments for members of the

Selected Reserve training under the provisions of chapter 106 of

title 10. Any such savings would revert to the Department of

Defense.

The estimated administrative cost of this proposal will be

determined when the Veterans Benefits Administration evaluates

its experience in administering the month!y certification

requirement for Chapter 30.
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2. Institution of a counseling requirement for changes of program

beyond an initial change.

Based on the 1988 actual percentage of 2.79 per cent of all

trainees having a change of program beyond an initial change and

an average of $150 per counseling case, the FY 1991 cost of this

proposal would be $1.500,000 with a five-year cost of

$8,700,000. It is assumed that counseling would be done on a

contract basis and be paid from the Readjustment Benefits

appropriation. This proposal will be studied further in the

context of the Fiscal Year 1991 budget process.

3. Eliminate distinctions between non-college,__ degree and degree

trak11(9.1:.

The VA supports the concept that absence reporting for

non-college degree students be eliminated. The benefits cost of

this proposal would be less than Si millic.i in any fiscal year.

4. Standardizing the different features of the various education

programs to the maximum extent possible.

There is insufficient information available to provide a cost

estimate for this proposal. A cost estimate will be provided

when specific details are made available.
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APPENDIX C

DRAFT LEGISLATION
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This appendix, pursuant to Public Law 99-576, section 320(c),

provides proposed legislative language designed to implement certain

recommendations of the Commission concerning distinctions in

education benefit payment requirements for degree and non-degree

training.

The terminology in the draft bill reflects the conversion of the

Veterans Administration to the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA)

pursuant to Public Law 100-527. This bill ,SSurnes that appropriate

technical and conforming amendments to title 38, United States Code,

mandated by section 14 of Public Law 100-527 have been made.

C I
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A BILL

To amend title 38, United States Code, to implement certain

recommended Veterans' Education Policy Improvements concerning

distinctions in degree and nondegree training.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rer' Jentat the

United States of America in Congress as-,nbled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES TO TITLE 38, UNITED STATES CODE.

(a) Short Title.--This Act may be cited as the "Veterans'

Education Policy Improvements Act."

(b) References to Title 38.--Except as otherwise specifically

provided, whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed

in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section or other

provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a section

or other provision of title 38, United States Code.

SEC. 2. REMOVE ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENT DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN

DEGREE AND NONDEGREE TRAINING

(a) Unsatisfactory Attendance.- (1) Section 1674 is amended by

striking out "conduct" each place it appears and inserting in lieu

C?
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thereof "attendance, conduct,"; and

(2) Section 1724 is amended by striking out "conduct" each

place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "attendance,

conduct,".

(b) Approval of Accredited Courses Without Attendance

Standards. -- Section 1775(b) is amended by inserting "if the

educational institution has no fnrmal policy or regulations

prescribing minimum satisfactory attendance standards required of

the student to avoid interruption. loss of credit, or dismissal"

after "except for attendance".

(c) Payment period.--Section 1780(a) is amended- -

(1) in clause (1) by striking out "which leads to" and all

that follows through "title" the first time it appears and inserting

in lieu thereof "approved pursuant to section 1775 of this title";

(2) by amending clause (2) to read as follows:

"(2) to any eligible veteran or eligible person enrolled in a

course approved pursuant to section 1776 of this title for any

period for which the Secretary finds pursuant to section 1674 or

1724 of this title that such veterans' or persons' attendance,

conduct, or progress is unsatisfactory or that such veteran or

person is not pursuing his or her course in accordance with the

provisions of such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe

pursuant to subsection (g) of this section, and with the

requirements of this chapter or of chapter 34 or 35 of this

title:";

(3) in subclause (A) of the matter following clause (5) by

C3
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striking out ", and such periods" and all that follows through

"subsection";

(4) in subc ause (B) and (C) of the matter following clause

(5) by striking out ", but such periods" and all that follows

through "subsection" each place it appears.

(d) Conforming Amendment.--Section 1785(b) is amended by

striking out "excessive absences from a course. or".

SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATES

The amendment made by this Act shall take effect as to

enrollments or reenrollments on or after the date of enactment of

this Act.
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Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, on behalf of the

National Association of Veterans Program Administrators, I wish to

thank you for the opportunity to present our views on the recom-

mendations made by the Commission to Assess Veterans Education

Policy, and the response of the Department of Veterans Affairs.

We would like to thank all members of the CVEP for the time

and effort spent in the preparation of their recommendations, and

we recognize the expertise and concern shown.

Benefit Delivery SYSttBLI

With the recent establishment of four processing centers for

Chapter 30 benefits. it is apparent that processing of VA educa-

tional benefits will not again return to the regional offices as

we have known in the past. The ombudsman would serve institutions

of higher education and veterans with the benefit of being more

aware.of local sensitivities and special needs. We would like to

include the stipulation that the ombudsman be guaranteed appropri-

ate authority, prestige, training, computer support, and office

support personnel.

It additionally would be extremely beneficial to institutions

to have a direct line of contact with their appropriate processing

center for inquiries. We recommend that this line be in the form

of a toll free number.

Certifications And_Etoorts: Effective Dates-

MonthlY self-certification- NAVPA's greatest concern with the

requirement of self-certification is the Pxistine oroblem of lag

time in processing. From NAVPA members nation-wide there is a

problem with student veterans receiving the certification letter

late, or not at all which in turn delays receipt of the benefit

check. NAVPA is gathering data on this Issue.

It is also Imperative that the institution be included in the

loop of information the student sends the VA, The VA must build

in a mechanism for checking with the institution when veterans

report any kind of change status.
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Modification of the thirty-day rule- We support this sugges-

tion, emphasizing the responsibility is on the veteran to report

any change in statue to both the institution and the VA.

Adjustments in benefits- NAVPA supports change being effec-

tive on the date of the event; but only those changes which would

effect pay status. Changes which have no effect on a veterans

rate of training should not be required as they cause unnecessary

time, effort, and paper-work for both the VA and the in,,;_itu-

tions.

Changes of Program Limitations;

Abolish limit on number of changes- This recommendation is

supported. With only thirty-six months of entitlement these

students will follow the most direct route for obtaining their

degree objective.

Counseling requirement- This is an excellent suggestion.

With adequate counseling, selection of clgree objective will be

much better thought It. We must raise the concern of who will do

the counseling. If the VA does the counseling, delays will occur.

If institutions do the counseling, they should receive compensa-

tion for the additional requirement.

Compliance SurveY and Supervisory Visits:

Monitor by exception- NA' /PA supports the approach of problem

solving rather than punitive action.

SAA concentrate on schools where assistance is needed- This

follows the above recommendation. Resources should be utilized to

assist schools who are experiencing problems or lack of under-

standing on necessary records. It is essential that SAA personnel

are themselves adequately trained and have the necessary support

to conduct effective training for institutions.

Re-model compliance surveys and SAA supervisory visits- NAVPA

strongly supports adoption of this policy and this behavior. It

would serve to improve the working relationship with the VA/SAA

and the institutions to concentrate on fixing small problems

before they become any kind of potential school liability,

Assistance to institutions with staff turnc.ver- Ex,ellent

suggestion. The Department of Veterans Affairs Central Office

must commit to the importance of the area .)f educationa: benefits

and support it accordingly.
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Qounseling and Support Services...to Veterans:

The concept of detailed counseling is absolutely supported by

NAVPA. Within the narrative of the Commission recommendations is

mention that the counseling would not necessarily be one-on-one.

Use of videos for counseling, as well as small group sessions,

could be effectively accomplished.

Debt Recovery and fraudU/tht Claims:

Recovery of overpayments-

Re-nurces and personnel be provided to the VA-

Other Federal agencies cooperate in efforts-

All of these proposals support the concept that the veteran is

ultimately accountable for utilizing their educational benefits in

a responsible manner. We support an aggressive, but fair, ap-

proach with the VA exhibiting responsible legal behavior.

Distinctions Between Non-College Degree and Degree Zrairling;

NAVPA agrees with the Commission narrative which reflects a belief

that arbitrary distinctions between vocational/technical programs

and degree granting programs should be eliminated.

Measurement:

Progress in attaining objective- NAVPA supports payment of

educational benefits by

the iit is earned.

t;.-.nate standard class sessions- NAVPA strongly and Mosu-

1
torts this recommendation. Pay the student veteran for

zrecH' earned, and which the school has determined apply to

'.Pe rated degree ohjtve.

Independent and non traditional modes of study- We support

t'e c- '.cept of counting these credit hours without discrimination.

Zr-. setting a 10% limit the aspect of record keeping of those hours

could become a serious problem.

Alternative payment schedule- We support payment for credit

hours earned toward the declared educational objective, regardless

of the class presentation.

SAA deterrine what is approved program- Reliance may be

placed on the State approving agencies to implement quality-con-

trol procedures, but without undue 4nfluence by the VA.

The VA study as discussed within their response is supported, and

it is hoped they would consult with educational institutions and

the VA Educational Adv'sory Committee.

credit hour, with no distinction in how
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MitJtatins circumstances:

Modify policy- This issue has been at least partially ad-

dressed in PL 100-689. NAVPA supports the -forgiveness" policy.

Child care as mitigating circumstances- NAVPA supports diffi-

culties with child care as acceptable mitigating circumstances.

and commends the VA for their recent communication regarding this

issue.

publications:

Newsletters and manuals- NAVPA strongly supports this sugges-

tion. The AACRAO/VA Certification Manual mentioned in the Commis-

ion narrative has been re-printed, in loose-leaf format, and sent

to institutions. We applaud the efforts of those involved in that

process for an excellent job. Additionally, regular publications

from the VA would be an immense help to institutions.

Rewrite chapters of Title 38- We strongly and adamantly

support and encourage this recommendation! The regulations are

difficult for both VA employees and school officials to under-

stand, and virtually impossible to explain to students.

Aemedial. Deficiency, and Refresher Training;

Available to all chapters ,-)f GI Rill-

No charge to entitlement-

PL 100-689 did partially address this issue. Chapter 106 recipi-

ents were excluded, however. we support standardization of bene-

fits for all chapters of VA educational benefits. We also support

that there be no charge to basic entitlement, based on the prece-

dents with previous chapters.

Nine-month limitation on refresher training- NAVPA does not

support this limitation. Refresher courses in one subject area

can often be taken in c njunction with regular degree courses in

ano..her area. Therefore, it may be more plausible to allow a set

number of total hours taken as refresher rather than srt a number

of months in which benefit!, may he utilized.

Reporting Fees:

Increase the amount- An increase in the amount paid for

reporting fees is long over-due, and is absolutely necessary. The

cost to institutions for certifying veterans has increased several

times over, with to increase in the commitment for reimburtment

by the VA. There must be firm support within the VA for an in-

crease to be realized.
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Fee based on a scale- The most appropriate reporting fee

reimbursement is to pay the institution for all student veterans

they processed for an entire )ietr. Even with the scale given in

the Commission recommendations, schools are only paid for a frac-

tion of their total veteran enrollment.

Include Chapter 31.- Even though the approval for Chapter 31

students is processed differently than other chapters, every

school is involved in some aspect of the Chapter 31 enrollment.

Due to the special needs of many disal,led student veterans ser-

vices must be provided which are beyond those necessary for other

veterans.

Restoration of Pav Rejuytions Under Certain Ciycumatances:

NAVPA supports this issue.

Role of Continuing Edecation;

NAVPA supports the recommendation that continuing education

courses should be allowable for veterans educational benefits.

Standardizetet ai

NAVPA firmly supports standardization of benefits.

The VA Task Force is a good idea, and NAVPA recommends that school

officials are also consulted. The work of the Task Force could

also serve as a basis for re-writing Title 38 as recommended by

the Commission.

Training and Associated AdmieAstrative Reeeemzees:

Regular training sessions- NAVPA strongly endorses this

suggestion. Training within the VA of new personnel is critical,

and the need is immediate. With minimal training, new personnel

within the VA regional offices are assigned to process files and

answer questions. With frequent changes of personnel within Guard

and Reserve units, errors in input of information is an on-going

problem and regular training sessions could only help this situa-

tion. Additionally, the use of videos is a viable alternative for

those institutions who Ore unable to attend training sessions due

to distance, et,.,

Enhanced computer capabilities-- The VA has utilized systems

that appear to be slow and cumbersome. To progress with the

optical disk system and other Chapter 30 processing systeme it is

essential that the VA be given adequate financial support to

enhance their systems. VA employees must be given adequate train-

ing. It is also crucial that program enhancements, software, and
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equipment be standardized. We woulo recommend that a task-force

which includes representation from the institutions of higher

education be formed to develop long range computerization goals,

Staffing and resource allocation- The VA must commit to the

belief that educational benefits are important, processing those

claims is important, and assisting schools and student veterans is

important before adequate staff and resources will be provided for

educational services. The rour Chapter 30 processing centers must

be supported with a high priority for staffing and resources.

VA work-measurement- The Commission narrative speaks very

effectively and specifically to the VA emphasis on quantity rather

than quality. VA employees must receive reinforcement on the

importance of doing a quality, personal job in working with veter-

ans.

Two year Rule, Standards of Progres_s_, and the 85-15 Rule!

Reaffirm these provisions-

Apply provisions across the board-

Incorporate Chapter 106 program-

The Commission has recommended a new look and a fresh start in

many areas of regulations and requirements. I. is NAVPA's posi-

tion that the same attitude should be carried through for the two-

year rule and the 85-15 rule. These are out-dated concerns and

Methods which require an unnecessary amount of data collection on

the part of institutions. Problem institutions should be dealt

with on an individual basis through the methods discussed within

the SAA and training nu7tives.

Value of_liome Study Courses,

The Commission made no rec:-,mmen(datic;n, and we have no comment.

Work Study Program:

Progressive payment scale-

Expand eligibility-

NAVPA strongly supports the progressive payment sale for vA wLrli

study pc.r.itic,n:',, ,r n:1

chapters. With this stiacture ti,ere is more probability for

compensating and retaining ,,11 thaine,1 workers who assist all

types of VA offices well institut:ons. The VA's comment

within their response cn the lack c.:f interest in the program may

be traced to the low wage InureasIng wages should 'er,e

increase interesT.

6
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As an alternative to the recommendation made by the Csmmis-

sion NAVPA is in support of the provision in S. 1092 which allows

the higher of Federal or State hourly minimum wage; and expands

eligibility to Chapter 35 and 106 recipients.

It has recently come to our attention that an "in-house" task

force has been formed by the VA to study the issues recommended by

the Commission. That task force is composed of ELR's and Adjudi-

ators from the field, as well as Central afice personnel. In

discussion with the VA Central Office it has been indicated that

the educational community will be involved as that process devel-

ops. We will welcome the opportunity for input and Iook forward

to receivirg information from the task force.

we appreciate the opportunity to address the House Committee

on Veterans Affairs on these issues. We commend the work that has

been done by this committee to improve and ensure the success of

the chapters of GI Bill.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD S. CI-RISTIAN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR
NATIONAL VETERANS AFFAIRS AM REHABILITATION COMMISSION

THE AMERICAN LEGION
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

COMMITTEE ON VETERANS AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATNES

AUGUST 2. I989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Legion appreciates the opportunity to comment on the ieport by

the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy issued on August 29, 1988 and the

Department of Veterans Affairs Interim Report on Veterans' Education Policy issued

February 29, 1989.

The American Legion has reviewed the Commission's nineteen recommendations

to improve the administration of the veterans' educational assistance programs and the

Department's response. While we are supportive -)f many of these recommendations, we

wish to offer comment upon several of the issues addressed in these reports.

The Commission recommended that VA adopt in the long run a consolidated-region

approach to the processing of all education claims including the approval compliance

functions and retain only an "education ombudsman" position in each of the 58 regional

offices. The purpose of this position would be to maintain liaison with institutions,

students, reserve units, and others, and to handle problem situations. VA, in its report,

expressed agreement with the concept of consolidated regional processing of education

claims, as recommended by the Commission. It was also indicated that VA was currently

evaluating the feasibility of a consolidated regional approach.

Effective this month, VA announced it will implement regionalization of the

processing of Chapter 30 - Montgomery GI Bill, education claims for active arty

personnel. Currently, all Chapter 30 claims are centrally processed at the St. Louis VA

regional office in connection with the Department's ongoing test project to evaluate the

use of optical disk technology. The optical disk test project will continue at St. Louis,

with the Chapter 30 workload being shared with three other regional offices located in

Atlanta, Muskogee and Buffalo.

The American Legion offered no objection to the establishment of the optical disk

test project which necessitated the assignment of Chapter 30 claims to the St. Louis VA

regional office for the purpose of evaluating the optical disk technology in processing of

benefit claims as an alternative to the continued use of paper records and claims files.

Now, due to the heavy current Chapter 30 workload and its projected growth, three other

regional offices are to be utilized to assist in processing Chapter 30 claims. The

education cases will be in addition to the normal workload at these offices. TARGET
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processing methods and equioMent are to be used. Their performance will provide

comparative data in the overall evaluation of the optical disk technology project.

The American Legion is concerned by the precedent which may be established by

the proposed regionalization. We feel very strongly that this nation's veterans should be

provided high quality service in an expeditious manner. The regional offices were

establifohed to serve veterans within a particular state or part of a state. Over the years,

there hove been a number of proposals to consolidate or regionalize VA's claims

processing and adjudication activities. Under the regionalization concept, as

recommended by the Commission, there would be only minimal local assistance available

to veterans and other eligibles at the regional office level in the form of an "education

ombudsman" as the responsibility for adjudicating and processing educational claims

would be handled in some other part of the country. If this recommendation were to be

Implemented by VA, we believe it would serve as a precedent for a further move tc word

regionalization or centralization of regional office activities. The Delegates to The

American Legion 1988 National Convention adopted Resolution No. 138 (ND) opposing

any proposal to centralize or reassign veterans' claims processing services. A copy of

Res. No. 138 is attached to this statement.

The Commission recommends the removal of the current restrictions on the

number of changes in an educational program that may be approved. It also

recommended that a counseling requirement be established for changes of program

beyond an initial change.

The Department of Veterans Affairs did not concur wi"1 the removal of these

restrictions which permit one change of program with any subsequent change in program

requiring prior VA authorization. In its response, VA noted this was one of the principal

sofegucrds against abuse of the educational assistance programs. VA, however,

expressed support for the recommendation to incorporate a counseling requirement in

considering an individual's request for a change in educational program beyond an initial

change.

The American Legion shores the Department's concern over the potential abuse

which could occur if no restrictions were applicable to the number of times an individual

may change his or her educational program. We believe that the current law,

regulations, and instructions provide sufficient Iatituoe in allowing changes in a program

of education or training. We likewise support the recommendation to incorporate a
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counseling requirement into determinations on a request for a change of program beyond

an initial change.

The Commission also recommended the removal of certain distinctions between

degree and non-college degree programs. VA, in its response, acknowledged that certain

requirements apply only to non-college degree programs such as absence reporting,

effective dates, enrollment periods, and school reporting requirements.

During the past several years, technical and vocational non-college degree (NCO)

courses have become more academically oriented, to the point where veteran students

enrolled in these classes many times sit side by side in the classroom with students

enrolled in degree (IHL) programs in accredited institutions. It is obvious in this high

tech era, most if not all technical careers such as electronics and computers require a

much greater amount of classroom instruction rather than reliance on traditional hands

an OJT type training that once prevailed in technical and vocational training programs.

However, as a result of rev:lotions promulgated many years ago, accredited

degree granting institutions maintained standards of quality and attendance for each type

of prcr;:.Ain which in effect discriminated against those veterans taking non-college

degree courses by applying more stringent rules in the areas of course load measurement

and attendance monitoring.

The American Legion believes that on inequity now exists in the application of

regulations between these two types of programs. This problem is addressed in draft

legislation included in VA's report. We would support the proposal to remove certain of

these distinctions.

Another of the Commission's recommendations concerns the issue of whether

continuing education courses should be approved for GI Bill benefits. It concluded that

approval of any courses of this type should be consistent with the stated principle of the

GI Bill that programs of education must lead to an educational, vocational, or

professional goal. The Department concurs with this recommendation.

As noted in the Commission's discussion of its recommendation, the value or

legitimacy of continuing education courses is not at issue. We share the view that the

approval of such courses for veterans' educational assistance benefits would not be

consistent with the stated purposes of the GI Bill program.

In its recommendations, the Commission supported the retention of those

provisions of law and regulations concerning the two-year rule, standards of progress, and
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the "85-15 rule." VA ogreb4 with the Commission's position on the desirability of

maintaining these provisions as a means to prevent abuses of the various educational

assistance programs.

The two-year rule prohibits VA from approving the enrollment of vete:, Is and

other eligible persons in courses of education or training which have not been in

operation for at least two years. The standards of progress criteria require that

institutions seeking to be approved for the enrollment of VA students monstrate that

adequate recorus are kept to show the educational progress of each eligible veteran or

person. Further, the institution's catalog or bulletin certified by the state approving

agency submitted to VA must specifically state the progress requirements for

graduation. Benefits are discontinued at any time the individual's conduct or progress is

unsatisfactory under the prescribed standards and practices of the educational

institution. The "85-15 rule" provides that veterans and other eligible persons may not be

enrolled in any course in which more than 85 percent of the enrollees have all or part of

their tuition, fees, or other charges paid to or for them by VA or by the educational

institution.

The long-standing restrictions on the type of programs and courses which may be

approved for veterans have .een implemented over the years in response to instant as of

fraud and abuse by both institutions, training establishments, and in some cases individual

veterans. The American Legion has been strongly supportive of the efforts of Congress

and VA to ensure the continued integrity of the GI Bill programs and that eligible

individuals continue to receive the educational assistance benefits to which they are

entitled under the low. In our view, these measures have proved to be on effective

deterrent to abuses of the system and have promoted programs of quality education and

training for veterans and other eligible individuals. We wish to express our support of the

recommendation to retain these provisions.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our stotpment.
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SEVENTIETHSEVENTIETH NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF

THE AMERICAN LEGION
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
SEPTEMBER 6, 7, 8, 1188

RESOLUTION NOB 138 (NORTH DAKOTA)

SIAJECTI OPPOSE ANY PROPOSAL THAT WCULD CONSOLIDATE
OR CENTRAL2E OPERATIONS OF THE VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION REGIONAL OFFICES

COMMIT EE* VETERANS AFFAIRS Ata REHABILITATION

WHEREAS, VA Regional Offices were established to provide a more expeditious method
of providing services to veterans, their dependents and survivors; and

WHEREAS, Because of federal budgetary restrictions, VA Regional Offices are presently
encountering difficulties in providing such services; and

WHEREAS, Any consolidation or reassignment of workload in VA Regilnal Offices would
seriously inhibit and disrupt the veteran's ability to receive timely and resp...nsible
services from the VA; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, Br The; Any/flow Legion in Notkeusi Convention assembled in Louisville,
Keeled% Ssatembe, A, 7, 8, 1888, that The American Legion oppose any proposal to
asefralles ar resselpt "sterols' claims processing services.
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STATEMENT OF

JOHN C. BOLLINGER, ASSOCIATE LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING, ANT INTLOYMENT

OF THE

HOUSE CCMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS

CONCERNING

THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION TO ASSESS VETERANS' EDUCATION

POLICY AND THE RESPONSE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

TO THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS

AUGUST 2, 1489

Mr. Chairman a 3 Members of the Subcommittee, on behalf of the members of

Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA), I wish to thank you for this opportunity

to appear here today and present our views concerning the recommendations

made by the Commission to Assess Veterans' Education Policy.

The Cowmission s August 29, 1988, report entitled "Veterans' Education

Policy", represents a comprehensive study of the administration of OVA

educational programs and provides significant findings, reviews, and

recommendations concerning assessments of such programs under the

jurisdiction of the DVA. PVA has reviewed this document and we applaud the

Commission for what is obviously an invaluable tool for the Department and

the two Committees on Veterans' Affairs.

The Commission has made nineteen specific recommendations concerning DVA

education policy. These recommendations were besed on several assumptions

and principals we believe to be most relevant In considering the entice

environment in which DVA education programs operate. Among other things,

the Commission has stressed the importance of adequate resources that will

enable the DVA "to meet and sustain staffing, automated data processing,

travel, training, aria other needs." As we pointed out in recent testimony,

the Inoue of adequate resources is the driving force behind the potanfial

ooccoso of these program. and the recommendations made by the Commission.
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Benefit Delivery System Structure: In view of the devastating reductions

In VBA staffing over the past decade, we believe the Depattment must

consider alternatives to present benefit delivery system structure.

The actual processing of education claims may very well be accomplished

more efficiently if done at a handful of large regions thstead of all 5B

regional offices. Individuals having "direct-line" responsibility for

education programs and veterans benefits counselors, however, must continue

to ensure that program participants are able to get assistance and advice

at all of the regional offices,

Certifications and Reports; Effective Pates: PVA is pleased the Commission

has addressed the issue of certifications of attendance at institutions of

higher learning and for non-college degree programs. We believe reporting

requirements should be '_:kandardized for all trainees. Monthly "cert cards"

have long been a source of check delays and confusion. Required tignaturas

by school officials have also added to the delays. It is the

responsibility of State Approv!ng Agencies and DVA Regional Office

personnel to ensure that proper oversight is maintained regarding

individual school's enforcement of "standards of progress" requirements.

Although we endorse standardization for
certifications, we are concerned

about the Commission's recommendation
which would authorize the Secretary

to require monthly self-certification
verifying pursuit of training. As

we stated in our testimony before the Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs

on Jqne 9, we are concerned about the volume of certifications flowing into

regional offices every month and the effect that it will have on the

delivery of benefits. The number of such certifications will clearly be

significant as every student in every DVA education program will be

required to submit one on a me hly basis. Obviously, the chance of an

individual certification becomin, ,ost, causing benefits to be withheld.

will raise proportionately.

We .rt well ,2c.ciainted vitt, the
problems associated with NCI, "cert cards".

When a certification Is not promptly
returned or, for a variety of reasons,

not promptly processed. the subsequent check will be issued during the
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course of the nett month depending on the schedule of "pay cycles". A

veteran is unable to rely on the check arriving at the beginning of the

month. As the number of certifications is greatly multiplied by this

requirement. there will be both increased delays and duplication of work

when certifications are resubmitted because a check did ;..ot appear on time.

Although vs understand that the St. Louis Regional Office has been able to

successfully proSme such monthly certifications for the Montgomery bI

Bill, we believe every effort should be made to avoid potential problems

which we believe would be inherent in an initiative such me this one.

Summarising this issue. we are most concerned that, given the large number

of certifications required by this recommendation, the failure of the

Department to receive and procees a single certification from an individual

will result in the suspension of the veteran' education benefits. This,

we believe. is penalty for the student to pay. The nonreceipt of

check coupled with subsequent action to reinstate the award results in

considerable delay before benefits are mous In addition, the

unpredictable delivery date of benefit checks due to delays in processing

times will cause duplication of work.

Regarding adjustments in benefice under all chapters that are required

because of changes in training tine. PVA supports the Commission's

recommendation. We can endorse the concept that the effective date of an

educational benefits adjustment based on a change in a student's course load

should be the date of change rather than. as under current law, the and of

the month in which the change occurs. In the event of an int eeeee in course

load, the student viii receive additional benefits to help defray the cost of

the course. In the case of a reduction in course load, the net result will

be "saved entitlement." We believe this recosmendation is in the best

interest of all concerned.

* Changes of Program Limitations: PVA supports the recommendation which

replaces the "changes of program" limitation with counseling requirements.

As you know, veterans and other eligible beneficiaries ere generally

limited to one change of program. In rose restricted cares. additional

changes may also be made.
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In view of the small percentage of student who change programa beyond the

initial change, we agree that there is little justification for this

adjudication process. Most importantly, under the current system a veteran

can quite possibly be denied s second change of program even though the

clump is appropriate.

We do have some concerns shout this recommendation, primarily in regard to

staffing requirement* and increased workloads. We are concerned that

veterans v. I be forced to wait long periods of time before they are able

to sea a counselor. We also understand the DVA's concern about potential

alms* and, therefore, suggest that this recommendation be closely monitored

If enacted.

Since the vast majority of participants potentially affected by this

recommendation (chapters 30 and 32 participants) have made financial

commitments to their educations, we believe there will be minimal amount

of unne ry course changing by these Individuals. The number of rhos&

who benefit by such liberalisation will, we believe, far exceed those who

abuse it.

* Compliance Servers and Supervisory Visits: We concur with the Commission's

recommendations, however, we believe all institutions should be encouraged

to requeet DVA sur7ey visits whenever they believe it would helpful.

The Department should be prepared to offer such assistance.

* Counseling and Support Services: We agree with the Commission's assessment

that all DVA education programs could be used more efficiently by the

participants if these individual, were routinely counseled prior to or at

the outset of their training. As you know. individuals who are Interested

in counseling services may currently request such assistance when they

submit their initial application for training. This practice, however, has

not gotten moth publicity from the Department.

Obviously, such required counseling will take another heavy toll on

staling requirements. We note that the Commission believes the counseling

could be in the form of "clear, written information with more euhstantive

counseling and aOsi.otence upon request." At the time of counseling, we
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sunset that another one of the Com:lesion's recommendations be discussed

with the participant - that the DVA intends to he aggressive in its efforts

to collect justified debts due to ad:It:Minn overpalaents and abuse of the

program. In any case. approprtate FTEI must be made available if this

recommendation is to be successful.

* Debt Recovery and Fraudulent Clams: The DVA has an obligation to, the

American taxpayer and to the integrity of its education programa to collect

justifiable debts. Aa we suggested above, we believe that required

counseling would present ar. excellent opportunity for th4. Department to

make clear its intent to be aggressive in its effort to collect such debts

and ensure GI Dill b.vefits are not abused.

* Distinctions between Non- College Degree and Degree Training: As you know,

there are presently variety of differences in the ray the Department

treats such curricula. The main differences are the distinction between

attendance reports and the distinction between credit-hour vs. clock-hour

measurements. We believe the removal of these differences is long overdue.

As we suggested earlier, the stsdarlization of the various types of

training measurements should be made to every extent possible.

* Mitigating Circumstances: Individuals may be excused from repaying

benefits after withdrawing from a course if the withdrawal was due- to any

of variety of mitigating he agree with the Commission's

recommendation that making or changing child-care arrangements should be

included as one of the acceptable mitigating reasons.

* Remedial, Deficiency, and Refresher Training: FVA supports this

recommendation which would authorise and make staniard such training for

Chapter 30 and Chapter 106 participants. As vs state. in our testimony last

Teat. we also believe that such training should not be counted against

one's original entitlement.

Importing Fees: The ability and willingness with which institutions

approach the voluminous task of providing certifications, de, and

reports to the NA directly affects the quality and timeliness aspects of

benefit delivery. Since the Department can not provide staff to maintain

veterans' record; on campus. this responsibility becomes that of the

institution.
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It is, therefore, we believe, in the best interest of the DVA to pay

realistic reporting fees to institutions to help offset the growing costs

of providing such administrative work for the Department. In the absence

of such fees, increased costs to the schools rill simply be passed on in

the fore of increased tuitions and other costs to the student. The DVA

will eventually foot the increased bill for tuitions, books, and fees of

Chapter 31 participants. Institutions will alsc become reluctant to provide

this service. For this reason we believe it is proper for the Department

to include Chapter 31 participants when counting the number of DVA

beneficiaries who are enrolled at an institution.

Restnration of Pay Reductions: This recommendation represents a

compassionate and fair response to a situation where Chapter 30

participant dies before being able to use the educational benefits to which

be has contributed. PVA supported legislation last year which would have

permitted the restoration of the pay reduction in cilSeS of death or

catesirophic disability occurring on active duty. We continue to offer our

support for this measure.

Standardizations The Commission has pointed out that there are now ten

distinct and separate education programs for which the DVA has

administrative responsitility. There are numerous inconsistencies in these

programs; many of which are unexplainable end serve no purpose. We,

therefore, agree with the Commission that the different f of the

various eduhation programa should be standardized to every extent possible,

consistent with their design and purpose. Raving accomplished this

mission, the administration of DVA education programa should be an easier

task. Since there will surely be disagreement' on how throe Various

features should be standardized, we recommend that the DVA first identify

all the differences and that the Committees on Vet eeeee ' Affairs then

incorporate standardization of these items into future legislative

initiatives.

Training and Associated Administrative Resources: PVA's position on this

issue is well iocumented in numerous testimonies before both Committees on

Veterans' Affairs and the 'Independent Budget. Centralized training is

definitely preferable over local, ad-hoc, informal training conducted by

journeymen adjudicators on piecemeal basis. Such centralised training
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remelts is more coesistemt interpretations of title 38 and provide/ the

regional office with fully productive new employees much faster than local

training.

Secondly, the prioritisation of sophisticated and enhanced ADP capabilities

is critical to the ability of the Veterans' Benefits Administration to

carry out its eiesicn of providing prompt and efficient service. This

issue, with which we are all familiar, must receive the necessary attention

and funding needed to bring DVA management information services out of the

Dark Ages. Aa FMK continue to be cut in the name of "modernisation",

veterans waiting for their benefit checks will be the ultimate losers.

* Rome Study Courses: Although the Commission has made no flrmal

recommendation regarding the vocational value of correspondence-home-study

courses. PVA similes to point out that such courses provide an extremely

important educational tool for severely disabled veterans who ere

housebound.

* Work-Study Program: PVA supports the recommendation to require work-study

allowances to Lle based on the higher of the Fedora:. hourly slalom wage or

the applicable State hourly minimum wags in which the veteran/student

services are provided. We believe this would help to ensure that quality

work-study students are attracted to theme positions in states that have

higher minimum wage scales.

We also support the Commission's recommendation to extend work-study

benefits to those survivor. and dependent who are pursuing educational

props*. under Chapter 35. We believe that the current priority for the

participation of service-connected veteran. in the work-study area should

not be changed.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my temtimony. I will be pleased to answer any

'sections you my have.
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TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN DOUGLAS H. BOSCO
BEFORE THE VETERANS AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT, REGARDING

THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS' MORR-STUDY PROGRAM

August 2, 1989

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the opportunity to

testify before the subcommittee today regarding the Department of

Veterans Affairs' work-study program. I appreciate the

committee's willingness to examine this issue.

The subject I would like to address today was brought to my

attention by a constituent of mine from Eureka, California, who

feels that there is an inegt.O.ty in the work-study program.

The Department's current work-study program permits full-

time student/veterans to perform employment services and receive

an additional compensatory allowance. Under the current program,

a veteran can work up to 250 hours per semester or quarter during

the arademir year.

Educational institutions under the three quarter system

allow veterans to receive a maximum amount of 750 hours of

benefits. However, veterans attending institutions under the two

semester system are restricted to between 500-625 hours,

depending on the length of abbreviates, summer sessions.

Increasing the number of work -Stuly hours granted to those

veterans attending semester-system u-,versities would create a

more level playing field. The Department of Veterans Affairs has

argued against such an increase based on the belief that 375

hours per-semester would place too severe a burden on the

student/veteran. An examination of the number of work-study

hours per week already allowed ,,odes the quarter system indicates

that th, vh,,

Currently, a veteran on the 10 week quarter system is

permitted 250 hours of benefits or 25 hours per-week. Conversely,
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the same veteran on a 15 week semester system is allowed only 250

hours of benefits or li,7 hours per-week. It se2ms cleLr that

allowing semester-school veterans to work 25 hours a week would

not create a greater burden for them, but would merely allow them

to earn the maximum amount of benefits permitted under the law.

In the State of California alone, 13 of the 19 state

university campuses are on the semester system. As a result, a

large number of deserving veterans do not receive full benefits.

I would hope that the Committee can review this important

program and make the necessary changes to allow all veterans to

receive benefits to which they are entitled. Again, I thank the

committee for its time and attention.

CIO
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Statement of John W. Davis, Vice President for Student

Services, Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College,

Asheville, North Carolina; James A. Kiser, Jr., Coordinator

for Student Services, South Carolina State board for Technical

and Comprehensive Education, Columbia, South Carolina; and

Julie Harden, Coordinator of Veterans' Affairs, University

of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, before the

Committee on Veterans' Affairs, United States House of

Representatives, August 2, 1989.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, we are Pleased to nave the

opportunity to present our views on important Issues concerning out veterans.

We represent approximately two hundred two- and four-year colleges in North

and South Carolina.

We would first like to address the !Out of the Commission to Assess

Veterans' Education Policy; but with consideration for your time, we will

not elaborate on each issue. We concur with the vast majority of the

Commission's recommendations, so we will address only those issues we

question and those we strongly support.

We are Pleased that the Commission 1 ammended the abolition of the

limit on the number of changes of program a veteran can make. Career

choice is one of the most difficult we face, and veterans are no exception.

(The average college student changes majors three times.)

Abolishing the limit on program changes MUI be accovanied by the

requirement foe counseling prior to a second change of program. We feel

strongly, however, that the VA should approve recommendations from QUALIFIED

School counselors. Regional accreditation standards require schools to

provide professional counseling services to their students, and these

counselors are routinely involved in assisting students in career choices.

Testing of interest, aptitude, ability, and achievement is available; and

the results of these tests aid in determining suitable options for students.

It makes little sense educationally or economically to have a veteran

travel to a regional office or elsewhere for a brief interview with a total

stranger who has limited knowledge of the veteran and his objectives. As

the Commission report indicates, new student veterans will likely be more

serious and mature; and anticipated abuse should ne minimal.

We concur with the Commission's recommendation regarding recovery of

overpayments. It is cur strong belief that overpayments will virtually be

eliminated if monthly certification is required. It should be noted that

the overpayment Problem (roan when Congress authorized preoayment and

advance payment of benefits; and, simltaneously, the requirement for

monthly certification cards was removed. We have recommenoed repeatedly
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that monthly certification be
reinstated and mit cooperation of other

governmental agencies be mandated fcr debt recovery. Nothing else is as

affective.

We are very pleased that the Commission saw fit to recommend the

removal of arbitrary distinctions
in the treatment of degree and non.

degree programs. We must keep In mind that it is student veterans who are

being treated unjustly by these distinctions simply because of their choice

of a career. It is also gratifying to note that the VA made proposals to

rectify the inequity in absence muting
for veterans enrolled in NCD

Programs. To illustrate Just how unfair the current system is, we offer

the example of a veteran in a NCD program in a i:arth Carolina communitY

college. The veteran maintained perfect
attendance: yet due to the

school's schedule of holidays, class
breaks, etc., the veteran was charged

with two days excessive absence. To compound this absurdity-since he was

paid on the basis of a thirty day month and repayment for absences was based

on a twenty day month - -he actually had to pay back three days instead of

two. All of this while having perfect attendance.

We cannot agree with the Commission's first recommendation regarding

measurement. They recommend that the rate of benefits be based on progress

rather than rate of pursuit. Due to the great diversity of programs con-

cerned, we that this change would create tremendous administrative

Problems for schools :ad a monitoring nightmare for the VA.

We strongly agree that State approving agencies determine what

Constitutes an approved program.
These agencies as units of state systems

should be in the best position to nave
certain knowledge of program content,

Quality, and reputation. Further, SAA's are available to assist schools

with compliance should a school need such assistance.

We should now like to address the issue of credit-nour measurement

alluded to in the second recommendation under "measurement." This change

Is long overdue. At a time of budget reductions and the resultant loss of

Personnel by the VA as well as our colleges, the most recent change it

measurement recommended by the VA and adopted by Congress provides for

.f Possible methods of measurement.
Four methods are not needed, do not

solve the problem, and create and administrative nightmare. Even VA

officials who wish not to be identified state their desire to see changes

made.
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The four methods currently authorized are stanuard credit-hour

measurement, mixed measurement, clack -hour measurement (with four variations),

and alternate credit-hour measurement, In the event you find this confusing,

take heart. YOU are only one of many.

We will address only the standard credit-hour measurement, because

It is most needed and is the only one that is equitable with recommended

deletion of the "test" that Is now required.

The following is extracted from the VA's DVB Circular 20-87-7,

Appendix A, entitled "Measurement gf Non-Deoree Courses at Institutions 9±

Higter, Learning."

4. Reouirementi fgL Standarg Credit-Hour Measurement Category. An

undergraduate level NCD program taken at an Institution or

higher learning will be measured on a purely credit-hour basis if:

a. The program is offered by a fully accredited institution of
higher learning. By "fully accredited" the VA means fully
accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the
Secretary of Education as provided in Sec. 1775(a) of
Title 38. USC.

b. The courses In the program are offered in residence on a
standard quarter- or semester-hour basis. This means that
the class schedules for these courses provide at least one
stanoard class session each week for each credit hour. (A
standard class session 15 defined as one hour (or fifty-minute
period) of academic instruction, two hours - 120 minutes
of laboratory instruction, or three hours - 180 minutes of
workshop training.) Th schelullvi n alggueg

h ram jo " I m
1 n. .- IVEYOH. gn
'WI- A 4-

n ement o s ano.ri cre ouierleslement
s no a ected by the fact that some course schedules may

exist during the summer term which provide insufficient
classroom training.

c. The program is approved under Sect. 1775 of Title 38 (i.e.,
approved as an accredited Program).

O. The program meets the new majority test. Under this test, a
majority of the total credits required in the NCD program must
be derived from unit courses or subjects offered by the same
institution as a part of at least one particular standard
college degree program. If the NCD program includes elective
courses, all possible combinations of courses that the student
could take within the program must meet the majority test.

The "test" in effect says that a noncollege degree curriculum can only

be acceptable if it is transferable to a degree nrogram. This is, on tne

surface, totally absurd. Suppose the degree program Itself is of POCT

quality? it is the justification for such a "test"? Aeeo in mind that

accrediting agencies accredit tne entire college not lust tne degree

Programs.
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It is very difficult for us to understand the reluctance of some

people to realize and accept the fact that vocational education no longer

needs the extensive monitoring that was dictated immediately after World

Mar II. Had our colleges been as reluctant to change as has the VA, this

Nation would have suffered greatly.

The solution is simple. We must adopt the credit-hour formula outlined

In paragraph 4b --but recognize the standard 50 minute "hour" in laboratory

instruction and workshop training -of the DVB circular and omit the "test"

outlined In pargaph 4d. The credit-hour formula specified in 4b with the

above adjustment will dictate more than adequate contact hours. The VA

states that further study is needed before changes are made. While there

may be certain areas of measurement that need additional study, the IHL/NCD

credit-hOur issue is not one of them. We first brought this Inequity to

the attention of 0

House Commit

1 1971 and to Congress through testimony before the

Is' Affairs in 1973 and the Senate Committee In

1974. The 1. by the Senate Committee in appointing the Commission

to Assess Vett ,os' Education Policy was designed to study these issues. The

composition of the Commission was outstanding in our judgment since it repre-

sented all segments involved with veterans education. we feel that the

Commission did a superb job, and its recommendations are the most comprehen-

sive and sensible we have seen In our nearly twenty years Gf involvement with

these issues. We submit that enough "studying" has been done, and it is now

time for action.

The VA expresses Loncern that "Industry standards and strong accredita-

tion procedures" should be Present before changes are made. We agree with

this belief and submit that these standards and accreditation procedures are

in place and have been for a number of years. If the VA and/or Congress has

a problem with any accrediting agency standards, then the Office of Education,

which approves accrediting agencies, should be contacted.

The credit-hour formula =lied equally to NCD and IHL courses in

accredited institutions which offer bath types of courses will solve many

Problems. These institutions are in the majority and the old fly-by-night

vocational schools are largely history. Should there be institutions which

are found "cheating" consistently or which fall to maintain standards. then
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state approving agencies should withdraw their approval. we do not feel

that undue restrictions should be Placed on all veterans in NCD Programs

simply because a few disreputable schools might attrot to "beat the

system."

We are Pleased that the flhairman of the Senate Veterans' Affairs

Committee, Senator Alan Cranston, has introduced legislation (S-1092)

which will implement many changes recommended by the Commission. We were

privileged to Present testimony to the Senate committee in support of

5 -1092, and we urge this Committee to support similar legislation. i

also request that the Committee support the inclusion of a provision

which will enable accredited colleges which offer both NCD and IHL types

of courses to measure both on a credit-hour basis. It should be noted

that credit hours are the standard unit of measurement in most such schools.

We feel that these measures arP essential to the fair treatment of our

student veterans.

We thank the Committee for the opportunity to Present this testimony.
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STATEMENT OF

THE MILITARY ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART

BY

ROBERT L. ALVAREZ

NATIONAL SERVICE DIRECTOR

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ON

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO

ASSESS VETERANS' EDUCATION POLICY

PURSUANT TO PUBLIC LAW 99-576

AUGUST 2, 1989

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the Military order

of the Purple Heart appreciates this opportunity to present our

views on the Commission's report and the Veterans Administration's

response.

First, we must extend our congratulations to the Commission for

its professionalism and depth of analysis contained in its report.

The recommendations are sound with great clarity.

The veterans education, training and employment must always have

one prime consideration, "The delivery of benefits in the most ex-

peditious manner possible".

Failure to do this, results in overpayments because the veteran

must drop from the program due to failure to receive timely bene-

fits. The more complex the system, the more chances there are for

benefits to be suspended or terminated for failure of the school

or veteran to understand the system. Again, this causes drop-outs

and overpayments.

Gentlemen, each of you can relate horror storior how some of your

veterans have been caught in a "Catch 22" type situation. Whore

seemingly senseless VA rules trapped a veteran in a snarl of paper-

work from which there is little hope of rescue.

For years the Congress and the Department of Veterans Affairs

have been initiating rules and regulations to prevent the large over-

payments occurring in veterans' accounts. I believe that the real

cause was overlooked. I have honestly seen only one veteran try to

defraud the DVA out of education benefits. That's a pretty good

record for a man who has filed and also adJudicated thousands of

education claims of all types.
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Although, many might say that regional education processing and

adjudicating concept of the Commission may not work and that could

be true. The recommendation is worthy of serious thought and trial.

The soundness and rational, behind this is excellent. If this could

be brought to maturity, it could lead to regionalization of compen-

sation and pension claims. Eventually, standardization of adjudica-

tion of every type of claim.

The DVA has initiated some inroads into the committee's recommen-

dations. However, the Commission's recommendations call for a far-

sighted over -haul, of the delivery and adjudication system, not a

band-aid type treatment.

The DVA still has somewhat of 4 problem with the Commission's
position on ohangao of program. It io tho Military Order of the

Purple Heart's position that these are earned benefits by the re-

cipient. Changes of program restrictions do not serve any useful

purpose except to harass, discourage veterans, and generally cause

resentment of the system. Many students under other government

programs change programs as they change jeans, with no such re-

strictions. Why does the DVA continue to ineist on this needless

regulation. If the veteran is maintaining satisfactory progress

in his studies (there is a regulation dealing with unsatisfactory

.progress) there is no reason that can be seen to object to any

change. Unless, the DVA wishes to limit the amount of benefits

earned by a veteran.

The MOPH would also like to see the VVA institute the minimum

wage to veterans who are placed into federal, state or local gov-

ernment employment under the Vocational Rehabilitation Program, In-

stead of the vocational training subsistence rate they are now paid.

The subsistence rate amounts to approximately 1.75 per hour. This

does not cover lunch, transportation and appropriate dress costs.

However, this is a point Congress must address. The problem mu_it

be resolved by Congress itself and not the uva.

This all can be accomplished by Congress and the new Secretary

of the Department of veterans Affairs. The Military Order of the

Purple Heart is convinced that under his leadership and the qual-

ity of pe: 1 on his staff that the cobwebs left from the pre-

vious admini, for can be swept away. A strong recommendation for

a return to r. :alization of leadership and authority, with an end

of decentrali- on of authority, will lead to better program

management.

Thank you for this opportunity to submit our views.
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THE SECRETARY OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON

Honorable G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery
Chairman, Committee on Veterans'
Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed please find the Department's responses to

questions raised by Representatives Christopher H. Smith and

Timothy J. Penny, following the August 2, 1989, hearing on the

Education Policy Commission Report. A copy of these responses

has been provided to Representatives Smith and Penny.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

4#41?
Edward J. Derwinski
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WRITTEN COMMITTEE QUESTIONS AND THEIR RESPONSE

Questions From Chairman Timothy J. Penny
Subcommittee on Education, Training and Employment

From Hearing of August 2, 1989

Question 1. Both the Commission and NAVPA commented on the
current DVA work-measurement procedures which, according to
NAVPA, emphasize quantity. Is consideration being given to
revising the work-measurement procedures?

Answer 1. One of VBA's foremost concerns is the quality of our
benefits processing. As part of our program of quality control,
higher level personnel at our field stations review completed
work and call any errors to the attention of the claims
examiner. Central Office personnel also call in cases for
review; and make suggestions for needed improvements to the
directors of our field stations. Work measurement, on the other
hand, deals with the length of time it takes to complete work on
the various types of awards. As such, revision of our work
measurement standards would not necessarily affect the quality
of the work being done. We can report that as the result of a
recent study, Adjudication Division work measurement criteria
have been revised. New standards are now in place, and we do
not anticipate a further revision of the standards in the
immediate future.

Question 2. Testimony has been submitted for the record by Mr.
John W. Davis of Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College,
Asheville, NC. In his statement he points out that the IHL/NCD
credit-hour issue is not an area that requires further study.
Additionally, he recommends that the Committee support a
provision which would enable accredited colleges, which offer
both NCD and IHL types of courses, to measure both on a credit-
hour basis. What is your objection to this recommendat.on?

Answer 2. The area of IHL/NCD measurement is very much in need
of further study, as the Commission To Assess Veterans'
Education Policy itself recommended regarding "mixed
measurement." In its final report svbmitted July 27, 1989, to
the Committees, the Commission points out "that the very
complicated and unwieldly issue of 'mixed measurement' cited in
both the Commission's report and VA's response (page 112 of
report and page 47 of response) would be significantly
ameliorated by adoption of a policy along the lines of VA's
proposal." (Commission final report, pp. 19-20) The
Commission strongly endorsed VA's efforts and objectives for
examining these complex measurement issues in greater detail
and in view of alternative approaches. A VA task force is
presently examining the measurement issues raised not only by
the Commission but by others such as Mr. Davis. Until such
time as this task force has completed its review, we must defer
taking a position on the second recommendation to permit
accredited colleges to measure both NCD and IHL types of
courses on a credit-hour basis.

Question 3. NAVPA supports the recommendation that a change in
status be effective on the date of event, but suggests that
only those changes which affect pay status should be included.
Would you support this suggestion?

Answer 3. Although we would hat'e no immediate objection to
this approach, it does little to streamline or help in the
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standardization of the administration of the various education
programs. Generally, those changes in status of students that
are to be effective on the date of the event will involve
payment matters anyway. Even though these instances are what
is envisioned in proposing a "date of event" rule, we would
prefer not to use such specificity.

Question 4. it is my understanding that the decentralization
of Montgomery GI Bill processing took place July 1. Would you
please tell us how this was accomplished - for example,
notification of schools, transfer of files - and how the fall
processing is progressing?

Answer 4. Computer generated listings and extract tapes were
picked up from the Hines, Illinois Data Processing Center.
These listings were used to identify cases that should be under
the jurisdiction of one of the three rglonal Processing
Offices (RPO's) other than St. Louis. Personnel in St. Louis
boxed these cases and sent them to the RPO of jurisdiction.

The transfer of folders was a well-controlled process which
began on June 19, 1989. The St. Louis Office worked closely
with the United Parcel Service to ensure prompt pick-up and
delivery of all boxed folders. Receiving stations were also
notified when to expect receipt based upon UPS' schedules.

In addition, each affected veteran was notified that his or her
folder was being moved from St. Louis to one of the other RPO's.
The Education Liaison Representatives, during the spring of this
year, notified all schools within their jurisdiction of the
change in responsibility for processing. The Target system will
issue a letter to each school whenever an original award is
processed for a student at that school. The letter encourages
the school to use the appropriate RPO address on future
documents.

We anticipate an increase in the number of chapter 30 students
in the fall 1989 term, and we began planning for the increase
even before we decentralized chapter 30 processing. Claims
examiners from the RPO's were called in to our St. Louis
Region) Office where they were given one week of intensive
training by both Central Office personnel and St. Louis claims
examiners. Approximately one month after decentralization
Central Office personnel visited each new RPO. There they
identifieC potential bottlenecks in the RPO chapter 30 claims
processing procedures, and worked with RPO personnel to
eliminate them. Tdus, while it is still too early to give a
final assessment of the fall enrollment processing, we are
confident that it will be done as smoothly as possible.

Question 5. I was pleased to hear that you have already
started on some of the Commission's recommendations. In
particular I was interested in the publication of the manual
which was done in conjunction with the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers. What was the
distribution of this manual? How often do yc.1 plan to update
and distribute the changes to this manual?
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Answer 5. The manual, "Certification of Students Under
Veterans' Laws" was distributed by AACRAO to all of its
members. VA purchased 16,000 copies from AACRAO which were
sent to each of VA's 58 regional offices for distribution to
each educational institution approved for veteran's training in
that jurisdiction. As a result, every school certifying
official responsible for advising and certifying students to VA
for education benefits should have received a copy. In
addition, DANTES (Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
Education Support) is in the process of purchasing copies from
AACRAO that it will send tc education service officers on
military bases worldwide. We have already drafted the first
update to the manual to reflect the recent change in the
processing of Chapter 30 claims to regionalized processing
offices and to clarify several minor points. AACRAO is
currently reviewing this update, and we expect distribution to
begin early this fall. Other updates will be issued as needed,
such as after legislation is enacted effecting a change to the
programs.

Question 6. In the Commission's July 27th report, it is stated
that according to Department statistics, in 1938, less than
three percent of all trainees made a second or subsequent
change. In view of the low percentage of changes, is it your
position that by having the change of program limitation in the
law, veterans are knowingly staying with their selected program
and without it they would not?

Answer 6. The statistics cited are based on work measurement
reports using that particular "end product code" where the
primary issue identified by the claims examiner was a second or
subsequent change of program. We believe the figure is low and
is not necessarily accurate or indicative of the actual total
number of persons who might have been affected by the second or
subsequent change of program requirements. Unfortunately, we
have no other data upon which to base a statistical judgment.
It may very well be that veterans are knowingly staying with
their selected program by virtue of the change of program
limitation. It may very well be, also, that veterans are
making more conscious efforts to ensure that they enroll in
programs of education that are suitable to their aptitudes,
interests, and abilities by virtue of the change of program
limitation. If it were not for the limitation, there is a
possibility that persons would enroll in courses or programs at
random without ever making progress toward a predetermined and
identified educational, professional, or vocational goal.

Question 7. PL 101-54 delayed the effective date for
implementation of the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection
Act until January 1, 1990. Has a determination been made
whether the data exchange with DOD in order to establish
eligibility or confirm continued eligibility for MGIB comes
within this Act? If so, what action has been taken to allow
continued access to the data?

Answer 7. No determination has yet been made vhether the MGIB
programs come within the Computer Matching and Privacy
Protection Act. A request to OMB from VA General Counsel for a
formal review and opinion is expected in the near future.
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Computer matching activities in all education programs have
been included in VA's extension of implementation provided by
PL 101-56, pending OMB's determination. Processing of MGIB
claims is continuing under existing procedures.

Question 8. In the Commission's report, reference is made to
creation of an Adjudication Academy. Will you please tell us
about this training?

Answer 8. At its inaugural in February 1990 and continuing for
two additional 6-week sessions in April and July, the
Adjudication Academy will offer wide-ranging training to newly
hired adjudicators. Present plans call for training in the
compensation and pension area as well as limited training in
the active education programs.

We intend to conduct the training in an atmo.phere similar to a
regional office environment so that trainees become familiar
with office operations and physical layout during their
training.

Each session should consist of 30 newly-hired adjudicator
trainees. Lesson plans are being developed, training equipment
purchased, and instructors selected. The anticipated site for
the three initial sessions during FY 1990 is the Xerox Training
Center near Leesburg, Virginia.
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Questions From Representative Christopher H. Smith
Subcommittee on Education, Training and Employment

From Hearing of August 2, 1989

Question 1. The Commission has suggested that in order to
increase participation in the work-study program, the VA
provide for increased pay and expand eligibility to chapter 35
and 106 participants. In your interim report you do not take a
position concerning the expansion of eligibility to chapter 106
participants. At this point, what are your feeling` regarding
this proposal?

Answer 1. Our opinion is that chapter 106 students will not be
a significant source of candidates for the work-study program.
Members of the Selected Reserve and the National Guard, in most
cases, have full-time employment. In addition, educational
assistance under chapter 106 is payable for the pursuit of an
undergraduate or noncollege degree program at an institution of
higher learning and eligibility would require full-time pursuit
by the reservist under that chapter. Further, the reserve
member must continue to satisfactorily participate in the
Selected Reserve. Thus, the total of such demand on the
reservist's time would leave minimal opportunity to engage in
the work-study program.

Question 2a. What was the purpose of the Booz, Allen, Hamilton
study when a comprehensive study of all educational programs
was already completed by the Commission?

Question 2b. Hnw much dim he Booz Allen, Hamilton study cost?

Answer 2a. Section 219 of title 38, U.S.C., mandates the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs to evaluate on a continuing basis
the impact of all programs authorized under title 38, in order
to determine their effectiveness in achieving stated goals in
their impact on related programs, and their structure and
rechanisss for delivery of services. The Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA), Office of Program Analysis and
Evaluation, contracted with Booz, Allen and Hamilton, Inc. to

perform a management assessment of the chapter 30 program, as
part of their continuing review of all programs. The study
focused on VA's administration of the chapter 30 program. The

final report concluded the program is being administered
effectively by VA.

Answer 2b. The study cost $124,406.

Question 3. What is your position on the Commission's
recommendation to modify the requiremer that institutions
report changes in status within 3C days of the date of the
event to within 30 days of the date on which the institution
has knowledge of the event?

Answer 3. Previous studies, such as the 1987 report of VA's
Office of Program Analysis and Evaluation, recommended that
beneficiaries be required to verify their pursuit to VA monthly
in order to receive payment for that month. This recommendation
is currently being tested with chapter 30 enrollees, and an
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evaluation of that test should be completed by early Fall of
this year. Although schools are still required to report
enrollment changes within 30 days of the date of the change,
overall, it would appear that the monthly certification approach
could balance VA's need to avoid overpayments and at the same
time limit the burden on educational institutions. We prefer,
however, to take no position on the recommendation regarding the
school reporting date requirement until that study has been
completed, since changing the reporting date requirement would
be contingent on the analysis of the effectiveness of the self-
certification test.

Question 4. On page four ,4) of your testimony, you state "the
actual implementation of such a procedure to require self-
certification on a monthly, or other basis, depends on the
results of our current study of chapter 30".

Is there an additional study of chapte 30 besides the
Commission report, and the Booz, Allen, Hamilton Report?

Answer 4. The Department of Veterans Affairs, Vocational
Rehabilitation and Education (VR&E) Service has been conducting
a study of the impact of self certification in the chapter 30
program. This study is a two year project due to be completed
at the end of September 1989, and is referenced in question 3.

Question 5. How do you intend to standardize the different
features of the various educational assistance programs to the
maximum extent possible but consistent with the program's design
and purpose, as recommended by the Commission?

Answer 5. At the present time an education policy task force
is examining that issue in depth. This task force, comprised
of various veterans' claims examiners and education liaison
representatives from several VA field stations as well as
program administration and policy staff members at Central
Office, held its first meetings in August and will meet again
in October. Subsequently, we will confer with education
groups. Before any analyses can be made regarding
standardization, all the areas of distinction among the various
education programs must be identified and evaluated. We must
defer any action on this recommendation until the education
policy task force has completed its study.
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National Association of Veterans Program Administrators

LYNN DENZIN, PRESIDENT

Ms. Jill Cochran
House Veterans Affairs Committee
335 Cannon House OfficA. Building
Washington, DC 20515

De!r Jill:

Attached is my response to the questions resulting from the
Hearing of August 2, 1989. You had requested this information
yesterday, however this is my first day beck at work. Hopefully
you have received the FAX copy by the time you read this.

If you would like any clarifications, or additional information,
Please let me know.

I'll be in Washington on the 27th of September for the VA Educa-
tional Advisory Committee meeting. We'll be meeting to discuss
recommendations from the VA Task Force who are responding to the
Commission report. Perhaps I can see you while I'm there.

I'll look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Ms. Lynn Denzin

2L
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FROM HEARING OF AUGUST 2, 1989
MS. LYNN DENZIN, PRESIDENT OF NAVPA

1. Your suggestion that refresher training be limited by a set
number of total hours rather ...hen a number of months in which
the benefits may be utilized is good point. What total number
of hours do you think would be reasonable/

In discussions with colleagues in higher education who are
4nvolved in Financial Aid, I have found that the US Department
of Education considers a total of 45 semester hours as allowable
for remedial enrollment. This is considered the equivalent to
one Calendar year of credit - three terms each at 16 semester
hours. These hours are not required to be taken at one time,
but may be intersoereed during the student's college career.

With relitiJn to receiving veterans educational benefits
for enrollment in remedial /refresher training, I would suggest
that at least 30 total hours of credit be considered. Following
the US Department of Education logic, this would be the equiva-
lent of two terms of full-time credit. I also support the
concept that the courses can be taxon in conjunction with regu-
lar degree credit courses as the need is determined by the
educational institution.

2. One of the Commissioners submitted separate view regarding
reporting fees. He pointed out thtt a significant portion of
the costs incurred by institutions is associated with their

continuous certification responsibilities. Accordingly, ending
those responsibilities in favor of veteran self-certification
would reduce costs and paperwork, thus eliminating the justifi-
cation for an increase in the reporting few. How would you
respond to this view?

Within the dissenting view written by Commissioner 1.ickes
concerning the self-certifications, is his recommendation that
the monthly self-certification should supplant - not supplement -
institutional certifications. Additionally, the recommendation
follows that institutional responsibility and liability would be
reduced while retaining the current fee amount.

The only circumstance uncle which NOVPA would agree with
this premise is if the DVA eliminates all institutional respon-
sibility and all potential liability. If institutions are, in

any way, required to monitor end report specific information on
student veterans then they should be compensated for that re-
quirement. The cost of doing business he* dramatically in-
creased in ell institutions since ;he last increase in the
reporting fes amount. Any type of monitoring and reporting
involves expensive computer time and personnel time. The reali-
ty of past experience indicates that the DVA would be very
unlii,ely to absolve the institutions from the responsibility of
initial certification, changes of hours and programs, and with-
drawals; as well as the many other detailed reporting require-
ments.

3. I think the recommendation to include Chapter 31 Students
when calculating reporting fees may be . good one. In your
statement you indicate that disabled student veterans often
require special services from schools that are beyond those
necessary for other veterans. What are some of those special
needs?

In discussions with my colleagues in Veterans Services I
find that most institutions do very nearly the same amount of
checking for Chapter 31 veterans on adjustments, withdrawals,
and grades tKit are done for all of the other chapters of educa-

tional benefits. Additionally, there are handicapped student
services that are a requirement for many of the disabled veter-
ans. These include, but are not limited to, special Cervices
and classroom cons derations for hearing and vision impaired,

wheel chair accessibility, and library facilities. There are
additional billing services provided by each institution. and
coordination of the purchase of books and supplies. Some
institutions also create and duplicate forms ComfrOn only to the
Chapter 31 students.

x.01
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Pelee two
NAVPA response to Hearing of 6-2-89

4. If an "educational ombudsman" la stationed at each regional
office, would not this person be the schools first contact
therefore negating the necessity of a toll free number to the
processing center?

If the question is choice between an "ombudsman" at each
regional office versus a toll free number to the processing
centers, I think most institutions world prefer the regional
office ombudsman. The requirements for the ombudsmen to operate
moat effectively would be training and expertise in the sre of
Montgomery 0! Bill benefits; sole access to terminal for
immediate on-line file information; information be entered by
the processing center in a timely fashion (within two weeks);
and adequate training in the reading of available screens. With
this support and information available, the ombudsman should be
able to answer most questions which would arise concerning the
veterans claim and payment.

S. In your statement you stress that DVA should notify schools
when their students report a change of status. Since schools
are required to report all changes of status to the DVA, why
would it be necessary for DVA to notify schools of the reported
changes?

It is correct that schools are charged with accurately
reporting of student veterans records. The schools should be
included in the "loop" of information in order to verify the
validity of any information reported by a student. If there is
a discrepancy between what a school has reported, and what a
Student has self-verified, it could be due to misunderstanding
on the part of the student. The student could be reporting
information which is not in compliance with DVA regulations and
it is the schools responsibility to review and determine the
aCcuracy of information reported by the student. The school
should always have the opportunity to review the appropriateness
of changes and updates as reported by a student. During the
131,ring term, at least one case is known where a evident verified
they wee attending on a full time basis: the schouI had certi-
fied the student three-fourths time, the DVA paid the student
full7time benefits. Had the school been informed of the dis-
crepitncy, the over-payment of benefits would not have occurred.
Similarly, any reported decrease oy the student should be re-
ported to the school and appropriate determination made by the
School officials.

O. Instead of having the DVA compute reporting fees on the
actual number of student veterans enrolled in an institution on
October 31 of each year, would taking the average number of
veterans in training during October provide a more accurate
number? Also why should a higher rate be paid for advance pay
enrollments since generally the schools benefit by having tu-
ition and fees promptly paid?

It is not immediately seen how an average for the month of
October would be more accurate count. Perhaps examples could
be given where it would be, but it is not apparent. The moat
equitable count is one for the entire calendar year. Pay the
school for all veterans processed over the entire year.

Schools who choose to participate in the advance payment of
educational benefits do have additional responsibility pieced on
them for processing, security. and distribution the checks.
There is also an additional piece of paper to be completed when
the check is released which requires re-reporting of much of the
information which was included on the original certification.
This piece of information verifies that the check was distrib-
uted and lifts the bar to benefits for further payments.


